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Sock! Bang! Zowie! The Oracle Magazine Inside

'Leisure' Draws Scholars
.

(See additional story, page 14)
0 00 00
0

Hutchins, president of the
Center for the Study of Democratic Institution and formerly president of the University
of Chicago and a :-· ,ciate director of the Ford Foundation.
Also, Dorothy Maynor, director of The Harlem School
of the Arts and a concert soprano; Emmanuel G. Mes:
thene, director of the Program
on Technology and Society at "
Harvard University; Leo J:>erlis, national director of the
AFL-CIO Department of Community·Services.
And, Arth~r S~hlesinger Jr.,
Pulitzer Prize historian and
special assistant to. Pl": . John
F. Kennedy and Pres. Lyndon

Nine world renowned scholars will be at USF starting
Thursday to lead a Conferen c~ on Technology, Human
Values and Leisure, the first
project of USF's Institute for
Studies of Leisure.
Students, staff and faculty
will be admitted free to the
sessions continuing through
Saturday.·'
The scholars are : Harrison
Brown, professor of science
and government at the California Institute of Technology ; J offre Dumazedier, director
a n d · chairman ,of
UNESCO's Commission of Leisure and Culture; Robert M.
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B: Johnson ; Alexander Szalai,
deputy director .of · -search at
the United National Institute
for Training and Research
and Robert Theobald, noted
British-American ec :;:iomist. ·
The program is:
'

THURSDAY
University Center 248
9:30 a.m. '. ·lcome - Pres.
John S. Allen
9:45 a.m. Introduction to the
conference - Max Kaplan,
director of the Institute for.
Studies of Leisure
10 a.m. Harrison Brown
11 a.m. Alexander Szalai·
Theatre
2 p.m. Discussion of Problems of Technology - Robert M. Hutchins, Brown and

Szalai. Panel - Steven Anderson, Student Government
president, Scott Barnett,
former SG president, Walt
Terrie, graduate s tudent
- and Graham Solomon, associate professor of Chemistry.
8 p.m. Robert ~~- Hutchins

FRIDAY
University Center 248
9 :45 a .m. Introductory Remarks - Max Kaplan
10 a.m. Rober t Theobald
11 a.m. Leo Perlis
Theatre
2 p.m. Discussion of Problems of Human Value Arthur
Schlesinger Jr.,
Theoba)d and Perlis. Panel

NO.

SATURDAY
University Center 248
9 :45 ;;..m. IntroductOI"J Remarks - Max Kaplan
10 a.m. Dorothy Maynor
11 a.m Emmanuel Mesthene
11:45 a.m. Joffre Dumazedier:
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Michael Kaplan, graduate student; Robert Vanhook and Raymond Zagorski II, students; Michael Elworth, graduate student;
Robert Warner,' professor
and chairman of American
Idea and David Leonard,
associate professor of history.
8 p.m. Arthur Schlesinger
Jr.,
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SG Elections Set Today;
-

University -Wide Vote
See Candidate Platforms,
Page 10

Conference To Study .~eisure
such as the .search oy student revolutionist~
on Technology, Human

~he Conference
Values and Leisure beginning tomorrow will
explore huge blocks of time now available
because of advance technology and computerization. Buman values will be explored,

for different values. Father Sol emphasizes
·the appropriateness of South Florida I to lei-

sure.

CRU Wants
To Ban SDS
The newly formed Committee for a Rational University
· (CRU) informed nearly 400
students, faculty . and newsmen Friday of their intention
to "e?Cclude the radical Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) from organizing on
the campus."
Neither the CRU nor SDS
are as yet recognized by the
University.
USF junior Garry Briese,
presidemt of the CRU, told
the audience, "The purpose of
the CRU is to insure the rational functioning of the University . . . We are sick of
threats, violence and destruction on American campuses."
He added that his group will
oppose formation of the raclical student group "whether it
appears by its own name or
by some clever-guise."
Up to that time the group
had been known as an "antiSDS" organization. To this
Briese said, "We can no longer be known as an anti group.
We will work on a positive
basis . . . We feel that at this
time we are acting on behalf
of a majority of the students
at this university."
Briese was asked why he
a nd several CRU . members
"disrupted" a meeting of the
SDS last Wednesday on Crescent Hill where students engaged in heated debate.
"They couldn't answer the
questions, that's why the
meeting was disrupted,"
Briese said.
The campus Young Republicans and the Politically Active Conservative Council a nnounced their full support of
the CRU during the meeting.
Briese said the CRU plans
to circula te a petition in hopes
that they will secure the signatures of a majority of USF
students.

***

CRU Invokes
IFC Support;
By RAY ZOGOR.SKI
News Editor
Gary Briese, founder and
leader of the anti-SDS (Students for a Democratic Society), Community for a Rational University (CRU), spoke
last Friday to what he
claimed could be the most
powerful deterrent to SDS on
this campus, the .Interfraternity Council (IFC) .
A minor issue evolved over
the presence of Oracle personnel at what some of the IFC
representatives
t h ought
should be secret meetings.
· After much debate, a motion for IFC support of
Briese's (CRU) was tabled.
It was decided The Oracle
could attend all IFC meetings.
Claiming the "sworn purpose (of SDS) is to upset the
University system as we know
it," Briese said, "With you
(IFC) behind us, we're going
to present a united front."
The Oracle editor convinced
the IFC that coverage could
do nothing but further their
cause, despite the claims, "If
you think we'll get just presentation, you're crazy," and,
besides that, "The Oracle is
r un by Pro-SDS people."
Briese · told the IFC representatives that former SDS
Vice P resident Karl Davidson
would rather groups like the
IFC be apathetic and, "if he
could crack IFC, he could
crack anything."
One of the representatives
said IFC support would be too
· much recognitiDn of a now-insignificant group.
Briese countered saying
that there was a lready a ·

Today students will cast
their ballot for 22 Student
Government (SG) representatives in the SG college-wide
elections.
Eleven seats will be contested in the College of Basic
Studies; two seats in the College of B1V3iness; twc,,seats-in the Cotlege of · Engineering ;
three seats in the College of
Liberal Arts ; and four seats
in the College of Education.

TWO REFERENDA and
two survey poll quesions appear on the ballots along with
the names of the 27 canclidates for office.
The first proposed ,amendment to the SG Constitution is
"To change Section 1.2.2.3
(Paragraph 2) to allow the
President of Student Government more leeway in filling
vacant college seats in Student Government Legislature,"
The second amendment is
"To change 5.2.1.5 of the Constitution to allow college
councilmen to hold representative seats con~urrently." -

THE SURVEY POLL questions are, "Do ·you oppose a
Rathskeller (with beer, food
and . entertainment) on campus?" . and "Would you pa"strong core group" a t the tronize such a Rathskeller on
University and that the dem- ~ampus?"
onstration at Harvard started
The candidates running for
with only 10 students.
office are as follows:
College of Basic Studies :
There was also some debate
whether the IFC would be Bob Bruce, SRG.; Russ
against the ideals of SDS ·or Hawken, ,SRG; Tom Foxonly its means. Some rep- Independent; Manuel Pelaez,
resentatives claimed it would SRG ; Steven P . Adler, SRG;
'b e wrong to deny the r ight of Dean Tudor, Independent;
the group to be on campus, Mike Cohen, Independent;
because in the words of Rob Linda Keeneth, , SRG; Susan
Sickling, Phi Delta Theta del- Dickinson, SRG; Dominic C.
egate, "people will say we Grosso,' SRG ; Curtis . Billingdiscriminate and we shouldn't sley, SRG; Robert Sickling,
SRG; Steven P. Adler, SRG.
be allowed on campus."

College of Education: Hal
Price, SRG; Wendy Williams,
SRG ; Andrea Beecher, Independent; Fred Markert, Inde-

pendent; Martha Clement,
SRG; Russell Kitching, Independent; Rose Raska, SRG.
College of Business: Shel-

don Wind, Independent.
College of Egineering: John
St. Amant, SRG; William
Packer, Independent.

College of Liberal Aris:
John Guggenheim, SRG; Sandra Pascall, SRG; Ray Zagorski, SRG.

Blacks Walkout
·Studies;
Want Black View
,_

By JOHN THOMPSON
Correspondent
In protest of a white instructed Afro studies course,
nearly 30 blacks waJ.ked out of
class last Thursday.
CBS-483, Afro American
Arts and Letters, the only
cpurse resembling b 1 a c k
studies offered at USF, was
the target of the walkout, or. ganized the class's black students .
STUDENT OTHA favors announced the action to the
class prior ·to the ·walkout by
reading a letter with a list of
grievances which stated "that
this course does not meet the ·
needs of Black students."
The · class, instructed by
Howard Gowen, associate pro,
fessor . of Huivanities and
Charles Boss~r~an, associate
professor of Am_erican Idea,
both white, was read the specific criticisms by Favors.
They are:
1. The course does not reflect a conscious attempt on
the part of the instructors to
present concrete course objectives on which students may

concentrate.
2. The instructors' presentation reveals that they have
neither the background nor
the insight to relate the Black
experience as recorded in
black literature.
3. The class does not make

a critical evaluation of the literature.
4. The instructors demonstrate an inability to objectively co-ordinate the evaluation of course materials.
5. The course material is
presented in a haphazard

manner and without any attemp_t to relate to the lives of
Black people.

FAVORS THEN asked for
support from the remaining
members ·of the class who are
(Please see Blacks, Page 13)

***

'Strugg.le To Combat Racism'
()tha Favors was contacted concerning
the problem of Black Studies at USF and
made the following observations and comments:
"Black students want an education that
teaches the true history of Afro-Americans
and our roll in present day society. We believe in an education! system that will give
to our people a knowledge of self.
If a man does not have knowledge of self
and his position in society and the~world,
then he has little chance to relate to a nything else.

"THE BLACK STUDIES struggle is a
struggle to combat racism in the institution
today.
"The most important thing is that Black
Stuclies movements must be led by black

students because they know what it's all
about.
"There is a dire need for a Black Stuclies
Department at USF. It is wanted. The real
significance of Black Studies is the material
and instruction is taught from a black view~
point and relates to black experience rather
than to a white interpretation. .
"BY THE FALL, if it's one course or 10,
it must be totally related to the blacks including instruction from someone with a
black vewpoint.
;
·
"As much must be done as is physically
possible. After all, a significant beginning
has been accomplished almost overnight.
"The present course is not even helpful
for whites. Again, 'whites want t o know
about blacks, they must be taught by someone with a black perspective."

SG Not The Vehicle

·For Campus Coalition
RAY ZOGORSKI
News Edit.or

USF Students Part Of ABM ·Demonstration, Page

3

"I wouldn't say some of the
Campus Coalition people have
given up," said Student Government representative Dave
Uglow, "they've just found
that Student Government is
not the place to get what they
want. They're now working
outside of it."
Last quarter, several Campus Coalition people, members of the non-party political
force that swept the Fall Student Government Representative elections, quit their positions. Most resigned because
they thought Student Government wasn't effective.

Some of the former SG peo- Dean Tudor
ple now edit USF's free press, • Danny O'Neal - write in
the "Aquarian."
F rom the College of Liberal
Commenting on the aims Arts:
of the Coalition now, Uglow Ray Zagorski
said: "We don't present .a Barry Mowat
From the College of Educadogmatic progr am , because
tion
:
we're not a political party. We
rather believe in picking peo- Russ Kitching
College of Engineering :
ple who are active and havl! a
William
Packer
desire for students to have
Claiming no real platform,
more i;:ontrol over their
lives."
Uglow said Coalition has proCampus Coalition will ap- vided a lot of impetus for furprove the following slate of ther gains in helping pass the
candidates fo r election today : Student Bill of Rights. Uglov
Bob Bruce
said major aims in the futu, ·
Steve Adler
include an enlarged studf
Manuel Palaez
voice in housing a nd food :p
Tom Fox
cies and investigation of
Mike Cohen
College of Basic studies.
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Butterfly Heads Activities
There was a lot of talk from
everyone returning from the
Miami Pop Festival recently
. . . and much-of it concerned
a group called The Iron Butterfly.

The superlatives ranged
from "superb showmanship"
to "just ·p ure groove." At any
rate, they won many followers
at the festival.
_. AND THE. Butterfly will be

O.C. Smith: Singer's Singer

here . . . along with 0. C.
Smith, Eddie Floyd and Tampa's Tropics.
"Their appearance fa 11 s
under S p r i n g Spectacular
sponsored by the Student Government, and it kicks off May
7 with the Senior Satire at 8
p.m. in the Theatre.
The Butterfly follow on May
8 with a concert at 8 p.m in
the Gymnasium. The USF
Dia:mondmen play Rollins at 3
p.m. at the Athletic Field to
'begin the activities on May 9.

first ' professional gig at the
Whisky A Go Go in L.A. And
by April of 1967 they were
signed by Atco Records.
Their first two LP releases,
"Heavy" and "In-A-Gadda-DaVida" went to the Number 1
spot on record charts. There
is a . "Butterfly Sound" explained by Doug Ingle, the
group's leader: "We didn't
copy anyone nor were we I influenced by anyone. We had
an idea about a sound and
how it should be expressed. "
WHAT IS THE sound? PerTHE 0. C. Sl\UTH-Eddie -haps the group's name exFloyd concert is the same presses it: .
evening at 8 in the gym.
Iron - symbolic of someMay 10 marks the date for thing heavy, as in sound.
the ·Faculty-Student G o l f
Butterfly - light, appealing
. Tournament with tee time at 8 and versatile . . . . an object
a.m. Intramural track finals that can be used freely in the
are at 1 :.30 p.m. at the Track imagination.
'
Field. And The Tropics play
0. C. SMITH
for the dance at 9 that eve"O. C. Smith is a singer's
ning in the Gym.
singer," says Tony Bennett.
And he got that way via a
IRON BUTTERFLY
The Iron Butterfly had 'four year hitch in the Air
large underground following Force . . . his sound so well
long before it opened for its received that he decided to

go into show business.
He was discharged and
headed for New York and
landed a job at the Club Baby
Grand. It wasn't long before
Count Basie found him. "I

EDDIE FWYD
Eddie Floyd is a big man,
standing over six .feet. And his
hits are equally big: "Knock
on Wood," " Raise Your
Hand," "Don't Rock the
Boat," "Big Bird," and
"Bring It on Home to Me."
Floyd began his career in
1956 with a gospel group
called the Falcons . . . the
jumping off group for him as
'\Veil as Wilsdn Pickett.
Floyd has made extensive
appearances on network television, as well as working
closely with his home company Stax-Votl as a writerproducer.

EDDIE FLOYD

I

need.

Student Government Presi_'· dent Steve Anderson met with
Pres. John Allen last Wednes: day to -challenge Allen's
\ ·~warding of student service
L
awards.
:· Student service awards are
: tax-free payments made to
: students in recognition of ser:~_vice to the University based
-,,~~n the I quality of service,
.·scholarship, character, and

"

t-.:

~
~j

. ALLEN HAD, it was contended, appropriated most
of the $94,000 for service
awards taken from the Student Activities Fee to fine
arts and athletic areas.
The major issue, according
to Anderson, is the appropriate allocation · of the Student
Activities Fee. Anderson ~ntended, in this first of a series
of informal discussions concerning major inequities in
University affairs, that a

ANDERSON SAID student
government was now operating under the assumption that
Allen hasn't allocated any
money at all.
Anderson called the meeting
"fruitful."
It was agreed that the Student F i n a n c e Committee
would have full recommenda-

Shopping Center s·lated
For Fowler Ave.·- Ve·nue

Construction of a shopping..., -of County :0?,_mmissioners. If
!·center twic; as large as the"' approved, work on the site will
' two-year-old . Westshore,iPlaza ,proJ>ably not . b~gin for about
i" enter; gps been proposed for three months, according to
; a site just- off Fowler Aven·ue. Smith:
. -.
(

major reassesment of the
awarding of service awards is
needed, with more decisional
voice given to the Student Finance Committee, formerly a
body which just recommended appropriations to Allen.

..

'

;

.,

-

,· According · fo Martiri Smith,
. chairman of the Hillsborough
County Planning Commission,
a building permit for the cen. ter cannot be filed until a section of 22nd St. has been
closed off and the drainage
system on the site has been
relocated.

.T~ PROPOSAL is now
l?eing. considered by the Board

One of the difficulties that
will be encountered in prepar-

ing the site for construction is
tha_t part of the land is within
Tampa city limits while the other part does not belong to
the city, Smith said.
Once the land has been prepared a building permit may
be filed and construction can
begin. Smith said that in his
opinion the shopping center
would not be completed for at
least a year after the ground
had been broken.

·'
tion control over the service
award monies.
ANDERSON'S l\lAIN contension was that every sfudent pays $30.50 from their
tuition, and should therefore
have equal access to service
awards. Under Allen's appropriations, Anderson maintained, many students would
be left out.
Anderson and Allen also discussed recognition of campus
organizations, .upcoming educational appropriations from
the state legislature, and student enr ollment.

...

tly was unaware of the consequences of his acti1Jn, however he should have realized
that an interest of an issue at
hand makes objectivity almost impossible."

By RICARDO PLANAS ~
St.a.ff Write r
·
USF's Student Court of Review has decided to stay out
of the case involving the elections of student representatives held by the History Department.
The court issued two injunctions to suspend the elections
temporarily, and to order the
Attorney General of the Student Government to take into
his possession the ballots.

, THE INJUNCTIONS
·evolved around the. question
Today
of whether the SG has jurisTHE PROPOSED center
diction over the elections. The
would include three large de- court felt that it did have jupartmen t stores, s e v e r a 1 risdiction in matters where
Today is the deadline for smaller shops and a theatre in students elect other students.
AL TORRENCE
-teams to sign up for the
It ,v,as then noticed ihat
approximately 1 - m i 11 i o n
.
. • clears issue.
men's intraural track tournaFred Salzillo, associate -jusment. Teams should sign up square feet of floor space.
tice, took part in the court's
in ·the :intraural office before 4
Smith said that plans to ex- decision while being a ' candi- of the Student Government to
p.m.
- tend Fletcher Avenue were date in the elections. The determine questions . pertain'•
question was raised whether ing to this specific incident of
also ·u nder consideration by - the -c ourt procedures were
interdepartmeqtal relations,''
_the Planning Commission. ·
proper in that Salzillo •had added Torrence.
signed the ·original ' court orders , while having a· vested · SG President Steve Anderson said that "Salzillo evidentinterest in the elections.
CHIEF JUSTICE Al Torrence declared that "the inj unctions issued by this court
All kinds of leather gear.
then are without standing or
Get with the tuff leather look. ·
:application in this .situation."
All items custom made.
Because the faculty of the
department created the positJSF 's literary magazine,
tions for elections, "the confuTHE SANDAL.SHOP
sion, mislll'!derstanding ' and the South Florida review, went
lack of organization, and com- on sale last week at the Poetry
306 N. DALE MABRY
munication within the History Festival, and continues on sale
Community, it is not the place at the University Bookstore

Sign : Up
For IM Track

DIG LEATHER!

1002.4 -30th ST. PHONES 935-1101, 1102

FREE T-SHIRT
WITH A PURCHASE OF
$10.00 OR MORE ONLY ON WEEKENDS

KENDALL, RINGFREE, VALVOLINE, AND CASTROL MOTOR OILS By THE
. QUART OR By THE CASE
.
STEERING WHEELS, NOVELTY RADIOS, HELMETS, COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT OF GEARSHIFT KNOBS MAG WHEELS.

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM, WE'LL HELP YOU SOLVE IT&

· SERVICE, QUALITY & EXPERIENCE - OUR '!YIOTTO
WE'RE OPEN FROM NINE 'TIL NINE: MON., WED., & FRI.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

r

HARDAWAY

SG Upholds History
,-.~~P'J!JJJ[!nity Elections
·-:

The Astronomy Department
has announced that the planetarium program for April will
explore light and color in the
sky.

,

Joseph A. Carr, planetarium curator, said the program
will explain why the sky is
blue and what causes rainbows and northern lights.
"Sun dogs'' and "moon dogs" ,
will be demonstrated and
viewers will be able to watch ·
a lightning storm.
Programs will be held ea<;:h
Sunday at 2:30 p.m .
The program is offered at
no cost but. reservations must
be made by calling the planetarium at ext. 580.
:.:....,

Tickets for Spring Spectacular are available in the University Center lobby: $4 for the entire weekend; $2.50 for T).le
Iron Butterfly; $2 for the 0. C. Smith ,and Eddie Floyd concert and $1 for The Tropics' dance.

By RAY ZOGORSKI
News Editor

dent Affairs, Herbert Wunderlich.

Student Government officials approached Dean Elliott
Hardaway, vice presidentadministrative affairs, last
Friday to ask why pictures
were taken of USF students at
last quarter's "Eat Allen"
demonstration.
SG officials said they left
without an adequate explanat ion.
Student Government people
were able to obtain the pictures from a protected source.
The pictures were taken by
Educational Resources of the
University.
Coe confronted Hardaway
wit:h an educational resource
picture order form made out
to Hardaway.

THEY WERE concerned
that students, at least until
the new Student Bill of Rights
ls passed, do not have access
to these files to clear up invalid information.
Coe also presented Hardaway with the pictures taken at
the demonstration and the
Education Resources order
form
Coe : "Is this fradulent ?"
(the order form)
Hardaway: "It could be or
it couldn't be."
Coe then said that Hardaway's reaction was typical of
the lack of cooperation and
meaningful dialog with students that has .caused student
unrest across ttie nation.
After the presentation of the
pictures and alleged order
form, Hardaway responded to
the student's questions saying
the University had to "be prepared f o r eventualities."
"Any institution has a right to
defend itself."

EDUCATIONAL resources
at first told this reporter, "the
Director of the Department is
looking," and they would call
back.
On calling back, the Oracle
was told Educational Resources had one order form
that they knew of from Dean
Hardaway, the recent antiMorrison's demonstration, not
the Eat Allen demonstration,
they said.
After some discussion, Coe
said, "either you did or didn' t
order this; it's either fradu- ·
lent or not."

THE ISSUE evolved when
John Bell, .a candidate in the
elections, wrote a motion for
injunction because he felt that
the History Community had
violated "all commonly accepted tenets of representative democracy."
Some of the , c h a r g e s
brought forward were that the
History Community excluded
the other political party in the
department known as the
"Splinter Community ;" the
"I COULDN'T tell you,"
C0mmunity · required each Hardaway said.
Coe asked, "Did you write
elector to sigh his •ballot, in
contradition with the "Austra- something similar to this?"
lian Ballot" method; the ComHardaway replied, "I don't
munity refused to enter Bell's ' know."
,
name 1Jn the ballot or to allow
write-in votes for him.
Bob Van Hook, representing
Chief J ustice Torrence felt The Aquarian, asked, "Did
that "there is need to set up a you order the pictures?"
structure in these depart"I'm not going to tell you."
m.ents to determine elections replied Hardaw11-y "I'm not on
stions."
the witness stand."

South Florida Review
Distributed This Week
•

Planetarium
T_
o .Explore
Light, Color

Tickets In UC

SG Asks Why
Pies Were Taken

Anderson Faces Allen
By RAY ZOGORSKI
News Editor

met him in a hotel one night,
and he played piano for my
audition," Smith says. "Next
day.~without rehearsal, I was
on."
He was with the Basie organization· for three years. And
just recently, his hit of "Little
Green Apples" gave him a
solid niche in the field of popular music.

for 50 cents for students and
staff.
This year the magazine contains 68 pages of prose, poetry, and photography. The review will contain poetry repr esentative· of all the United
·s tates, according to M.' T.
Durden, the editor and a student at USF.

THERE WILL be a satire
by Wesley Ford Davis, USF
Professor of English, and an
interview with Buck Henry,
the screenwriter who has
written movie scripts for The
Graduate, Candy, and The
Troublemakers. Henry i s
currently doing Catch-22 in
Mexico.

SENATOR MARY Margaret
Rutledge asked him, "How
would these pictures aid in defending the University?"
"I don't know," Hardaway
:replied.
Hardaway also said the pictures could be used for student identification. Coe countered by asking for what purpose, saying that "for identification pur poses" has to mean
"for something."
Hardaway paused. He
spoke. "I'm sorry, I don't
know if I can answer your
questions."
COE ALSO pleaded prior to
this response that the pictures
would not be released without
letting the involved student
know and they wouldn't be
used in a punitive manner.

Hardaway said: "I don't
know whether I could promise."

Norelco Model s·5 Pocket
Memo Pocket-size
note-taker
. ,.

sa500

· ·-· Phone 876-4483
KOROL OE.FICE-

EQUIPMENT

150 S. DALE MABRY

WELCOME
SPRINGWITH
FLOWERS.

Mack's Flowers

.

OPEN 7:30 to 6:00

3805 E. Lake Ave.
Tampa, Florida
· Phone 626-6717

PRIOR TO being presented
with the form, Hardaway said
students shouldn't object ,to
having their pictures taken.
Hardaway also said, prior
to Coe's presentation of the
order form, that the pictures
were taken for no reason, except that they "might come in
handy."
AT ONE point Hardaway
replied to Coe's questioning of
the reasons for the pictures,
"I think you know. " ·
Hardaway made a reference to possible use as archives of the University. Coe
said he doubted the validity of
this statement.
SG officials were mainly
concerned ·with the possible
•h arm that could arise to innocent bystanders identified in
the pictures. They also made
references to files being kept,
specifically by Dean of Stu-

So me college stu-.
dents don't care an
Iota .ab out f1;1 t ure
security. But the
smart ones ca re a lot of Iotas.
You've got to be hip to t he
future. You're not going to
be in school fo rever. It makes
DICK WEIR
sense to plan now by i nvesting in a life insurance program
Provident Mutual has a pro•
that can ·provide the founda• gram .tailored t o college stut ion for a solid financial struc- dents. The earl ier you start,
ture.
the less it costs, and the more
security you'll have a cha nce
to bui ld.
So stop by our office today.
Or give us a call, and . let's
talk about it. We 'll tell it to
you st raight . . . no Greek,
honest.

Mayes Sub Shop
1001 6' N. 30th St.
Phone 932-0218

IN SURAN CE C O MPAN Y

TOM BAKISE
----··
.
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Colin A. Shankle Ag ency
Suite 107
5444 Bay Center Drive
Tampa, Florida
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Department, the Board of Conservation ~ Law Enforce-,
ment, the GalJ!~ and Fresh
Riot police stood in tight . Water. Commission, the Herlines, cameras - clicked and nando County Deputy Sheriffs,
townspeople gawked as 250 the Florida State Highway
anti-ABM demonstrators pick- Patrol and various other law
eted Secretary I of Defense enforcement agencies.
~
· Melvin Laird's appearance at
-: Additional :Jiolice and p6li~e
St. Leo's College commencedogs were scattered throughment services Saturday.
out the surrounding~ area, a '
Over 100 p o I i c e m e n, Highway' Patrol plane buzzed
equipped with helmets and overhead and the Nation~l
faceguards, gas masks, guns, Guard' was on alert for the ocbillydubs and three-foot riot casion.
I
sticks faced the protestors for
T h e · demonstrators byalmost four hours at th~ S-an
passed the · first roadblock on
Antonio city limits, one mile
State Road, 52 and assembled
from-st. Leo's.
in a park two blocks from the
THE TROOPS _represented second roadblock at the city
\
the Pasco County Sheriff's limits.
By HILDA LOUGH

THE PROTESTORS· were sued by Governor Claude Kirk
briefed, given signs ~d s tated that anyone passing
be~an maz:ching toward the , through the roadblock would
r9adblock msingle file.
. , .<be immediately . arrest~d for
As the ·line passed P. Chan- trespass}ng_.
dler, the sole representative - It was finally-- agreed that
of St. Leo's campus police at the San Antonio· city limits
the qemonstration, Chandler would serve as the official
called the marchers, "You · line. Protestors were told they
draft-_dodging bastards !" No- . could occupy the State properone responded . to his state- ty between the sidewalk and _
the road.
ment;.
F the ·protestors
Once the · demonstrators · A FEW O
reached the roadblock, discus- wanted to go througlfthe posion began -between the pro- ·Hee lines and.risk arrest while
test IJ!arshals a11d police offi- attempting to march through·
cers about the legal techni- to St. Leo's, but Bob Paster.calities of how far the demon- · nack, orie of the protest marstrators would be allowed to shals, told .the cro\:'{d, . "We
go withbut trespassing.
. didn't come here t o be arrestAN EXEC{!TIVE order is- . ed - we came here to show
our discontent."
Ther.e were a few tense moments, but no trouble ocRay Hoo~s: ·Go On: ..
curred. The · crowd then sat
• • !,
r • •- •
while Dr. Kenneth Megill of
the University of Florida; Dr. · state," Megill said.' ."It is sig- mock ''.degree of Humane Let-Joseph -Della Grotte · of USf nificanf: tha,t the ·movement ters" awarded !'Laird" - a
__ and several students spoke to exfsts throughout · the . state student wearing- a · niissile:.- the demonstrators_· about the and will exist untiI,no i ollege hea(\ with · Lai_rd's-!ace . on it.
ABM. system and the purpose will give a phony doctorate to
The "-Letters" s p e l1 e4
of the demonstration. . .
a man who supports imperial. •
ism witlt all his heart and PEACE, and as each was
.,. " In -. the . th;ee- years I've · soul " ·he told the ·protest ors. pinned on.a pink sash, and ex:planation of ilie meaning of
tieen in Eior.ida, this is the ·
'
first tiine I have· seen concert-,
A "GUERRILLA' Theatre," ea ch letter was r ead :by ·Ben
ed . action tnrougbgut .the.· . was thep pre&ented,- with a . Hooks. ·

'· Sta.ff Write!'

...... ,, .

.:

.

1

Boh Pasternak: Hold On"
·1.

'
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BRIDAL SERIES
burg group, will ·be featuted
"How to Plan a Wedding", at a ,free street.d~ce Friday,
the third of the Bridal Series May 2 at 9· p.m. in the UC
Programs, will be presented Circl~ _Drive·.. The dance is
by Mrs. Beva Dolbeck of the :sponsored by the University
Beva Dolbeck Bridal Shop, •.-€ enter Program Council. ·
today, at 2 _p :m. in UC 255-6.
Mrs. Dolb~ck_has had many
years of-experience as a Briday Consultant and provides
valual,)le-hints for making the
'
planning stages of the wedding day more effective and
efficient. She has previously
,'
,:
presented. several progran).S
cin this area for the UC,
Refreshments w i i l
be
served. i'
D_avid _Guerra, . Hillsborough
. . . . . . ~<;)yIE. . .
The UC will present "Texas County Chairman of New
Across · the River", ~tarr1_ng Party and News Director of
Dean· M~tin anµ, Joey Bishop, WUSF~TV, was asked to leave
. on Frida·y, Satqf day aIJtl Sim. day; May 2, 3 and 4 at 7 :30 the campus of St. Leo's Colp~m. in -t he BSA. Admission is lege Saturday by Raleigh
Green; Chairman of-the Board
35 cents.
of St. Leo's.
PAJNTING QOMPETITION
· The exhibition of. undergradGuerra's press cr:_edentia1s
uate ·art works, which . are and press -pass were revoked
t ·entnes1 i~ .th_e_.~e.Y~1!tJi Annu- after be was recognized . as ,
;-al All-Florid~ 'Undergraduate being affiliatJ a. with New
-' Painting Competition, con- Party, a political party which
tinues in the. UC Ballroom is anti-ABM a~d anti-Vietnam
through Friday,May. 2.
.
in its platform.
~.•
Approximately 28 works
are exhibited from colleges
GUER-RA 4ND his wife,
and universities throughout Bobbi, lefi St. Leo's without
Florida, and- the award win- protest. Yesterday Guerra reners •indicated. The competi- lease'a to the press a letter adtion is sponsored by the UC. dressed to Green condemning
·The "Omen," a St. Peters- his action. , ..
/

Gue·r.ra.Asked

SPECIAL- USF.FRATERNITIES &- soRO'RITIES l>Nly· ~.' .
Gro~p Bxl0's - Special - $10.00 COMPLETE COST

SMOAKiS .PERSONALIZED STUDIO

..

·

PORTRAIT·S -:-- WEDDIJ1GS - PASSPORTS - I.D.'s
6507 No. FLA. AVE. - 4 Blocks So. of Sligh.Ph. 236-8681 or 238-1986

·

Police: Nobody~$ Going An1~yw~~h~e~i~,e:___..:......:._ _:__~====="~R=S.=Be=tw=e=en=N=o=on=a=nd=l=O=p=.m=.=--~R=EG=.=St=ud=io=H=rs=.=2P=.M=·=-7=P=.M=.=========='-

\

To leave ·, ·,
Re~i~tration Of'l ,,A i
.Demonstration Cont1nu,ous ,~as1;0s?· I,

)_

~

•

to

Mrs ..Dolb8(,k':
.TO ·speCl'k .H~re
.

1

,

By GENE BURKE-Tr

·JUST
ARRIVED!
,.
.D I.N GO'S

.As Advertised in PLAYBOY

I
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'

by Acme

~,.;

•Available in'Spani•sh Brandy or Black

'cca_mpu_s Heac(qucirters
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The day starts. Endless long lines. Waiting. Narrow
corridors stuffed beyond capacity. More waiting. Closeq
courses. The winding trek through the shower room. Still
more waiting. Scars and trampled feet.
Remember? This . · was registration. After many
changes USF registration is impro\Ullg. But as USF
grows, a ,more dynamic system for :registration is going
to bl needed.
·

Levrs

\

·
'
·
'

,

. - ·,·~'

Co~-pl;te Line for

..,

I •

°b;y~~~(Gal~"

.. ~ BERMA)( _-WESTERN {'STORE'

: DEAN CHARLES H. Wildy, Dean of Men, has some
· interesting ideas for improving registration. "I would like
to see a continuous registration," says Wildy. Registration
. ·wo'uld take place before
., the prior quarter is -finished.

t

Ph: 932-03-22·8702 Nebraska Ave.

(Just a few m'inutes from the campus)

"This would demand several changes,'! said Wildy.
Course schedules would need to be issued at least two
months · in advance. Advising • should also .·t ake place
months before the term begins. Deans or department
heads would distribute course cards. .
.These ~teps would determine the demand for classes
well ll!_ advance. It would giye the administration time to
make cha,nges in class times, number of needed instruc- ·
tors, ~d classroom changes.
I

"ANOTHER SYSTEM would be the creation of a sectioning center," said Wildy. This system is the same as
the other except that a sectioning center would have
course cards.
·
,
·
Class times would be decided after all cards are distributed. "Per haps · scheduling of class times could
0
done ~y computer."

,t

Dean Wildy feels that the student legislature should investiga,te these ideas and registration of· other schools
and _present their findings to the adminjstration.

Chisholm, Philosopher,
/ Will Speak Tuesday
Dr_. Roderick Milton qusho l m, philosopher, wt itereditor, and professor, ,vill
giv'e a lectur e on "Persons as
Objects . P ersisting Through

IHRC Meets;
,Forms -Team .

~-MEMBER F.D.I.C.
· What does a checking ·
account give yo"?

OPEN ACHECKING ACCOUNT
TODAY :_

EXCHANGE BANK
9385 56th St.
.988-Hl~
I

.....

· OF

TEMPLE
TERRACE.·

...

A voluntary_volleyball tournament will be · sponsored by
the Inter-Residence H a I I
Counc_il (IHRC).
Any group wishing to form
a team should send .a r epresentative to the org~ization
meeting on Friday at 2 p.m.
in Argos Center 234.
A roster of the t eams will
be ma~: a,t the meeting. Repr esentatives should have a list
of six ·m embers, three male
and three female, at the meeting. The winning team will be
guests of IHRC for dinner at a
Tampa restaurant.
IHRC will also sponsor eve.ning hours a t ~gos P ool on
Tuesday and Thursqay beginning next Tuesday. The hours
. will be posted.
,
F ontaiia Hall has lost activities privileges due to lack of
representation at IHRC m eetings.

r~·-

.,
I

I

-tk~-·--~1~# 0 ~=}W:.f\>

Tim e," i n Fi ne ' ArtsHumanities 236, Tuesday 4,:15
p.m.
.
The lecture, is sponsored by
the USF Philosophy Club. .

CHISHOLM HAS WRl'l'TEN_
several artjcles and books. on
the theory of knowledge, the
philosophy of science, and
logic. His first book, "Pere e i v i,n g : A Philosophical
Study," was ·p ublished in 1~57.
His most recent books are
"The Theory of Knowledge"
and " P hilosophy."
'He is presently the cqnsulting editor for both Philosophy,
and Phenomenological Resea rch, two magazines of a
philosophical nature. ·
· Chisholm who received his
A.B. in I Philosophy from
Brown U~iversity, has been a
professor there for 13 years.
He r eceived his M.A. and
P,h. D. from Harva rd and
served as a· visiting lec!urer.
there in 1950.
. He was a visiting professor
at the University of Graz,
Austria , in 19~9-60 and at
Princeton University in 1961.
He served' as vice-president
of the American Philosophical
Associa tion in -.1961-62 . and is
also a member of the Ameri:
can P sychological Associa:
tion, and ;the· America n Symbolic Log ic Association.

wt TYLISH NE

-

DALE MABRY
' '66 Plymouth Fury Ill, 2-door. ·hardtop, V-8, auto, steer., /
. qir, radio/ .heat, whitewalls, wlieel covers, double
sharR.
·
. .
.
.a·

$148]00
.

· '69 Galaxie, 4:dr., hardtop, choice-of colors, load,cl.

,

I

67 Mus~ang, 2-dr. hardtop, V-8, auto, power steer,, .
factory air, ra~io / heat, whitewalls, wlieer ·covers, $199. 200
ready to go.
'67 Chevy l'mpala 55; 2-dr.,, hardtop, V-8, auto., power
, 'steer. / brakes, stereo tape~ radio / heat, factory air,
whitewalls, wire wheel covers, bucket seats, black beau- $}95700
ty.
'

-

'~9 'Gala_xie,. 2-dr. hardtop, choice of colors, .load■d, fast
back.
· ·
·
...
..· .
·.
f

'63 fairlane, 2-dr., red, auto., six

$2n95'00'
."l

,. "'

'College- Curriculum
Not Relevant' - Battle

0~CLEI
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April 30, 1969, U. of South Florida

EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

By JOHN CALDERAZZO
Editorial Page Editor
'

Question: Are today's colleges and
~ universities relevant to the world we students are preparing to enter?
Answer: No!.
ists and the following results were
This harsh criticism of our oftenpraised, often-maligned modern educaavailable asof Feb.13:
tional system comes from
man who
There are three new courses should know. He is a Jean A. Battle,
concerned with black studies Dean of USF's College of Education.

Black Studies Now
There is an expressed need by
the black community of USF for a
Black Studies program at this university. And that is sufficient impetus.
· A tentative /date of Fall of 1969
has been requested. That is sufficient time.
THE TERM "program" is a

cloudy one. And this is understandable.
H.owever, there are prerequisites that are not in question: .
i,, That the course(s) be taught
by someone with a black perspective.

v That the courses established
shall aid in giving the black man
at USF a knowledge of self. This
demands that courses beyond
"Arts' and Letters" be instituted.
STUDIES HA VE BEEN completed on the problem as it now ex-

a

planned for the Fall or Winter term
of 1969 with no indication they will
be instructed by someone with a
Black perspective.
There are a number of courses
presently in progress that indirectly relate to the Blacks. None of
these, however, are felt to be totally relevant by the Blacks: ·
THIS IS A FREE and just Uni-

versity. And it is finding itself at
the beginning of a racial crisis, a
pattern that develops easily and
ends sometimes irrationally and
violently. '
·
It should not and must not end
that way here.

There is an expressed need and
that need must be met. It is the
human thing to do.

BATTLE HAS BEEN Dean of the college since its inception, and previously
was Dean of Florida Southern College in
Lakeland. He ·has visited and studied the
programs of numerous universities
throughout the country, and in 1956 made
a study of the English University system.
"The college curriculum, like so .much
of the high school curriculum in the
inner cities, simply is not relevant to <the
real world students are supposed to be
preparing to enter," he says.
Battle believes, "Our schools need to
be more urban orientated, more humanistic, and they need to delegate more responsibility to students to help plan and
choose their own curriculum.'.'
"THERE ISN'T a first-class state und!c!rgraduate university in the country,"
he says.
Does that include USF?
"Yes. On a 'graded curve' of state
universities, USF would probably get an
'A', but it still is not as relevant as it
:·should-be."
Battle thinks teachers and students
are smarter and more capable than their
predecessors, but that the educational
system has •not been able to keep pace
with the escalating problems of the coun-

JEAN BATTLE
try and the world.
"EDUCATIONAL . LEADERS a re
culture-bound;" he charged, "you'd
think they'd be more open-minded, but
really the're just as resistant to change
where it affects them· as anyone" else.
There are very few college courses offered today that were not offered when I
was an undergraduate." ,
,"Educators are too complacent. For
example, I noticed some of our educational theory textbooks were still dis. cussing Navy Adm. Rickover's criticism
of American education. That was over
ten years ago! The books should concentrate on contemporary problems like the
revolt of'students, blacks, and teachers."•
Battle said he was so concerned with
these-problems that he recently wrote an
educational theory text about them.
What should today's universities emphasize?
. - URBAN ORIENTATION. "Florida
is urbanizing faster than any slate east

~: t~~!\ ' ~:. f _

.-F-.-.
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EDITOR:
My point is still good. Student Government President Steve Anderson has
the constitutional power to appoint his
'
'
Cabinef
and he chose not . to appoint a
I - _-: ·~
~ingle
woman
or, since he drags in the
'\ .. matter~a single black. I dofnot have the
authprity to appoint the Executive Com53-50 to include the provision in the mittee about which he chides me. As to
general appropriations bill despite appointment from minority groups, I
would say the USF has one of the few
Appropriations Chairman Ralph women
Directors of University Libraries
Turlington's contention that it in the country.

·A ·sack/ash 01 ~Bills
Every action produces an opposite and equal reaction, as Newton
said. But when Sir Isaac was· formulating his faws of motion it
probably ·never occurred to him
that he was also developing a pretty workable definition of the term
we now call "political backlash," a
backlash that is flourishing in the
United States and Florida at this
very moment.
The "action" is the mounting
wave of student protest and agitation, violent and non-violent, moral
and immoral, that is ·occurring on
scores of campuses throughout the
~ountry.
THE "REACTION" is the rash
of get-tough bills aimed at these
students, bills that are being proposed almost daily in the various
state legislatures.

That this protest and agitation
has barely reached the proportions
of a hard trickle on Florida campuses has not in the -least bit lessened the zeal of our State lawmakers to "crack down" on the trouble
makers.
For example, last week the
House voted to cut off all state support, direct or indirect, to university students or faculty members
who violate laws or regulations or
advocate the violent overthrow of
the government. The vote was

could cut off state aid to a student
under 21 who buys a pack of cigarettes.

,l.ND TIDS BILL is mild compared to several other proposals
which were recently defeated.

The fact is that the Legislature
and the majority of the public is
.disgusted, confused and probably a
little scared of what 'they are read·ing in the newspapers and watching on television every day. This
much was proven Saturday at St.
Leo's College when an army of police sufficient to repel a division of
Viet Cong was assembled to brace
·against the onslaught of some 200
unarmed protestors.

It is riot diffkult to understand ·
the legislators' ire. Recent events
like the SDS-led take-over at Columbia University and the more
recent Black-led extortion of administrators at ,Cornell were not
only unlawful and flagrant breeches of academic freedom at those
institutions, but also precedents for
further acts of anarchy , which. ,
could destroy both the schools and
the country. 1
CERTAINLY THE majority of
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people in any society or university
cannot condone or tolerate this
sort of action.
At the same time we cannot
condone or tolerate the opposite
and often equally irrational reaction, the backlash. .
0

'

We urge the Legislators to think
long arid hard before they approve
any hasty or · ill-conceived antiprotest legislation, and to remember that the_rjghts of lawful dissent
and free speech are not to be trifled with (by protester ol' law maker).
WE URGE the Legislators to
resist being blinded by fear or
frustration to the legitimate demands or pleas of studen1s, and
remember, as one Legislator said,
that, •"after all, these protestors
are not foreigners, but our own
sons and daughters."

In this effort to justify no women at
the Cabinet level, he reports how many
are in the legislature and on committees.
I believe we can match him woman for
woman on the Senate and University
Committees.
\

ELLIOTI' HARDAWAY
Vice President and Dean
of Administrative Affairs

Bookstore Slow
EDITOR:
Last November when I needed a book
I went to the special orders window at
the bookstore an·d put in my order. r'wo
months later I received the book. The
excuse they had for the delay was "a
Christmas rush."
During Quarter II I needed a book for
an American Idea project. I put in the
order Jan. 16. It went out on Jan.• 23. I
received notice that it arrived at the
bookstore March 7. I must have been
lucky because it was only a week after I
gave my report.
I DON'T NEED the book now but I
left a $2 deposit. I'm told that I still have
to pay for the postage eveh if I don't
wa11t the book. They charged me/ 50
cents; the post office said it would cost
24 cents.

I will never do business with them
again. This sort of appalling inefficiency
.

'

would soon put a local bookstore out of
business.
MIKE BLOCK
4PSY

Let us take a brief look at the Abusrd
Ballistic Missle System. First, as our
leader has told us, this system will be
not around cities to protect people but
around missile bases to protect machines, other missiles.
Next, our leader tells us that this will
insure our retaliation capacity, only In
the event of a Russian attack. That tl1is
deployment of missiles is only in defense
of the 4,000-odd missiles that we now
have in our arsenal.

for, by tliose who care enough to make it
a reality, also.
GLORIA HOWELL
7SPY

'Paradise Lost'
EDITOR:
I smiled as I read Mary McKey's satirical review of " Paradise Lost" in last
week's Oracle. Her beautifully ambigu:
ous choice of words showed a great
potential for stylistic wit.
In the first-.couple of paragraphs, one
at once grasps the true meaning behind
the seemingly harmless words The "surprised spectators," of course, were surprised that the Speech Department
couldn't produce anything better for a
state-wide Poetry Festival And the '500
people spellbound" had to refer to the
audience being lulled to sleep throughout
the performance. Yes, indeed, it was
hell.
THAi\TK GOD (or Satan or Choreographer Conger) for Wendy Wright and
Rich Moncrief as Adam and Eve; they
were the best things in the producttion they didn't say a word. As for those who
did - - well, Milton's poem reads better than it plays.
I would like to thank Miss McKey for
her marvelous spoof :r - that is, unless
the review wasn't a satire at ·all, and the
author is a student of Dr. Schneider.
DOUG KAYE
4TAR

Freedom
EDITOR:
\
He died in Vietnam.' He died before he
ever really lived,. He died without knowing the real meaning of freedom - he
was .black. He fought to help a people to
gain and attain something . which he
never really had - freedom.
To some of you, freedom is a casual
reality. To others, it is an ideal. It is an
ideal which is constantly being fought

Help Offered
To Employes
EDITOR:
On April 23, The Oracle's lead
editorial was entitled "In Our
Own Backyard." The University
was encouraged to develop-skills
in reading and writing for the
Physical Plant employes .
As far as reading is concerned, the University has had
Development
Reading
programs with two approaches; i.e.,
Class Sections or Independent
Study. Physical Plant people are
eligible for either of these
classes and always have been.
The Independent Study class can
and is adjusted ' to the special
needs of the student.
THERE IS NO doubt that all
empl~yes of Physical Plant who
wished to improve themselves
could have done so during Quarter III. Over the past six years
Quarter I (Trimester I) is the
only time that requests for developmental reading have always
exceeded the staff or facility.
As a matter of fact, special
arrangements can be made even
at this date to start a group in
developmental reading should
•there be a need. The Developmental Center would be willing
to make arrangements directly
. with interested individuals or
any member of the Physical
Plant.
ED ALLEN
Director,
Developmental Center

U.S. Could Learn From Swiss
By STUART THAYER
Makeup Editor
There is a place on Earth where the
federal budget is only 41 per cent of the
total taxable funds received; where the
president is merely a figurehead with no
prime nfinister to exercise what power
there is left; and where the laws passed
at the federal level must, for the most
part, be approved by the people.
Participatory democracy? It seems to
the closest thing to it, and, in many
ways, it really is participatory democracy. The place is Switzerland, and there
are plenty of lessons the United States
could learn from her.
ALONG WITH all t hose numbered
bank .accounts, Switzerland has been ruling itself under a clearly confederal governmental organization for, well, for a
long time.
Napoleon forced his civil code onto
the Swiss in 1803, and the Swiss themselves restructured their government in

the European upheavals of 1848. Today,
there is nothing close to . a majority
party, and the country is ruled by a
seven-man Federal Council.
But the focus of power in Switzerland
is the canton, a very local unit of government which runs the schools to the
secondary level and insists on a veto
·power of Swiss constitutional. amendments (by popular vote, not by a council
of some sort) and where the people exercise this power very often.
STUDENT RADICALISM in Switzerland goes to the " extreme" of asking
that even more issues be sent to the people by the Swiss governmen t for the for. mer's approval instead of thrashing
them about among pressure groups and
political parties; in other words, even
more decentralization than already exists.
All this stems from a highly developed (some are thi9king, lately, overdeveloped) sense of local identity where the

THE ABM:
Absurd Ballistic
Missile System

of the Mississi•ppi except Texas," he
says, "80 per cent of all Floridians will
The question of a re-evaluation of our
soon live in urban areas, and we're not , military position must be expanded to inpreparing for it. The same is true in the
clude the Anti-Ballistic Missile System
rest of the country."
now being considered by the Nixon ad"Cities have the relevance to life the
ministration.
universities need, and universities have The question is: can the United States
the expertise the cities need," he notes.
Battle thinks all new universities should
in 1969 set in motion a $6.5-billion probe built close to urban areas, "not like a
lot of our older schools, which were built
in rural areas to protect students from
the 'sins' of the cities."
Battle advocated more work-study
programs like USF's Co-operative Education program and the College of Education's inner city teaching experiment.
- HUMANISM: "The college curriculum should be related to life in all its aspect,s," Battle says, "Too often the social
sciences are not related to technology.
One result of this is that technology has
now almost become the master of man
gram that would extend the already
rather than the servant. We should emdeadly arms race into the 1990s?
phasize liberal arts a bit more , offer
THE ANSWER ]\fljST BE -~ EMmore interdisciplinary courses. I'd like to
PHATIC NO!
see a return to the concept of the Ren1
aissance Man.''
President Nixon in his declaration in
:_ Schools designed primarily for the
favor of a "thin" AME system · has
convenience of students, " not Deans •and
thrown down the hope future generations
administrators. Educational leaders are
may have had that at last a President of
too much like business leaders," Battle
the United States had the courage, after
says, "most high school principals, for
weighing the facts , to say no to the miliexample, spent most of their time doing
tary complex, a complex that stifles our
paperwork and not leading the ·curricueconomy a.nd hinders us from correcting
lum. A sort of Parkinson's Law seeps
the ills of our society.
.·
into the bureaucracy.
·
However, Nixen has dispelled the
"Also, students would be more motivated if they had more say in planning
rumor that maybe he had that courage,
Chuckle.
their curriculum. In this sense, I see
merit in USF's proposed Bill of Student
THE REASONING that Nixon and his
Rights."
"hawkish"
Secretary of Defense, Melvin
Next week Battle compares USF to
Laird, used in evaluating this country's
"the ideal university" and suggests conneed for an ABM may go down in histocrete changes that are needed here.
ry as a classical miscalculation.. ·

'Anderson Could Appoint
Women And Blacks'
•

JERRY STERNSTEIN

local cantons are very jeglous of their
identiUes. They wouldn't stand for being
relegated to the status of a state in the
United States.
One British magazine says "The idea
that the proper aim of politics is to provide an environment in which people can
develop their sense of identity, whether
as individuals ·or as groups, is one that
goes very deep in the Swiss consciousness."

Well, those are the main reasons that
we are given for the ABM deployment. It
seems that some facts and points of interest have been omitted.
FOR EXU1PLE, ,what \fas" the rea. son for building 20 -Polaris submarines
that travel the globe, each carrying 16
nuclear-tipped missiles, if. not to insure
that we could always retaliate? .
What is the purpose .of five or more
satellites now in orbit that serve as part
· of the NORAD early warning defense
system that stretches across the northern slope of Canada and Greenland? .
These safeguards certainly have cost
millions and apparently they are effecti\•e, for they are still in operation. Then,
if the concern of our leaders is that of
being able to retalitate, I suggest they
look at the existing systems.
PRESIDE1'T NIXON, in his generous
manner has conceded that in a nuclear
first-strike attack by the Russi&ns we
would lose "some" of our people. Well
said. "Some" is closer to 100 million, initially and "some" 100 million from the
after-effects.
Herbert. Marcuse asks, "Does not the
threat of an atomic cast catastrophe
which could wipe out the human race
also serve to protect the very forces
which perpetuate this danger?"
For if we layman sat down and figured out that the ABM was to protect us,
the people, then we have come to the
wrong conclusion. To protect the people
would cost hundreds of billions, not just
6.5. And can we afford such a price?
For those worried about us not being
able to kill the Russians back, after they
have killed us; have no fear, we still
have Polaris subs, and spy satellites that
will destroy. It only takes a few minutes
warning of an impending attack and we
have been told that we have that warning capability already. If we didn't then
alJ is useless now, and surely the Ruse
sians could attack us and destroy our
very bodies.
BUT THIS is neither true• now, nor
will it be true in the future, for the prospect of a nuclear war that would destroy
the world is unlikely. Life is as precious
to a Muscovite as to a Tampan.
The ABM is a ::;ystem of the absurd.
A system that is based on facts that are
not viable today and th at would only ·
serve the industrial-military: complex to
enhance their profit figures for the years
ahead.

It is a system, moreover, that does
not speak to the problem, but rather,
SWITZERLAND, however, is a very , adds to the problem. The problem of
overkill , arms and war.
small country. Yet the application of
some of the Swiss organiza tional principles to the United States can be seen in
the d1ive here for home rule for counties, and more pressure on local and
stale governments to solve America's
problems.
The trend , hopefully, is away from
The Oracle welcomes . letters
U.S. federal efforts toward more localito the editor. All letters must be
zation of centers of power. That, persigned and kept under 350 words.
haps, may be a most crucial lesson for
the United States to learn.

Letter Policy
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Laird Notes 'Inequities'
In Present Draft Laws
thought a volunteer army
would be an eventually logical
and feasible alternative to the
draft.

Secretary of Defense Melvin
Laird, recipient of an Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
degree at St. Leo College,
spoke of " certain inequities in
the present draft law" during
a brief press conference following the school's commencement services Saturday.
Laird was asked if he

lection by age group and
some other recommendations
which will be shortly present•
ed to Congress and have been
discussed with the congress
already.

"I think
HE REPLIED,
there are certain inquities in
"The voluntary service prothe present draft law and I've posal is currently under remade recommendations to view by a commission apcorrect some of those inequi- -pointed by President Nixon.
ties, such as the random se- The chairman of that commission is the former secretary of
defense Tom Gates from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
"This is not an easy matter
on which to make this study.

The estimates on the increased cost as far as military
spending is concerned run all
the way from six ·to fourteen
biUion dollars in order to
bring the pay scales to such a
point in the military that we
would be able to maintain a
service ·force in the area of
some 2.5-million men.

hope and it bas been Pres.ident Nixon's hope that we
could encourage volunteer
service as far as the military's concernd. Now we're
not going to be able to have
volunteers, however, if we're
prohibited recruiting on college campuses. Some of the
people who want . to prohibit
us from coming on to college
campuses to attract volunteers are the very ones who
are protesting against the
draft. Now, you have to ·go
one way or the other, you
can't go both directions at the
same time and I think there's
a little inconsistency in some
of these protests.'' ·
I

Others honored at the commencement services were
F1orida Congressman Robert
Sikes, and actor Lee Marvin,
an alumnus of the college in
whose honor a dormitory was
dedicated;

While some were wondering, "Is Melvin worth it?"

Best College
Teachers Of
Future·Named

and others were ogling at the
pomp and pageantry of it all,
the St. Leo College commencement services seemed
more like the commencing of
an occupation.
Stuffed tci the limits with an
amalgamated gendarmerie of
every form of law from
patrolmen to Pinkertons, the
bushes of the tiny campus literally "creeped with cops.''

I

,

is what it takes
to put you _in
anew

Haspel Suit

"It has always been my

This good investment
nets you:

ly definite reasons for being
there.
If one wished to walk up the
street towards the barricade
separating the demonstrators
from ·the campus, he might
ask the nearest officer, "May
I go up the road a few yards
to where those riot police
have . those dogs chained to
the trees?" The officer would
assure you that it might be
unhealthy, "I don' spec y'
oughta' .'' As he watched you
from behind his face shield,
holding his riot stick with both
hands, you'd be convinced.

Two USF seniors have been
ON· A- FEW occasions the
designated by the Woodrow
police had the opportunity to
Wilson National Fellowship
put on shows of counterinsurFoundation as among the best
gency technique. One photogfuture college teachers in the
rapher noticed two troopers
United States and Canada.
looking: very hip in among the
Stephen A. Bloom, son of
trees and began shooting
Mrs. Mary A. Bloom, 301 57th
AS DEMONSTRATOR.S ex- some candid shots. When the
St. N., St. Petersburg ; and
Loraine N. Simmons, daugh- pres1>ed · t h e i r displeasure troopers spotted the photograter of Neil C. Simmons, 11401 nearly a mile from the pher with bis grin and his
SW 108th Ct,, Miami, were school's entrance, held away zoom lens, they promptly hid.
among more than 1100 desig- by a roadblock and a cordon
The picturesque meadow
. of state troopers, the police,
nates chosen from some 11,700
decked in full riot attire of where the Defense Secretary
candidates.
made a very dramatic Air
Bloom is a marine biology- h e 1 m e t s with plexiglass Force helicopter a r r i v a I
ecology major while Miss shields a nd wicked looking (complete with the Pasco
Simmons is studying art histo- night sticks of shocking County Sheriff Department
length, roamed the woods and charging out of the woods like
ry.
the roads, holding their•night an armed formation of CanaDR. THEODORE A. Ash- sticks in ready position, tapford, foundation campus "rep- ping them in the palm of one da geese) was guarded by_ an
entourage of secret service.
. 11
resentative at USF, said that h and , occas1ona
y passing ·
1ong before La'1rd's 1and•
a list of the designates has "Ahm gon, st amp you,, 1oo ks men
in
been sent to every graduate to anyone who had no obviousNg.ear1y half an hour b ef ore
school dean with the recom- _ _ _ __ _ __ .___
the smiling defense chief
mendation that these students
touched· ground; a wellbe considered for fellowship
r .e·s s e d young couple
d
support.
from the woods,
emerged
It is expected that all of the
across
hand-in-hand
strolling
designates will be assured of
came
they
As
meadow.
the
financial awards by April 15.
The newly formed College
After that time the designates of Basic Studies Association into view a group of riotwill be referred to as Wood- Council elected officers Fri- ready troopers and a pair ot
secret service agents, dressed
row Wilson Fellows.
~ay.
Dr. Ashford anticipates · that . They are : Zadie Shapiro, alike and with walkie-talkies,
looking very ntuch like a F'edmany of the candidates on the
president; Curtis Billingsley, eral double exposure, canfe at
r.ewill
list
honorable mention
·-vice president; and Diane Sal- them from both sides.
ceive similar support.
vage, treasurer.
THOUGH execution seemed
Other members of the counUSF SENIORS on the· honorable mention list are Su- cil selected were Joe Boat- imminent, the SS was lenient
zanne M. Daugherty, 112 Al- wright, Norman Google, Man- and the troopers retreated to
cala Ct., Lehigh Acres ; and ual Pelaez, and Barlrara their hideaways in the shrubLarry L. Yancey, 201 148th Thompson. Ninety-three mem- bery and the lovers learned
'
Ave., ll{adeira Beach.
the rules.
bers voted in the election.

CBS. Council

Selects Officers

MELVIN LAIRD
. . . speaks at St. Leo's.

Here's How
To Get Job
In Europe
American students in increasin_g_numbers are invading Europe each summer, not
to travel as tourists, but to
work.
The students - from colleges in all parts of the country - work because they want
to meet people, learn a ·foreign langu~ge and simply get
to know a country as it really
is.
To help American students
get jobs in Europe, the International Work Exchange has
prepared a directory listing
job opportlµtities in each
country and telling students
how to arrange jobs.
The publication, which contains no advertising, is available for $3 from the Publications' Division, International
Work Exchange, Post Office
Box 240, Palo Alto, California
94302.

'Gifted Children-'
Program Offered
A s i x-w e e k, non-credit
course in "Fostering Growth
in Gifted Chilrlren" will be offered by the USF Center for
Continuing Eaucation starting
this Saturday through May 2:4.
The series of lectures and
discussions is designed to acquaint parents with the
unique . characteristics and
needs of the gifted child.
Dr. , Dorothy Sisk, assistant
professor of Special .Education, will be the instructor for
the course.

MORE LETTERS

1. Trim spirited styling.
2. Wrinkle-free performance
3. Comfort that beats the heat.
,.

:~

;

4. Care-free maintenancePLUS

The unerring fit
that has been a
Wolf Brothers tradition
Since -1898.
~ome see us . . . if you
don't mind the V.I.P. treatment.
(It's the.only one we knowJ

'Oracle Said Not ObieCtive
. EDITOR:
The Oracle sets itself up as a model
newspaper, and by many teclmical standards is probably is. But by standartis of
objectivity it certainly is. not.

In essence, objectivity shouUl. be the
main. object of a paper as it reports the
news. But in many instances the Oracle
has neglected to follow this criteria of
·
journalism.
I specifically refer to the April 23 issu~
which lists the •n ames of the SRG candidates for election, but neglects to mention those who are running as independents. This is slanted journalism and
should not be present in any newspaper
let alone a state-supported one.
IT SO HAPPENS that I am running
for College of Basic Studies representation in this election, but if I were not I
still would feel indignant a ~ the prospect
of one party getting all the publicity. I
have nothing against SRG and if they
had. offered me an endorsement I proba-

c.;

. ('

bly would have accepted it.
But The Oracle, our school paper, has
no right to act as a politica! tool for any
one interest group. Perhaps this situation
was an oversight, but it was one that
should not have happened.
A newspaper, even a college paper, is
not a · plaything where individuals can
build journalistic proficiency on mistakes; it is not a toy. My irritation is in
some part because of my candidacy, but_
I would not be so indignant if this were
the only time such -an action occurred.
IT OCCURRED in the last University
election Quarter II when the Human
Rights Party was overlooked by The
Oracle and it has happened again. I have
great respect for many individuals on The
Oracle staff. I hope is is possible for
them to guard against these incidents of
non-objectivity because it not only hurt
certain individuals, but reflects on the
validity of the newspaper itself as a
worthwhile publication,

Anti-Anti-SOS
EDITOR:
That Anti-SDS meeting on campus
Friday (April 25) was tragic. It was everything that characterizes the southern
student Mommy dressed Garry Briese
in bis blue suit for the television camera
and Wunderlich and Company wrote ·his
statement but they forgot to give bim a
backbone or an opinion.
He knew that problems could, in· a
"democratic institution," be solved
peacefully, but Garry didn't have the
faintest idea why anyone would want to
demand anything from this· beneficent
university.
WELL NO DOUBT Garry has a mind
of his mother's own. What a leader! Perfect casting. When one has a movement
with no thought, one obviously chooses a
leader with no mind.
' .'

LEO GALLAGHER
4CBS

l

\

froni Wolf Brothers

Various Police Units
Patrol St. Leo College
By JOHN THOMPSON
Staff Writer

I

$60.00

''THIS WHOLE matter is
being looked into by the commission at the present time
and I would -not want to prejudge that commission report\
which will be made to the
President and the Defense Department in January.

Lee Marvin Honored · At Ceremonies

April 30, 1969, U. of South Florlcla -

One of America's Fine Stores Since 1898

Franklin at Zack - TAMPA - West Shore Plaza
Also Downtown Clearwater

.
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Men Netters .Face
Dolphins Saturday

April 30, 1969, U. of S_outh Florida

Brahmans Survive Late
·Rally; Nip Stetson 10-9

(

By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Ed~tor

and two unearned runs in the
seventh to cut the lead in half,
10-5.

It's ·been said time and time
again, a baseball game is · ndt
over until the last man is out.
Evidently this is the philosophy that Stetson's baseball
team believes in, and it almost made believers out of
USF's team last Friday afternoon at the Brahman field.

THE HATTERS added a
real scare in the ninth when
they clipped Sherzer for three
quick runs on a walk, a dou- ble, and a triple. Sherzer gave
way to Macki, who found the
going rough, giving up a run
and two hits before getting
anyone out.

THE BRAH~UNS were
coasting al?ng with an easy
10-5 lead and assumably the
ballgame going into the · last
inning, but then had to fight
for their lives to salvage a
close 10-9 win. Stetson, refusing to give up, came within ·
one run of winning the game.
It took a great defensive
;play by shortstop Paul Buzzel- la to preserve the win. With
two outs and the winning run ·
on second base, Buzzella
raced behind second to spear
a hard grounder and thew
threw out the Hatter runner
at first.

DOUG HEYKENS
... 3 hits, 2 rbi's

DOUG McCARTHY
... winning hit

·· - - - - ---

expect a much closer match
this time," Taylor said.
"They will be tough on their
home courts and this is their
final match of the season."
In the Cape Coral meet the
Brahmans finished a distant
seventh with three points behind frontrunner Florida's 29
'
points.

By MAX RAMOS
Asst. Sports Editor

MIKE 'SAINE
. . . set for Jacksonville.

USF's men 's tennis team
travels to Jacksonville this
weekend for a Saturday mornUnseeded Jaime Pressly
ing match with the Dolphins
knocked off two Florida teammates, including top seed Arafter a disappointing showing
last weekend in the Cape
misted Neely to nab individuCoral Intercollegiate Tennis
al honors. It was an all Gator
Tournament.
final in doubles with Neely
BILL FISCHBACH'S AND and Steve Beeland defeating
Coach Spafford Taylor's
netters will carry an 8-2 mark Glenn Brewer's doubles victo- teammates Charlie Owens
into the match including a 6-3 ry over Jacksonville's number and Greg Hilley.
,-----------------------win here over Jacksonville.
"IT ·\VAS CLOSER than the
score indicates at USF and I

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
Administration Bldg, at
8:15 A.M.

Alpha , TEP' s Romp
In lntramur,a l Softball

through with a run-scoring
lege division.
scoring McGary, and
single,
MARVIN SHERZER picked
scored on a sacrifice
Heykens
up his fourth wfn of the year, ··
fly by Keith Blanton.
going eight innings before tireluding Ramon M a l c a's
By MAX RAMOS
RELIEF PITCHER Bruce
ing , in the ninth and' needing
grandslam · home run, and
Asst. Sports Editor
relief help from Mike Macki. Cosset could fare no better
never were caught as they
Sherzer gave up 11 hits and against the hot Brahman hitAlpha 4 West (A4W) with downed PDT. Charles Marieight runs, while striking out ters, as USF bombed him for
four runs on four' hits, to go two wins last week, served no's homer . and double pownine, and walking none.
notice to the rest of the resiUSF got_to Stetson pitcher ahead 9-1. Big hits in the in- d e n t intramural softball ered ATO over SAE. In Green League action J.
Gene Fishetti for two runs in ning were run-producing dou- teams that they intend to rethe first inning on three hits. bles by Huff and Heykens. gain the title they lost to Eta Pace belted three hits to lift
Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE)
and Stetson came back for a . run -last year·
USF UTILIZED the.hot bats Danny Burch walked
in the fifth to cut USF's lead
to
single
a
on
over defending champs Pi
third
to
went
homers
two
With B. Butler's
of Doug Heykens and Doug
to 9-2.
Zeta Beta
tried
Huff
Huff.
Ron
by
ight
r
leading the way the 1967 resi- Kappa Alpha 12-8.
McCarthy to gain its eighth
on TKE
tables
the
safe
was
turned
and
Tau
double
a
for
what
in
knocked
McCarthy
dent champs pounded Alpha 2
win of the year against 13 dedropped proved to be the winning run East (A2E) 22-3 and Alpha 4 with a 17-10 thrashing.
shortstop
the
when
feats.
then fol- in the sixth inning, when he East (A4E) 14-4. H. Siefert
Other intramural softball
Heykens slammed three the ball. Buzzella
scoring singled in Heykens who also and D. Kendall had four hits results:
single
a
with
lowed
hits, including a double, and
knocked in two runs. McCar- Burch, and Huff tallied on a singled. The Brahmans led apiece and Butler slammed A2W, 15, A4E 12
'10-2 before Stetson chipped his first roundtripper to pace BIE 7, B3E 5
thy also knocked in two runs · wild pitch.
USF CHASED Fishetti out a waY, for · a run in the sixth the romp over A2E. Kendall 'B4E7, B3W 4
as he chipped in with two sinof the box in the third when
gles.
homered, doubled twice and Kappa Sig 15, DTD 11
STETSON
The win was especially they scored two runs on two USF
SGE 20, B2E 13
ab r h bl singled while Siefert belted a
ab r h bi
3 2 1 1 Reid Jb, p 3 1 0 1 triple, two doubles and a sinB2W 10, Bl\V 9
sweet for the Brahmans since hits and two walks. After Burch 3b
5 1 2 t
5 2 2 1 Latour 1b
HU ii Cl
it avenged an earlier 16-9 ·de- Larry McGary and Buzzella McGary
F 7&8 10, Theta 8
5 2 3 1 gle . .
.4 2 2 O Jones ss
c
S 1 2 1
1 O O o Perry If
c
feat. Stetson was also ranked singled and Willard Brimm Gates
4 1 2 1 Davidson rf S O 1 1
Buzzella ss
BUTLER pounded three hits Eta I, 13, Eta Il 10
.4 1 2 O
A3W 15, A3E 14
ninth in the nation in the Col- walked, McCarthy c a m e Heykens If 5 2 J 2 Gove 2b
5 o 1 1 in the A4E win including his
.4 O 2 1 Dunn c
Brimm rr
10, B2W 9
B3E
52 3 0
Mc Carthy lb 3 O 2 2 Bu tle r cf
of the week.
1 O O O second homer
3 l O 1 Fishetli p
Blanton 2b
ISherzer
No. 2 10, SAE No. 2 5
PDT
O O (I 0 S. Sebell tripled twice to aid
.4 0 O O Crosset p
p
3 DO 0
O D O D Gr a ss 3b
Macki p
16, Eta I 8
Theta
the A4W cause.
F3 19, Eta Il 10
(TEP)
Phi
Epsilon
Tau
419146
Totals
36 10 14 9
Totals
A2W 3, A3W 1 A2E 13, A4E 12
Phi Delta Theta
010 011 204- 9-1~2 dropped
Stetson
I 9, F7&8 3
PEM
212 401 OOx-10•14•2
USF
(PDT) 14-4 and Alpha Tau
PDT No. 2 10, SN No. 2 5
Gates, Buzzella, Jones, Grass DPOmega (ATO) surprised Signa
Stetson 1. 2a-.:.. Huff, Heykens, Jones,
Grove. 3B-Latour, Jones, Butler.
Epsilon (SAE) 6-1 to
Alpha
SF-Blanton,
.
Blanton
2,
SB-Buzzella
highlight Fraternity Go I d
Reid
H R ER BB SO
IP
2 1-3 7 5 2 2 0 League action.
Fishetti (L)
THE -FIRST INTRAMURAL
1 2-3 4 4 4 3 1
Crosset
..
117509
S
TEP EXPLODED FOR five WRESTLING tournament is
"'"' Sherzer (W)
'3_ 1 1 0 0
1
Macki
runs in the first inning, in- slated for May 14 and 15, with
WP-Fishelti
1

• •

one team of Tommy Lyle and
Richard King was the tournament's only birght spot for the
Brahmans, Taylor said.

· Return Trip 4:30 P,M,

an entry deadline of 5 p.m.
May 7.
There will be 10 weight
classes open, ranging from
126 lbs to an unlimited heavyweight class. The official
weigh-in will be at 4 :30 p.m.
May 13. Pre-tournament instructional sessions are being
held Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 4 :30 to 5 :30 p.m.
Competition begins at 4
p.m. on the 14th with finals
slated for 7 p.m. on the 15th.
Entry blanks, rules and additional information can be obtained in the intramural office, PED 100.

'9)._

Birds;;·M~i;;'j~~- W:JJ,
\

• •

THE 1969-70 \VOMEN's INTRA,\fURAL PLANNING
seminar will ,be held Satur-

day, May 10, at 9 a .m. in University Center 201. All Student
Recreational Leaders and intramural chairmen are required to attend to aid in
planning the 1969-70 intramural program.

• •

TODAY AT 4 PM. IS THE
ENTRY deadline for the intramural track meet scheduled for May 8-10. Each team
must have a minimum of four
members. No individual
entries will be accepted.

GLAIZE, BUZZELLA LEAD STA_TS

-Strikeouts, Fielding Reasons
For Baseballers' 8-13 Record
By JOHN JOLINSKI

Sports Editor
With 21 games under its belt
and . a dismal 8-13 record,
USF's baseball team has little
to look forward to for the rest
of this year except to hope for
a better season next year.
Why an 8-13 mark at this
stage of the year when the
Brahmans are hitting the ball
at a respectaole .255 team
clip? It can be summed up in
two words: strikeouts and
fielding.
IN 500 TIMES up this year
Brahman batters 'have struck
out a total of 107 times. With
a little common sense and a
pad and pencil, this comes to
• better than a .200 percentage
which is higher than ' some of
the Brahman batting averages.
USF's defense, one of the
Brahmans' strong points. at
the beginning of · the season•
thought Coach Beefy Wright,
has been responsible for 54 errors, which have proved costly in several games. That
comes out to better than two
and ·a half errors per game.

"I NEVER thought that our

DIAMO N D MERCHANTS OF AMERICA

\VILLARD BRIMM
•.. hot Brahman bat

DAVE GLAIZE
•.• 324 average

defense would hurt us this ties like that if you expect to
much," Wright said. "It win."
seems that it is us that gives - Dave Glaize and Paul Buza team a break when we zella are the only Brahman
make an error. We can never hitters -to be hitting over .300.
get any ifreaks like that."
Glaize leads the team with a
mark while Buzzella, ex.324
"As for our hitting, we're
a slight slump, has
leaving too many men on base periencing
I
when we get in scoring posi- dipped to .301. _\ _
tion with less than two outs,"
IN FACT the; first five hithe added. "I can remember
in the USF lineup are hitters
several ·games when we bad
the bases full and no outs, and ting above .250. Larry McGawe eHher scored one run or ry, after a hot weekend
none at all. Hell, you have to against Miami two weeks ago,
take advantage of opportunihas raised ·his average to .289,
while Willard Brimm is rambling at a .285 clip. Doug
Heykens and · Ron Huff are the
other two hitters batting over
.250, with .274 and .263 respectively.

"Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

I 11

Haggar does it again. Not just the newest in
crowd-stopping Tatters alls, but the all new,
no belt look too. It's Haggar's new button through
extension waistband and fashion pockets. Snug Duds
are Forever Prest .and ~rinkle free. ,Precuffed.
50% Fortrel®Polyester/50% Combed Cotton.

$1000

1708 So. Dale _M abry .

--

St. Petersburg Junior College finished first with 30
points, followed by USF with
26, Florida Presbyterian with
22, Tampa . University fourth,
and Manatee Junior College
fifth.

THE USF BOWLING TEAM
of Virginia Speights, Judy
Link, Lorie Dale, Ronye Kra. mer, and Merri Ellison took
first with a high total of 2,223
pins. Miss Speights took indi-

vidual hqnors with a 'high
game of 210 and .a high series
of 536.
The Brahman golf team of
Marcelle Keefe and Sue Ely
took first with a low team
total of 71 on a nine-hole par 3
course. Miss Keefe fired a 33,
while Miss Ely bagged-a 38.

MARY JO MURRAY AND
Eileen Mooney came in second in the women's taqle tennis competition. Miss Murray
won the singles competition.
Miss Murray and M i s s
Speights also came in third in
the archery division.
According to Miss Jane
Cheatham, adviser for the
USF team, USF was well represented in the sports day and
plans to enter in the annual
competition next year.

Buzzella and Glaize (these
statistics don't include Stetson
game) both lead the team in
hits with 22 apiece, while Buzzella heads with 15 stolen
bases and is tied for the lead
in homeruns with three. Buzzella is also second in the rbi .
department with 13.

HEYKENS leads in several
offensive departments. He
leads in extra base hits with
10, which include five doubles,
two triples, and three home
runs. He is tops in rbi's with
16.
Glaize

euuella

McGary

Brimm
Heykens
Huff
Gaskins
McCarthy
Blanton
Burch
Gates

Totals

b
68
73
69
56
62

76
10
3'

r h 2b 3b hr 50 bb so rbi av
16 22 1 0 0 5 12 5 6 ,324
12 22 1 1 3 15 5 11 13 .301
12 20 4 2 1 0 6 16 6 .289
5 16 1 D 2 2 3 10 8 .285
9 17 5 2 3 1 5 18 16 .274
14 20 4 2 D O 3 8 6 .263
2 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 .200
3 5 1 l O 1 0 12 3 ,139
4 5 0 0 0 0 7 15 4 ,131

•3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR,
"NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
• TERR'ACE· PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE

BEAUTY SALON

Temple Terrace Shopping Centei
Phone '1118-2798

OTHER STORES IN: ST. PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER, BRA DENTON, PLANT Ci TY ANO LA~ELANO

• :>__... ~ .. :- ~

.

..

-_- SAVE'TIME, AND :-MONEY
EAT At The SCIENCE CENTER SNACK BAR

JUST
FOR

· 2nd In lntramurals
A group of women students,
representing · South Florida,
came in second place in an
intramural sports tlay for
women held at Florida Presbyterian College last April 19.
The activities offered in the
one-day competition included
bowling, archery, golf, swimming, and table tennis.

IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S

TERRACE

USF Women Take .
Snug Duds A new
fashion in Tattersall"

Gi~RR!'}:s

.vou

------,

I

SCIENCE CENTER
, SNACK BAR

I

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

LUAU
COMING
MAY11
$1ss

I

Available:
A_rgos-Andros
Univ. Cent.e r

I
I

38
21020000451.094
a 2 1 1 o o o 1 , o .125
517 79132 18 t 9 25 46 107 64 .255

I
I

I
I

EXTRA BIG HAM SANDWICH ·

WITH MORE HAM
only

6Qc
,J

~

V,

I·

s Begin To Smash,
Black_
To Destroy, 'Uncle Tom'
By CHAP.J'EL GAITHER
Correspondent

tened attentively as ' Steger,
himself a Black man , spoke.

ANOTHER

STUDENT

Wh.a t is an Uncle Tom?
asked if it makes you a n
"Preachers, Black politi- Uncle Tom if you are not milicians and Civil Rights Move- tant. Smiling, the 13-year min- '
ment leaders of the .1950's," ister stated, " If a man works
said Don Steger.
. against the system, I'm for
SPEAKING AT USF's Pro- him. I'm •not going to put a
AprilI 21,i brother down. If I. do, I'll put ·
test Literature• class
~
Don Steger, director of Tam- him up again to confuse you.
.pa's Intensive Tutorial TrainThe true leaders and following Program discussed, "Ne- ers are in the ghetto. They
Destroying are Malcolm X, Stokeley Carnihilism:
gro
.
Uncle Tom."
michael and H. Rap Brown,
What will withstand the
blow is good, he said. The
Black movement has begun to
smash. ~ the movement the
young black male fa the dominant figure. He will destroy
Uncle Tom, he continued.
When asked if he advocates
violence, Steger replied tha.t ·it
depends .on your interpretation of violence. He considered burning a .store in Chicago and the starving of a child
Bulletin Board notice, should be sent
direct to "Director1 Campus Publlca•
violence.

The Educational Resources
department of the USF has
received a $10,000 grant from
the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting for the production of a television series involving consumer education..

he said. The ideas of these will be destroyed with a new
men have gone from a nega- power: soul. A nf.w system
tive to a positive phase. The caused by industrialized and
black prophets told of ~is robust revolution will evolve,
coming revolution. James he said.
Speaking for the Black peoBaldwin warned us in his
book "Fire Next Time,'' he ple of America, Steger with a
loud, resentful tone, cried out
continued.
· The system des ribed and . to the audience, "I !.tav~ never
often referred to by Steger is been an American. I asked to
be American over 100 years
the white young male's sysago. I have out-thought, outtem. Property and rnatellial lived the white man. But I
·wealth are the most prized by have never been able to fulfill
the young whites. The system myself as a man."

Production of £he five-part
series began April 1 with
mid-September as a target
date for presentation over the
USF television station, WUSF
(Channel 16).
THE SERIES will. be centered •around quack medicines, false advertising, phoney home improvement companies and other practices

Honor Groups
Nominate ·6
For Excellence

Fundlmentals Df Supervision, 9 a .m.,
processed c;1nd sent 1o F inance & AcUC 251.
coun ting for collection ; after processing
commences, a late charge of $5 will be
l ions, UC 226'" (ext . 618) no later t han
Bridge Lessons,. 2 p.m ., UC 47.
imposed on equipment turned in unless
Wednesday for publication the fol, AT CERTAIN intervals · in noon
an acceptable excuse is given in wr itlowing Wednesday.
Caffee Hou~e, 2 p.m., ENA.
to the Director of ~hysical Edu.._ca;his lecture, the_ audience inSend news Items direct to: "Editor, ting
Senior Class Executive Board, 4 p.m.,
ion . Space Committee Policy; NonteITUpted him with applause ' The Oracle, UC222," (ext . 619) .
.
UC 204.
standard signs shall not be permitted on
standoors. They may be placed en
:of agreement.
Professor Chisholm, 4 p.m ., FAH 236.
dards or on bulletin boards. It is recommended th at a supply of standards
Film CIH5ics, 6 : 30 p.m ., Bus iness
: "Do you think that' the end Important dales :
be ma intained in Educational Resources
Auditorium.
Withdrawal Deadline without penalty
of
supervisor
1he
by
held
few
a
and
asked
~ustifies the means?"
- May 14.
Senior Satire, 8 p.m., Theatre.
each major building. Scotch tape shall
-0ne student.
Survey of College Achievement Exnot be placed on any door or wall and
amination. All Liberal Arts seniors exnot tacks or nails shall not be used_.
. Quickly Steger responded. pecting to graduate- this quarter must
Pre-payment forms for Quarter IV
TODAY, Apri1 •3D
Jo take t his examifia tion With
register
:America has taught me that The Office of Evaluation Services by registration will not be malled by the . Care♦r Planning Conference for stuto
wish
who
Students
ice.
Off
hier's
Cas
In Cooperative EducaInterested
dents
741
(ext.
registration
the end justifies the means. Moy 12. Telephone
prepay fees may make the payment In
tion assignments during Quarter IV,
or 742) is acceptable. Examination
Pre26.
May
afler
Office
Cashier's
the
3.
ENG
p.m.,
2
1,
and
Everything I know, I learned dates are May 28, 6:30 p.m., and May payment forms !or Quarter I, 1969 w111
Monday, May 5
';from the white man. He has z:J, 2 P:m.; •in the Phys ics Auditorium.
be malled ,lo students in August.
Students on a Study Period pl~k up
"Book Orders. Becaus·e of state purdenied me my rights. How chasing regulattons, no books will be , Reception h0110rlng all Co-op students worksheets and registration materials
.
in CD-<lp Office.
from now until July 1 except who have completed the program dur•
dare America ask me - does · ordered
for new. books to be placed on reserve
ing the past year, 2 p.m., free Hour,
Midterm Reports must be poSfmarked
Quarter JV. Requests for · books CTR 255·256, Wedne!Clay, May 14. All
the nyed justify the means. ·
for return to CD-<lp Office not later than
.needed urgently for researc:tt -iihculd be Co-op students, faculty and stall lnvlt• this date. $1 late fee if Midterm Report
Attending the meeting was sent to Mary Lou, Harkness, Director , of ed.
not postmarked by this dale.
Libraries. Fciculty are requested to con. CO-OP PLACEMENT
the President of USF's Afro- tinue
send fng book requests to the Ac- ·
More than 100 emplovers are current00 .
Americail Society, · Larry quisilions Department so that requests
USF students for Cooper••
Times and p laces of organizations \. ly seeking
be processed for .order after July 1.
t ive Education Training assigrinent for
Adderly.' Along with Adderly canAthletic
meeling regularly are posted on the
Equipment Policy: As cf
Quarter IV and I (Quarter IV begins
came members . of this Black May l, ind ividua ls who do not return University Center Lobby bulletin Monda y, June 16, 1969) . For furlhfr inboards .
eq uipment at the Spec ified t ime WI LL
format ion visit or phone the C~p Oforganization. .The group lis- NOT BE CONTACTED. Charges will be fice, ENG 37, phone 988·3141, ext. 171.
TODAY
New assignments ava ilable for maArmy . Recruiting, 8 a.m ., Lobbv.
Jars in all co lleges . especially good opStudent Court, 2 p.m., FAH 101.
por tunities for mafors 1n chemistry, enSenior Class Executive Soard, 4 p.m.,
g ineering, marine biology and educaUC 204.
tion .
SG Counting Room, 5 p.m., UC J.7.
Student Court, 6 p.lTJ., FAH 101.
All students Invited to .attend Career
UCPC, 6:30 p.m. UC 158.
Plann ing Sessions held each WednesCoffee House, a p.m., Engineering day. Sign up In advance at Co-op OfAuditorium
f ice, ENG 37, or come to ENG 37 at 2
SIient Movie Serles: "Phantom of the
p.m . en Wednesday for room assignOpera'", 8 p.m., SBA.
ment.
THURSDAY
Among other open ings now II~ are
Institute for Studies Of Leisure, 8:30 the following:
a.m., UC 248, 256.
Engll•h: NASA (various •Pace cenBIS Luncheon, 11 :50 p.m., UC 255.
Varrou• locations; Office of EduChristian Science Org., J:30 p.m., UC ters)
cation, Wash ington, D.C.; U.S. Mis205.
Huntsville, Ala.
Command,
sile
Student Legislature, 7 p.m., UC 252 E·
Geography; Central Intelligence Agen•
&W .
CV, Washington, D. C.; HollywoQ\f, City
Lecture: Ro-bert Hutchins, 7 p.m.,
·of (Engineering . & Planning), Holly•
Th ea tre
wood, Fla.; Environmenta l Science SerFRIDAY
Administration, Washington, O.C.
Institute for 'Studies of Leisure, 8:30 · vices
& other areas.
a.m •• UC 248, 255-6.
History:· General Services AdministraAero Club, 2 p.m ., UC 203.
t ion, At lanta, Ga. ; National Arch iv6
Political Council, 2 p.m ., UC 213.
Experimental J'heati:e, 2 p.m.,. Thea.. and Records ·Service, -washinaton, o.c.,
Alexandria, Va., and Atlanta, Ga .; Na•
tre.
tiona l Park Service, New York . N.Y.
Mov ie : "Texas Across the
UC
a nd Washington, D.C.; Office of Educa•
River", 7:"30 p.m., BSA.
t ion, Wash1ngton, D.C.
Street Dance, 9 p.m ., front of UC.
to f
Council
Florida
Journali5m:
SATURDAY
Prevention of Blindness, Tampa, Fla. ;
Institute for studies of Leisure, 8:30
The
Centers;
Space
Various
NASA,
a .m., UC 248~ 255·6.
WASH
computer File Systems Seminar, 9 Tampa Times, Tampa, Fla.; The
Tampa Tribune, Tampa , Fla .
a .m .. UC 252 E & W.
20 OR MORE ..... FREE
Autocross, 2 p.m., FAH Lots. .
Marine Bio ogy; (See Biology)
.49
"Texas Across the
Movie:
UC
Mathematics; Air Force Eastern Test
_59 ·
River/' 7 :30 p.m., Business Auditorium .
Patrick Air Force Base, Fla.;
Broken String Coffee House, • 7: JO · -Range,
.69
Argonne Natlorial tlaboratory, Argonne,
p.m ., U. Chape l.
•79
111.; Boeing, t1untsv11le, Ala.; Central
MONDAY
Intelligence .Agency, Washington, D.C. ;
15 .....................,... 89
Navy, 8 a .m., Lobby.
Environmental Science Services Adm in•
14 .......................: .99
U. Women's Club Breakfast, ~:30
istra1i0n, Rockvflle, Md .; Florida Power
13 .....................,.. l.09
a.m .,· UC 255-6. _
Corporation, St. Petersburg,· Fla.; Ford
Health Center, 12:30. p.m., UC 158. Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.; Gener•
12 ····················:... 1.19
255--6.
p.m.,-UC
2
Course,
Charm
al Electric Company, Cape Kennedy,
1.29
11 ...................•....
Student Orientation Leaders, 3 p.m.,
Fla.; International Business Machines,
10 ........................ 1.39
UC 252E.
H~ntsvill e, Ala .; . NASA-Goddard Space
Bridge Tournament, 6:30 p .m., UC
Fllght Center, Greenbelt, Md.; NASA·
9 ·····················•· 1.49
255-6.
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
8 ····················· -· 1.59
UC
p.m..
7
Bridge,
Club
Women's
Tex. ; NASA-Wallop• Station, Wallops
.. 7 .: ... ...,.. ........ -· 1. 69
252E.
Is land, Va.; National Institute of Ne'.uro. ,NO GAS .............. ,. 1.95
TUESDAY
logical Diseases and Stroke, Washing, j HOT SPRAY WAX, . . 50
ton, D.C. ; Office or Education,1 wash_
Navy, 8 a.m., Lobby .
Fundamentols of Supervision, 9 a.m ., _ yll'r9ton. O.C.; Naval Ship Reseai-ch &
:,:'!-·
o:.v elopment Center, Washington, o.c.;
UC 251.
P1catlnny Arsenal, Dover, N.J.;• Sout hDe~'s Lunch, noon, UC 255.
Bell, Various locations in Fla.;
ern
256.
UC
noon,
Lunch,
and
Chemistry
...
Gas
Gulf
Buy
Busch Blvd. & Nebraska
Orientation Leaders, -4 p.m., UC 252 Ta'!'lpa, City of, Comptroller's Office,
Just East of 1-75
Tampa, Fla.; .U.S. Army Missile ComE.
u·s· Nava I
Al
mand Huntsv·11e
Photo L115sons, 7 p.m., UC 200.
1
'
'
Or°thestra Concert, 7· p.m., Theatre. Oceanographic
e, WasfJJngton,
t ca.;
Off
HOURS: 8 to 6 Sundays 9 to 2
D.C.; U.S. Naval Training Device CenWEDNESDAY/ MAY 7
Re~~~~~~~~~~~=~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~N~a~vy~,~8~a~.~m~.,~L~c~bb~y~.~--__:_ _ 1 fer, Orlando, Fla.; USF, Computer
search Center, TMnpa, . Fla.; Unlol')
\
Carbide, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Huntsville,
Boeing,
Math-Physrcs,
Intelligence Agency,
Central
Ala.;
Washington, D.C.; E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Company, Aiken, s.c.; En...,_v ironmental Science Services Administration, Roc:kville, Md.; General Electric C?mpany,' Cape Kennedy, Fla. ; In•
ternat10nal Business Machlnesi Huntsville, Ala .; NASA-Goddard Space Flight
Center, Gre-enbelt, Md. ; NASA-Manned
Spa cecraft Center, Houston, Tex. ; Picatinny Arsena l, Dover, N.J .; Southern
Bell , Various location s in Fla .; U.S.
Coast Guard, Washington, O.C .; U.S.
Naval Training Device Center, Orlando,
Fla . ; Union Carbide, Oak Ridge, Tenn.

The following professors
have been nominated by Gold
Key and Atheneum honor Satieties for the "Teaching Excellence Award."
Dr. Joseph G. Bentley, associate professor of English,
College of Liberal Arts.·

Official Notices

•

Dr. Charles W. Engel, assistant professor, College of
Education.

Co-Op Education

Dr. John E. Gri~th, chairman-professor, College of Engineering.

for

John J. Iorio, associate professor of English, College of
Liberal Ats.

CampUS DCite B k.

The Education Resources
department will be working
with the Better Business Division of the Tampa Chamber of
Commerce, the St. Petersburg
Better Business Bureau, the
· Tampa Ci-edit Bureau, ~e
Tampa Police Department
and other local agencies who
have offered their help.
The program will be under
the direction of Dr. Gerhard
C. Eichholz, director of Instructional Media in the Educational Resources depart-·
ment.

Suggestions For
L,ecture Series
Request~d
The Committee on Universi:
ty Lectures and Events is now
planning a distinguished lecture series for 1969-70. Chairman James R. Camp, assistap.t professor of fine arts,·
asks that recommendations
for speakers be senf to him in
the Fine Arts-Humanities
Building 120.
Recommendations must
made by May 5.

I ;:.";:.;: ~~~:: :.~
W

NORRELL

I

Temporary Servic~

I!

11

Elections will be held tomorro1v.

d

Can

1,i

II
si:«

be ;:f:e~roblem

r.~~,~.- Contact any of our ~ffices about

Il]

::.:· the possil!ilities of summer work. H~
i.'.h.'
Office s kills essential. NO FEE!!

p

' ii
r:::::

:::i

ti
@
ti All ant a,

. Do you think all polyester and wool suits
look alike? Maybe on a hanger. But wear
one by Norman Hilton. On a hot summer
day. T,hat's the test Norman Hilton wins
in a breeze.
I
From $155

t.=]
~~

,:❖,..

A model United Nations will
be spo~ored-bere May 23, 24
and 25, by the World Affairs
Council.

7

consumer

endangering - the
dollar.

· Dr. Alice G. Smith, associate :Professor of Education,
College ·of Liberal Ats.

Model U. N· Set
For May By
Affairs Council
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Resources Gets $10,009
For Consumer Production

-Ga .,

· ham,
s·mmng

Al- a.,

Knoxville,
Fla.,
W .Jacksonville,
Tenn., Marietta, Ga ., Miami, Flat
Nashville, Tenn., New Orl•~ns,

w
tJ

OPEN MONDAY & FRIDAY EVENINGS
Private ·alterations

ffi
m
*-':
_=-f:~
w

.@

Ii La., Orlando, Fla., Tampa, Fla. ·w

Iii

CUSTOM
CLOTHI.ERS

i

1546 )OUTtt DALE MABRY·

For pre-registration information

~ contact · Fr~!'c•s Tannehill, P :0.

ffl ·aox 90, Atlanta, G.eorg ia

30301

~1

"The USF-M.u:N. is dedicated to strengthening our capacity for advancing pe~ce,
· freedom: and justice in the
world through the development of the U.N. and other
international organizations,"
said Chef de Cabinet, Ghazi
Aboulhosn. 1

SAVE ON .CAR WASH

Placement Services
The following organizations will be Interview ing on . camj:)us. Checlc with
Placement, ADM 2n, ext 289S, for interview locations, to schedule appointments, or for further Information . lnfor..
matlcn within brackets Indicates related
major fie lds of study.
MAYl
Winn-Dixie Stores: Store mgf trainees
(BUS /'-DMJ. Equllable Life Assur Asn:
Mgt. trainee (BUS ADM. Lib Arts,
EDUC. )
.
MAY 5
Air Force Excha'n ge Ser-Army , acctg,
buyers
mgrs,
vice: Trainees,
personnel , systems (BUS ADM, ENGR,
.
MKTG, ACCTG.)
MAY 6
General MIiis, Inc: Sales, sales mgt
(BUS ADM, MKTG, Lib Aris) . Fla.
State Dept of Public Welfare: Welfare
worker (All Field•J.
MAYS
.
Public _Schools:
Washington D.C.
Teachers (Elem & Sec Educ). Hillsborough County Public Schools: Teachers
(E lem & Sec Edi. Marion countYSthools: , Teachers (Elem & · sec Educ).
MAYP
BOY Scours of Americ:a.-. L•ke 1.lly Jr.
Coll"9e: Teachers (M.S.J.
MAY14
Trans World Alrllnes: SlewardeH
(Permanent and summer Employment).
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
The fellowing organizations wlll be
on--<:ampus to Interview prospective
cand idates for summer employment.
For sign-up purposes and for more Informat ion report to Placement services
-ADM 2110.
APRIL 25
Roche Laboratories: Sales representa•
l ive (All fi elds ).
APR IL 28
Army & Air ForC:e Exchange Service:
Reta iling, food ma nagement, acctg, per• sonnet, engr a nd systems .
APR IL 29
(Group interview, 4 p.m .,' UC 251)
Continental Aristo Craft Division of
West Bend Co: Sales (All fields).
MAY 2
Industrial
Continental _can _corp:
management, engrs (Industrial manage•
ment, engrs, soph, fr. srs.).
MAY7
Wrigley Co: Sales (All fields), -

BOOK
SALE

Any student may select a
country to represent and registrations are now being taken
in Univ~rsity Center 214.
The session will be held in
the · Engineering Auditorium
with students from the International Student Organization
· available to advise represen•t atives from their counrties.

·Exiended!
To

Spring Meeting
Of Liberal Arts
Set Thursday

MAY&

The Spring Liberal Arts faculty meeting is scheduled for
Thursday in University Center
255-256.
Coffee will be served at 3 :30
'p.m. with discussion immediately following. Three important items on the agenda are
the revision of graduation requirements, a proposal for an
off-campus term, and .discussion of the progress of the
proposed Honors Program.
The Honors Proposal was
distributed to the Liberal Arts
faculty and· accepted in principle at the last faculty meeting. Funding of the program
will be· one of t he points to be
considered at this meeting.

Prof Picked
To Represent
State NAACP
Dr. Charles Arnade, professor, American Idea, has been
appointed to a committee of
six to represent the State Executive Committee and the
entire membership of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP).
The appointment was made
by Gov. Claude Kirk in order
to discuss remaining civil
rights problems in Florida.
The meetings will begin sometime in May.

..

The ~ooks Keep Co111ing ·in • • LARGEST

..,.

I

I

/

~ELECTION' EVER!

lncr~ased demand has forced us to
extend the current sale to May 6.
·Don't miss this extra chance-.
·,

.,( :(o~)*«~. ;,»?*«-:~ * ~~~
SAVE

10%

OFF

LISTED
PRICES

UP
-TO '

ON PURCHASES OVER $1.00

Sf- BOOKS·TORE
UNIVERSITY CENT~R

70%

OFF

REG.
PRICE

8-
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Fashion transports this summer's .gypsy via a
Mediterranean influence felt in· clo~~. acce~ories,
·
·
and makeup.
Jane Hart perches on top of it ·all in fashion's .
biggest influence: ·wide, wide pants. The coordinated
top's soft sleeves show off the voile fabric to full advantage.
These wide pants are of crisply pleated voile.
Their width and the delicacy of the fabric indicate
their dressy purpose. (In general, the· wider the pant
leg, the less casual it is) . The flowered print of this
outfit calls for your most delicate sandals and most
'
feline makeup.
Barbara Bauman's outfit hails from the sea, a
perfect choice for summer sailing. A navy and yellow
scarf pulls the navy polo shirt and white duck bellbottoms into a crisp warm-weather ensemble.
Yvonne . Williers chose navy and white,too; but
, ·gave it her own special look.·The red, white and· blue .
scarf is a bandana print cotton; the beads are red and
white. -The pantskirt focus is its tortoise· shell° belt, an
important gypsy accessory this year.
· Linda Lurz wears one of the newest influences
from across the sea. Her woven yellow beret is of
peasant straw similar to ones worn by Basque fisher~
men; Its bright color picks up the yellow and orange
jungle print which splashes across a cuffed jumpsuit
and matching bra. .
The sheer black voile top can be buttoned or not,
' depending upon your choice and daring.
. Jane Hart brings us full circle with summer's uniform: the bikini. Its ~un~warmed colors a re as much ·
. at home on-our beaches as they_ are c!-t Cannes. An orange straw beach hat ·complements the lemon-lime
.stripped cotton ·swimsuit.
· Chains are. the -·newest . beach accessory. Their
·golden and silver glints bring .out the best in a trimly.
tanned torso. . Al~ fashions are compliments of and available at
Maas·Brothers.

1
i

Primitivism Reigns
rent features belts of woven \vith. ankle•lengtb dresses er
or braided strips of leather. wide-legged pants.
Wear them. with .wide pants
Bare feet are prominent
and a bare midriff for a
.
b t b
t
fashion pomts, u . e sure o
sma~hing,Jook. Beaded Indian adorn them, gypsy fashion:
wrrB CHAINS. Summer's belts -enslave waists, ankles Tiny gold t9e-bells herald a
child will be gilded with bau•
,frivolous trend, as do scarves
bles and metals. · Sculptured and for~heads. Lace your wrapped around feet and ansteel balls on a metal loop are waist . with chain belts or kles.
worn as chokers, silvery V- leather thpngs, worn with a
WITH SCARVES. This is
fonns on loops of steel encir- brilliant peasant outfit
Jhe . biggest Name your
cle the neck, and delicate serWITH ~OES. Shoe means whim; there's a scarf to
pentine Jinks·clasp. the hipline
- try it with your briefest bi- sandal" this summer, whether match it. Choose your beauty
feature, and a scarf will enkini.· '
.
.
.a casual.beach clog orthe laphasize it.
.-Or newer yet, cross two or ciest dress sandal for gossamore chains on the shoulder _ mer -evening pants. "Bibical" - Wrap · the new . six-foot
and hang them to the opposite sandals ctjss•cross the: feet scarves around . your throat,
side.
with straps and feature low · then toss the ends, _fringed or
WITH BELTS. Saint Lau- heels ,:_ a new look to pair · not, carelessly over orte ·shoulCarry the vagabond look
fashion decrees for summer
into your accessories. Primitivism is the word, and this is
how it's done. ,

t
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.der or. both. Loop a scarf ·(or
two!) through the waist of
your favorite hip pants, ' and
let your scarf . banner a
bronzed midriff.
Tie a small scarf garterfashion, just below the hem of
your shortest skirt And don't
forget fashion's scarf focal
point: wrap one natively
around your forehead - the
better to show off hypnotic
eyes.

Whatever your whim,
gypsy, let summer be your
excuse for indulging it. With
brightly-colored abandon and
flir_ty ·exotica, spread magic
with fashion's p r i m i t i v e
rhythms.

Chains Gild A

Su·mmer

Tan-

Summer Faces Go Natural
Summer's new face has full
fashion approval. Makeup reflects the vibrancy of the vagabond look, and the new software clothes are impulse for
a glorious naturalness in cosmetics.
'
. ciosely akin to fashion's
voile fetish, foundation now
'veils the skin in bronze-toned
translucency► If you haven't a
tan, this is a flattering camouflage. If the sun has flattered your skin, the colored
gel adds a shimmery slick
look to your cheeks.
Color is .this s e a s o n's
biggest complexion ne\vs ..:....
. color which complements, but
· does not compete with, the
brilliancy of summer's gypsy
theme.
Color comes from ·tar-off
and exotic sources : The Aegean's sea-blues and greens

adorn the eyes; a gypsy blush
is taken from Basquen campfires and warm earth tones;
Tuscan smolderings are the
influence f o r exaggerated
eyes and darkened hair.
A new softness places more
emphasis on lips than they
have enjoyed for years. Lip
tones are warm and lively never harsh. Sheer glosses of
color slick on the skin, making the blush seem to come
from within. Their luscious
shimmer also protects tender
lips from sun-drying. ·
With lips more important,
eyes must compete as never
before. Lashes are thick ;
false lashes are the order of
the day.
To
with
ing,
eye.

avoid garish clashing
peasant colors in clothtry the monocromatic
Here is how it works:

This ·Summer ·
This is the season to bare
your midriff, your throat, a
tanned shoulder. A d o r n
tanned skin with golden treasures pluckE:,<I from th_e myriad collection of chain and

Coins Garland

Try blue, for instance. The
Brows gain importance as
very palest· blue covers the . the _complexion color palette
entire eye area, from lid. to becomes .brighter. Keep brows
brow. Follow it with a, deeper feathery, not plucked into hard
shade to outline the curve of line~ and angles. Bleach them
the eyebone, to . deepen and if necessary - brows should
emphasize the eye · shape. never·be as dark as your hair,
Finally, use the ·most intense _unless you are the palest
shade, a navy blue, -~O · line blonde.
'
eyes close to shaggy lashes.
· Follow up a new face with
A summer precaution and a _a new hair color. This year,
fashion appeal are sun glass- the browns are in. Tinge your
es. Wear them often, and b r u n e t t e w i t h golden
allow your whimsy to deter- highlights or experiment with
mine the _style, but remember a golden red. Either way,
that lenses and makeup in the you'll be in the fashion spotsame color will "erase" your light.

DAY NURSERY
& KINDERGARTEN

1.Ulf

New Air Conditioned Facility
Serving Hot Meals & Offering
Expert Supervision in Infancy
Thru Kindergarten

Skin Js 'In'
This summer it's bodies like
never before - bodies bared,
polished and firm like Greek
marbles.

chose a color ·,..;.hich is most makeup. Choose blue with
flattering to your sµmmer - pale green .lenses ; try pink or
look, then repeat it.
mauve \Vi~· gray lenses.

,

·. •;#atfdf ~ . .. ,,tli
Phone 935-5107

13202 • 15th St.

sculptured jewe.lcy,.
Skin which is not bared is
ever so softly swathed in
voiles and organdies which
cast shadows on the skin, but
do not conceal its sensual softness.

i

Sweaters fit the body closely, as do summer knits of lingerie lightness. Knits are
shiny, re f l e c tin g welldisciplined body curves.

.Ii,,

Softwear clothes demand special attention to a sleek un•
derbody. Lingerie is soft, clingy, all-in-one. Erase 'bulges
and ridges with panty nose,
body stockings, and tricot
bras. If you have the tight
,
body this trend requires, try : -•j
the no-bra look. ·
·~ -

Our

Gypsy
If your body has a few r!dges of its -·own, its not Summer's bounty of frest fruit.
Lose winter's lethargy in a
sun-warmed game of tennis,'
and do your body a favor-at
the same ·t ime. This is_ the·
year .of the body ·- ·make,.it
. your· year!

A SCARF FOR
EVERY WHIM

· '1

Fashion

er

_·Photos

•

By

~'andwielt

Lee ·

Dudley .
· . 1. : 10124 FLOfUD.4 ,WE. •
2. l 0200 • lOtl, STltE.£T.3. 90t WE5T KENNEDY
IOUL[VAJlD

Giant Hamburger (6 oz.) •••SO
Fried Fish F:ilet ................4 5
Ham & Swiss Cheese ........ . so
Roast Beef ........... - .......... . 6S ·
Kosher Corned Beef·-····· ~75
.Sliced Turkey ................. .60
Large Submarine •:,,•········ .65
Italian Sausage ......... ·-··· .65
Big St . John ............., ...- .S.5
Baked Ham .........;.:•..••.. ; .so·
Roast Pork .....................

t
2.
3.

935-3965
935 • 8204
254-7461

TAMPA. FLORIDA

.65.

Kosher Pastrami .........._, .55
Sliced Chicken............... .60
Tampa's Be?t Cuban Mixed.55
BOXES
·
½ Fried Chicken_............... _ .. 1.00
• Fried Jumbo Shrimp .. ............... .1.00
Italian Spag hetti with Mut Sauce.. so, & 1s,
Bar 8-Q Chicken ........................J.00

FLARES
.

.

.

~1
l~i

. !i
I
great ~i

1~ ,

.

· -Now, Farah adds flare! [t's a
·new combination of sli.m, trim styling - 1
- and the new flared bottom. A _t:: 1 1
1
terrific id~a! Start yo.ur own collec!ion \~\
from a wide selection of styles in ·a~·
variety of new patterns and ·solids - ;e:1
- all in permanently pressed fabrics ~
~hat never need ironing!
_$l,QOO _
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Student Government .Elections_·Today
I

Today, 27 students-will 'llie
for 22 seats in the Student
Government legislature. Eleven seats are open in the College of Basic Studies; two in
the College of Business ; two
in the College of Engineering;
three in Liberal Arts and four
in Education.
More than the 15 platforms
which appear-today were submitted to The Oracle, but
those candidates that .were
not qualified
our deadline
were eliminated. Also published are two write-in candiBILLINGSLEY
dates, Dam;1y L. O'Neal and
Daniel C. Slyker.
with political trivia.
However, I also feel that
students should have an effective particularly power in
committees, agencies, and
councils whose decisions ,affect the students directly.
CURTIS BILLINGSLY
SRG
CBS Candidate

by

Adler:
Problem Is

No Unify

1

The students of this school'
·constantly advocate the things
they want and those things
they disdain. But inaction and
apathy seem to be the general
course of events.
The Student Government remains a viable center of ac•
tion at the University. we· are
on the threshold of accomplishment. The Student Government must now work for
implementation and other visionary plans enacted this
year. As · I see it, the largest
problem facing this school is
the lack of unity among its
members, faculty and students alike.
SOME CONCRETE plans
for, this quarter are a comprehensive food and housing-policy and an investigation of*college r equirements.
As your present College of
Basic Studies Representative
I would appreciate your vote.
I am endorsed by SRG and
Campus Coalition.
STEVEN P. ADLER
SRG
CBS Candidate

Brue~
Implement Rights-Bill
Since my • appointment to
the Student Government legislatur~, I h_a ve seen ._ tremen•
dous ideas materialize, most
notably the Student Bill of
Rights. I feel that the Bill of
Student Rights should hold upmost importance, and that all
feasible means should be
exercised to achieve its successful implementation. When
elected, this will be my main
goal.
I have served on the Internal Affairs Committee of the
SG since my appointment.
Our projects include: Keeping
the UC open 24 hours a day,
terminating mandatory class
attendance, and persuading
the Health Center to distribute birth control information.
.PROGRESS HAS b e e n
made, _although the attitudes
of the Administrative staff
have been the largest problem
we've encountered in order to
.a chieve our goals. •,,
· When elected, I will continue to work toward these
goals in addition to trying to
form a communication link
between Pres. John S. Allen
and us - the students of USF.
BOB BRUCE
SRG
CBS Candidate

Billingsley:
'Subsfanfive'

Candidate

Effective Student Government ·starts with student body
involvenient: · As a Basic
.Studies Representative, I intend to listen with an open
mind to the thoughts.,_ ideas,
complaints, and problems of
the students on this campus in
order to help them solve their
problems if possible.
l support complete implementation of the Student Bill .
of Rights. I'll oppose those
elements within and without
Student Government who do
People run for office for
not deal with substantive issues, but concern themselves many reasons: humanitarian,

Cohen:
APersonal

Commitment

prestige, ideology, power, etc.
My motives for running are
rather simplistic. They are a
personal committment t o
work for the betterment of
USF in all its spheres; academic civil and personal
'rights, athletic and social. ·

MANY THINGS are wrong
with this University such as
the quarter system, oppressive housing regulations, University paternalism, and lack
of our constitutional rights.
These conditions must be
corrected; however, not at the
expense of destroying what
has been built well.
For the most part, we have
some fine academic departments with excellent national
reputations. The doors for
·negotiations are open between
students and administration
as shown by their acceptance
of the Bill of Rights.

IF THIS and other legislation was ok'd by the Adminis•
tration out of benevolence or
fear I don't know. But I do
know that these rights are
ours and they do exist. However, this University will stagnate unless we, the students
of USF, act to make a school
that we can be proud of.
With this in mind I ask you
to vote Mike Cohen CBS representative. But p 1 e a s e,
whomever you vote for make
sure you know what that person stands for. After all they
represent you.
MICHAEL L. COHEN
Independent
CBS Candidate

Dickinson:
No Mandatory
·,

.

Food :Plan

fox:
'EquilateraI'
-Interchange

·H-OEPEK>ENT

YES_
· _, _NO_ _ .TO CHONGE· SECTION 1.2.2.3 (PARAGRAPH 2) TO ALLOW PRESIDENT'
OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT MORE LEEWAY IN FILLII-G VACJNr COL.1.EGE
SEATS IN STUDENT GOVERWENT LEGISIATURE.

..

YES _ I « ) _ TO ~ E 5.2,1,5 OF THE CONSTITUTION TO Al.LOW COLLEGE
CQU,ICII.MEN TO HOLD REPRESENTATIVE SEATS C<KURRENTLY.

;uRVEY POLL:

·n

00

You/OP?OSE A RATHSKE~,CWITH.,BEER;

J:000

& ENTERTAl~

) ON CAMPUS?

wouu;, YOU PATRONIZE SUCH 'A RATHS.KELLER- CN _('»!PUS? , YES_·_

,

•

i.

•

•

•

I

' -

• •

.

&

..

•

unsatisfactory grading system.
LINDA KEENETH
SRG
CBS Candidate

years overdue.
Advising, for many students, sometimes proves to be
a hindrance more than a help
during the busy quarter
schedule, but Still it remains
mandatory before registra•
tion. I would like to maintain
registration procedures, but
repeal the ruling that your
"registration sheet must i;>e
stamped by an adviser before
you are · permitted to register." In brief, do away with
mandatory advising.
I have been involved in Stude)lt Government since Quarter I. I served as a represen. tative on the College of Basic
Studies Association Council
for two quarters, and as a
representative to the same
college in Student Government for the past two weeks.
DANNY L. O'NEAL
Independent
CBS Candidate

I would also support a realistic elimination of final
exams.
ROSE RASKA
.
SRG
Education Candidate

Kitching:
Student Rights
In Housing
Platform :
1) to help promote student

participation in special events
of USF,
2) To help in a better understanding in what the Student Government is doing for
you.
3) To h e 1 p · in interfraternity relations so as to
benefit the school as a whole.
4) To work for student
rights in relation to the food
and housing policy in respect
to the dorms.
·
RUSSELL KITCHING
Independent
Education Candidate

O'Neal:
No Mandatory

Advising
The College of Basic Studies
is in desperate need of revision in several areas of its academic structure. Courses are
presently offered that- carry
the same number of credit
hours they did when USF was
under the now defunct trimester system. The correction for
this situation is almost three

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
(VOTE FOR 3)

--

1,) JOl-N C, GUGGEtff:IM

S,R.G.

2.) SANDRA PASCAU.

S,R.G.

4.) RAY ZAGORSKI

S.R.G,

-~

5: )

WRITE IN

6. ) WRITE IN
AMENDMENT 11

YES_ _

NO_ _ TO CH/11',K;E SECTION 1. 2.2 . 3 (PARAGRAPH 2)
TO ALLOW PRESIDENT OF STLOENT GOVERNl'ENT'
MJRE LEEWAY IN FILL!r-K; VAC/>NT COLLEGE
SEATS IN STUDENT GOVERN-1ENT LEG ISLATURE,

PJ-ENOiVENT !12

YES__

00_

__

1) DO YOU OPPOSE A RATHSKELLER OIITH BEER_, FOOD , ENTERTAitMNT) ON CA"V'US7
YES_ _

00_ _

2) WOULD YQU PATRONIZE SUCH A RATHSKEL~ 00 CNf'US?

YES___

00_ _ ~E_ _

_ _l.) BOB BRUCE

S.R.G,

- -

_ _2 . ) RUSS HAWKEN

S,R,G,

_ _ 10.) DOMINIC C. GROSSO

S.R,G.

It«POOENT

_

11,) CURTIS BILLIN:.SLEY

S.R,G.

_ _4,) 1-W-lUEL·Pl:LAEZ

S.R,G,

_

12,) ROBERT PRENTICE SICKLING

S,R,G.

_ _5,) STEVEN P, ADLER

S.R,G.

U,) JIM TAYLOR

S,R,G.-

_ 6 .) DEAN TUDOR

INl:lEPENDENT

I«)_ _

_ 3.) TOM FOX

9. ) SUSAN DICKlNSON

S.R.G,

_ _ 14,) NORMA.N GOOGEt:.

S,R,G.

/

_ 7 , ) MIKE COHEN

INDEPENDENT

_ _8.) LINDA KEENETH

S 1R,G,

. _ _ 15,) WRITE IN
16.) WRITE IN

YES_ _ NQ_ _ TO CKAN:iE SECTION 1. 2. 2. 3 (PARAGRAPH 2) TO ALWw Plli:SIDENT
OF STUDENT GOVERNl-'ENT M'.lRE LEEWAY IN FILLIN:i VACJ>Nr COLLEGE
SEATS IN STUDENT GOVEIW'ENT LEGISLATURE.
.

YES_ _ t « , _

la._ _
l>J-1ENDMENT ii 2

YES_

_ NO_ _ TO CI-WliE 5, 2 .1. 5 OF Tl-£ CONSTITUTIO'I TO ALLOW COLLEGE
CCJI.N: ILJ,£N TO 1-KlLD REPRESENTATIVE SEATS CClNCURRENTLY.

. SURVEY POLL:
1) 00 YOU OPPOSE A AATHSKELLER (WtTtl BE.ER, .FOOD' & ENTERTAllffNT) 00 C#1/'US?
l.

2) IIOOLD '(OU PATRONIZE SUCH A RATRSKELLER

,, .

YES_ _

JOHN ST,AAANT

S.R,G,

2)

WI LLIAM E, PACKER

It-DEPENDENT

3)

WRITE IN

4)
-NO_ _

WRITE IN

YES_ _ NO_

_ _ 1,) HAL PRICE
J
.
_
_2.) ~'ENDY WILLI/IMS

TO CHANGE SECTION 1 . 2. 2. 3 (PARAGRAPH 2) TO ALLOW PRESIDENT
OF STUDENT GOVERN'IENT l'ORE LEEWAY IN FILL!~ VAC/Wr COLLEGE
SEATS IN STUDENT. GOVERN''1ENT LEGI SLATURE,

_

CJIMPUS?

NO_ _

YES_ _ NO_ _ ~E_ _

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
(VOTE FOR 4)

COLLEGE OF ~!NEER.I~
(VOTE F~ln)

_n

~

YES_. _

TO CrW-lGE 5.2.1 , 5 OF THE CONSTITUTION TO ALLOW COLLEGE
Cou-lClw"EN TO 1-KlLD REPRESENTATIVE SEATS CONCURRENTLY,

S.R,G.
S.R.G,

_

6,) RUSSELL KITOill'-G

INDEPENDENT

7. ) ROSE RASKA

S.R.G,

3 .) ANDREA BEECHER

I NDEPENDENT

8 ,) WRITE IN,___ __ _ _ __

4.) FRED ~ARKERT

I NDEPENDENT

9 . ) WRITE I N ' - - - - - - - - -

5.) MA.RTHO. CLEP.ENT

S. R. G.

AMENDl'iENT iil

YES_ _ NO_

/>MENDMENT i!2

YES_ _ NO_

_

_

TO CHANGE SECTION 1. 2°.2 . 3 (PARAGRAPH 2) TO ALLOW PR&SIDENT
OF STUDENT GQVERWEl-fT f"ORE LEEWAY IN FI LLl~ VACJ!.Nr CO~LEGE
SEATS IN STUDENT GOVER/II-ENT LEGI SLATURE.
TO CrW'lGE 5. 2.1. 5 OF THE CONSTITUT la-J TO ALLOW COLLEGE
COLNCIIJ-EN TO tPLD REPRESENTATIVE SEATS CO."ICURRENTLY.

SURVEY· POLL:
1)"00 YOU OPPOSE A AATHSKELt..ER OIITH BEER, FOOD & ENTERTAil'MNT) Oi CJIH>US?

;e

WOIJU)

YOU PATRQ'IIZE SUCH A RATHSKW,.ER ON CNWS7

YE S _ N>~ .

YE S _ N>_N.E_ ·

SURVEY POLL:
1) DO YOU OPPOSE A RATHSKELLER 0/liH BEER, FOOD & ENTERTAifffNT) ~ CNi'US? YES_
2) WOULD YOU PATRON IZf S1.ICH A RATHSKELl.ER ON CNi'US7 YES_ m_ /il,i!Z_

Palaez:
To Check CBS
Curriculum

m_

Slyker:
·He Wants
Money's Worth
If elected I will fight, first
of all, for the right of every
student, be he full or parttime, a commuter or a resident, to his money's worth of
education. At the moment,
this fight includes the unfair
weighting of courses by quarter hours and also the number
of available courses and sections.
If, in the future, the battle
entails barring militant organizations who persist in disrupting the academic atmos1Jhere of this institution as
g-uaranteed by the new Bill of
Rights, tliis I will aLc;o do.

FURTHERMORE, I will
support proper legis1ation conAs a CBS representative my cerning the betterment of food
and sanitary services - inobjectives are to:
1) Evaluate the CBS course
eluding the proposed "Rathrequirements and check the skellar."
possibility of dropping certain
Finally, I will trJ to listen
areas. These areas dropped, to all those whom I will reprehowever, \vill be covered in sent" - both their gripes and
otlier courses offered in the their suggestions - and I will
varioµs colleges. I feel that . try to act in their best interthere is a substantial oyer].ap .:ests.
of:.course· mat
.,.;al::an~~
tain-;,,-'_"".,_.~.
-~-,,!- ~--n
···ANIEL
· . ': · C• sr:'7"1'ni'D
• -~ ... •.
:.,.,·· -~ "-= .-:-~
•
... J.1.1D..£,.I\I
COUr$es, at present;' ~ ,ihade-'•;,. · co:_. .
.
htdepent1e11t
quate.
CBS 1C&ndidate
2) PROVIDE for . better
·
·
communication and coordination of work between the College Councils and Student ·
Government.
3) Improvement of the food
service in this university;
4) and most important of
all, to evaluate and improve
the advisory system in the
Basic Studies area.
,
I feel that my previous research in these areas and my
The Student Government
earnestness i n promoting legislature· will only be a
these projects show that I can mea ns · to _my ends. I don't ·
carr y these objectives to com- think anything important gets
pletion.
done in the meetings ThursMANUEL PELAEZ day nights. The legislature
SRG doesn't ·really represent a conCBS Candidate • tinual, viable student voice,
turning over · its membership
continually.
The real work is done behind the scenes. Steve Ander~
son's work on fue quarter system, Betsy Smoot's work in
the past for resident student
- all this was accomplished
not at meetings, but ·with
work.
0

Zogorski:
The Action Is·
Behind Scenes

Pascall:
Food, Housing
Pl,an Revision

TO CI-W-lGE 5.2.1.5 OF THE CCX>ISTITUTION
TO ALLOW COLLEGE COLtlCI 1..1'1EN TO 1-KlLO
REPRESENTATIVE SEATS CONCURRENTLY•

SURVEY ~LL:

I

,

Rathskeller on campus and
continued efforts t o w a r d
greater co'hesion between faculty and students.
One of the crucial issues we
are dealing with is the question of working without violence to achieve our goals as
students. I don't question the
necessity of viblence if there
is no other way, but I plan to
work within the proper channels to achieve our goals.

I, Linda Keeneth, support
the following issues as a candidate for the College of Basic
Studies.
I support the construction
and operation of a Rathskeller
on campus for the enjoyment
of the students. I also support
the abolishment of mcllldatory
on campus housing.
1
I believe the present basic
studies program needs to be
evaluated and revised. I rec- ommend a change in the present courses to a seminar type
class with a satisfactory or

My name is John Guggenheim. I'm a candidate for Student Government from the
College of Liberal Arts. I plan
to give a fair representation
to all colleges; however I will
give precedence to the College
of Liberal Arts. I urge high
support for the initiation of a

_

_ _ 3,) WRITE IN' - - - -- - - -

l)

O'NEAL

COLLEGE OF BASlC~TUD~ES
(VOTE FOR 11)

_ _. 2,) WRITE IN_ _ _ _ _ __

~WcNT 12

PALAEZ

Keeneth:
Let's Have
Guggenheim: Rathskeller
Violence
Last Resort

. As .a'_ Colleg~ · of . Basic
Studies representative I would
support a change in the· mandatory food plan in the cafeterias. I would work for the possibility· of competing plans to
come · on campus and in this
way assure better service.
Also, .I feel tha t a workable
system · for final exams should
be encouraged.· ·
SUSAN DICKINSON
SRG
CBS Candidate

COLLEGE' OF BUSINESS
(YOTE FOR 2)

\"cNOMENT il

PASCALL

As a third quarter freshman, I have had tii;ne to see
the apathy and lack of communication b e t w e e n and
MY ACTIVITIES include:
among students, faculty, and member of the SG. cabinet,
administration.
chairman of the SG Personnel
Also, I have witnessed an Committee, member of the
attempt for a valid Bill of Stu- all-university committee on
dent Rights. Those two con- the summer quarter, feature
siderations are to be my pri- editor of The Oracle, and
mary concern when elected. Sigma Nu fraternity.
I WILL open communicaI feel my qualifications are
tion in an equilateral triangle . sufficient. Now I need your
of students, faculty, and ad- support.
ministration, and in so doing,
JOHN GUGGENHEIM
do much to abolish apathy
SRG
and make the Student GovLibera.I Arts Candidate
ernment a more viable institution.
The Bill of Student . Rights
must be pushed to its final approval and implementation.
TOM FOX
Independent
CBS Ca.ndidate

Here's Ballot
For USF Elections
1.) SHELDON WIID

ZOGORSKI

GUGGENHEIM

BRUCE

I am running for a seat on
the Liberal Arts college. I am
a junior m ajoring in psychology.
I am a member of SRG, Chi
Omega sorority and ·the SG
Personnel Committee. ·
I will work toward:
1) revision of the mandatory food and housing plan.
2) Immediate implementation of the Bill of Rights.
I FEEL students need tq realize the power that Student
Government has that can be
channeled for their use. Students should know that SG exists for them - not in spite of
them.
If I am elected I will make
fr my duty to inform as m any
students as possible of that
fact a nd try to make them .
aware of the role of SG.
SANDRA PASCALL
SRG
Liberal Arts Candidate

Raska:
An Education
Pragmatist'
As a College of Education
representative, I would support a revision of the education progr am involviJJg more
practical applicat ion of the
courses. I would like to · see
course credit hours correspond to hours spent in class.

TOO OFTEN Student Government legisla tors h a V e
mimeographed off 'bits of ulti- ·
matum without any real
power. They forget in the
process to talk· to t_he people
who ·could most effectively
bring about change. I've
t alked .to President A,llen,
Dea n Wildy, Dean Wunderlich
and other administrators. ·
By communicating · with
these . people and. doing more
asking instead of telling, we
might be able to play a more
significa nt part in determining our edu,cation and future;
RAY ZOGORSKI
SRG
Liberal Arts Candidate

Taylor:
For 'Influence'
In Decisions
Too · often do . we feel tha t
the University is simply an educational factory. We punch in
when we enter our first class
and punch out when we leave
our last. A feeling of alienation and non-involvement is
growing more prevalent upon
our campus. Seldom does· the
average student notice the· ac•
tions of his representatives in
the Student Government.
JIM TAYLOR
SRG
CBS CandllJate

Adminisrators To Blame
For U.S. Student Unrest
and -the kind of. relations we
have with the opposite sex,"
said Powell. Young ll_eople ~re
llin
f
yearning or a contro g
voice in writing college regulations, he added.
The responsibility for the
disorders , Powell said, rested
"squarely on the shoulders of
the university ... for creating one of the most undemocratic and authoritarian institutions through which young
people must pass in order to
achieve an educ·ated adulthood."
Powell, a graduate student

College administrators are
responsible -for much of the
student unrest and violence on
.
campus, accor dmg to Robert
S. Powell Jr. , president of the
National Student Association.
He t_old a House Education
Subcommittee that such disorders will not cease as long as
stµdents are · not allowed to
take active participation in
the decision-making process
of the university.
Students themselves are the
ones tvho should determine
"what time we come in,
,yhether or not we drink beer,

at Princeton University and a
spokesman for student associations at,385 colleges and uni"d h ·d.d t
.ti
vers1 es, Sal e 1 no support campus violence. USF
has recently joined the National Student Association.
Powell added that modern
students, are different. " •. • •
Millions of middle class
youths who have shared rather · richly in our affluence not
only do not prize it, but ) n
fact ,consider it a positive
handicap in the search for
personal development and national integrity."

__f.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _; _ _ ; _ _ _ ; _ _ _ _ _

___
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Repeated: 2-4 Isaues ____ .90* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ West, Southwest, and Alaska.
· FREE REGISTRATION. SouthMore than 4 issues ____ .75* 1O. AUTOMOTIVE
- - - - - - - - - - - west Teachers Agency, 1303
*Per five µnes (27 characters)
-i/&fa• For Sale - 1963 Corvair Monza, Central Avenue; NE, Albuquerii
M
18
_Monaco Blue, bucket seats, au- que, N.IVI. 87106.
tomatic transmission, g O O d
.-_tir_es_._C_a_ll_9_32_-7_6_82_._ _ _ _ 15, SERVICES OFFERED
2. FOR RENT
- - - - - - - - - - - - 1962 Corvair Monza - auto, - - - - - . -.- - - - - FONTANA HALL. For remain- transmission. White, 4-door, Papers, manuscripts . of any
der of QTR 3 (seven more clean. Call 932-1916 after 5 :30. iength typed m English, Ger':!::·c!~~n ~~~~~~: ~:::Je~n~~~;
reeksk y~u c~n ~ove i~to F~;- $350 cash.
1
at 935-7948.
e
er
un
ive
an
ana a
ge_o_f_t_yp-e,
=rn~M--Se~l-ec-t-ri_c_c_h_a_nl5-rneal · boa rding plan for 14. HELP WANTED
87
th
carriage.
large
ribbon,
carbon
Male, Female
~ ·~• wi signed contract by
ATTENTION ALL S EN IO RS A-l typiSt Delivery service.
ay .
'. 3 APTS & HOUSES FROM TAMPA BAY AREA - Call Gloria 884-1969.
Career $~00 pe!" month, plus ex- - - - - - - - - - - •
•
pense allowance for man needed 17, TRAVEL
Roommates needed-Female to for insurance agency. Send re- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
share Marje Apt. for surrlmer sume to: P. 0. Box 11702, Tam- Unique Bahama out island
vacation, private estate, in
and if desired into fall. Call pa, Florida 33610.
988-5:80 after 5 p.m. Week?ays. PART TIME HELP! (Upper June. Price including air fare
· Level Students) Work the hours round trip from Tampa, all taxi
Anytime Sat. and Sun.
service, tips, meals, use of outboard motor boat and guide.
'$500 per week per couple. Cali
988-5494.
WfA¥:f'-¥¥i&Nh

}!".& i - - - - - - - - - - -

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

6. FOR SALE

1------- ----
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Dr. Sommers Tours
'Person-To-Person'

The · Management Student
Feedback Group (MSFG) will
meet next Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the Business Administr·ation Aud1·tor1·um for the pur-

Prior to corning to the University, he served three years
as a hydrogeologist with the
U.S. Geological Survey of the
Department of the Interior
underground
investigatiQg
water resources in Alaska and
Florida.

Sets Precedent

The Supreme Court reaffirmed the supremacy of the
FirSt Amendm ent in a precedent-setting decision recentpose of providing an elabo- ly.
According to the decisfon,
ration of the new undergraduate curricula for students ma- obscenity in the home is ·a
joring in Management The constitutional right. Justice
group has arranged to have Thurgood . Marshall declared
that "if the First Amendment
Dr. Alton C. Bartlett, ·depart- means anything, it means
,ment chairman, present the that a state has no business
new format as well as answer telling a man, sitting alone in
questions on this and other his own house, what books he
may read or what films he
matters.
·
may watch."
Marshall declared further
The MSFG is a group of stu· dents majoring in Manage- that "our whole constitutional
ment, formally established to ,heritage 'rebels at the thought
represent the student point of of giving government the
view in the Management' De- power to control m e n 's
partment by being a sou_nding minds."
The court ruled for the first
board for faculty proposals
and ideas; an advisory group time on the question of whethto the Chairman, and a for- er possession of obscene matmal feedback mechanism. ter in the home is a crime.
IT Works In Tampa
They attend all Department The court was emphatic in its
· IT -(Intensive Tutorial) is opel'ating under the joint span·
meetings and will function on decision that it is not, but
· sorship of American Idea Department and the Rosa Valdez
all permanent committees Marshall stressed that the de·
help
to
Church
·community Center of the United Methodtst
apply to statcision did not __;:
' ]ocal students raise their aspiration level throngb a person- , within the Department.
to-person relationship. (See related story Page 12).

_________________ _____

TO THE

, FRATERNITY
HOUSE
SPECIALIZING
IN,
RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLING
APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

Grad Student Wins $5,100
From Sciences Institute'
A USF graduate student
who has won a $5,100 research
fellowship grant from the National Institute of General
Medical Sciences is searching
Tampa for chartreuse caterpillars.
Karen E. Meadows, a · native of St. Augustine and
graduate of the University of
Florida, is seeking her Mas•
ter's Degree in Zoology at
USF and centering her research on poisonous caterpillers common in Florida.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA AT FLETCHER.SJ.

Students Oppose
Housing Policies
At Kentucky
Hairdresser
NEEDED!

IL
I~~
,t~fh_

2-~~ /

~

! '~

THE WAVE
~ u ~'tit"fot S ~ I
Remember the alluring hairstyles of the ·Forties? Now the
look for '69 is iust as soft,
waved and long .••
ond ju st os glamorous!

TRY OUR "LUXURY" PERMANENT

,1f"'THE

·

d

~\4i\4..-tAJ-Wtt.e
!~~
.
Beauty Salon and Wig Cent~r
~
I?
-~0;: Fletcher Ave. at 22nd Street Ph. 935-:14Q!) ~ "

THE FELLOWSHIP money
will be used for 'one year's research and Miss Meadows
said she is hoping for a second grant to continue the re,
search.
Interested primarily in venomous caterpillers, the USF
coed is on leave of absence
from the Florida State Board
of Health- where ·she serveq
six years with the encephalitis
project in Tampa. During -that
time she said she developed
an allergy to mosquitoes.
Her research hopefully will
lead · to a treatment for persons, particularly children,
who come in contact with caterpillers capable of causing
severe pain and welts.

A · bill which opposes required housing above the Oper(! Phantom
Film Tonight
freshman level is being considered by the Student Gov" The Phantom of t h e
ernment Assembly at the Uni- . Opera," starring, Lon Chaney,
versity of Kentucky. 1
will be shown Wednesday,
The bills calls for a boycott April ao ·at 8 p.m. in the BSA.
of housing contracts, request•
This film, the second of the
ing all students to hold their University Center Quarter m
contracts until the last day Silent Film Series, is rated as
one of Chaney's •best. Admisthey are due.
Steve Bright, of the SG, said sion is 35 cents.
- that the boycott is "another
' way to show disapproval of
the housing policy". If stu- Catholic, Lutheran
dents sipiply fail to turn in To Host Folk Show
housing applications, they
The Catholic Student center
would be required to live in and the Liltl1eran Student Orthe dorms anyway.
ganization will host a dinner
There is a provision in the and folk-rock show Sunday,
bill which calls for a study of May 4, at 5 p.m in the Cathothe legality of .fDrced housing lic Student Center.
for 18-year-old students. There
Admission is 75 cents. Tickis a possibility that the Ameri- ets are available at the door
can Civil Liberties Union may or from any Catholic Student
carry out the study.
organization member.

---I
r

Sommers teaches hydrogeology and is conducting research in electric analog modelling of hydrologic systems.

utes which make it a crime to
sell obscene material.
The decision followed the
conviction of Robert Stanley,
an Atlanta bachelor who received a one-year jail sentence
for possessing . three rolls of
eight-millimeter film in his
home. Stanley had been . free
on bail pending the Supreme
Court appeal.

WHIJ"E L!:Vl'S FLAIRS
The aware ones ... that make things happen
•• . are in White Levi's Nuvo Flair bottom -pants.
They've got it al I from Sta-Prest to wide belt
[oops. It's the new look ... and it happens
at Fremacs.
White Levi's Nuvo Flairs 9,00
7 .00
Blue Levi's Flairs

20 Lost And Found

Congratulations Sigma Phi Epsilon pledges. Good luck in your
pledgeship. Love, your Little
between
men
and professional
paired Rotary districts in dif- Si!lters - we'll take care of
f e r e n t countries, enabling you!
them to study the institutions
and ways of life of their hosts
and develop personal acquaintances and exchange ideas. '

'Management'
To Provide
Supreme Court
Elaborati.on

WELCOMES YOU

11

CLASSIFIED ADS

Thirty-two University of Jack M. Lyle Jr., and Wil- A. Berry, speech pathologr
South Florida students have lam R. Robinson, art; Ruth and audiology Ronald L. Colbeen nominated for University Fry, Daniel P. Garber, Eng- !ins, · Andrew A. Perlowski,
Scholar Awards in recognition lish; Ellen Hamblin, foreign electrical engineering; Joel
of creative .potential in their languages; Harry J. Grier, Boney, Kurt S. Frabn, and
Dannie A. Hensley, Elizabeth Joel M. Price, SMF engineerfields.
Recipients of the Scholar A. Ingalls, Mary M. Starnes, · ·mg; and, Charles P. Cuffaro,
Dr. David A. Sommers,
Awards 'Will be announced and Michael B. Wollam, zoolo- energy conversion.
assistant professor of geUSF
are
CANDIDA~
ALL
Richard
Hsuing,
C.
Helen
gy;
prothe
Under
month.
next
tgram each student will re- A. Patz, chemistry; Gary··J. full-time graduate students ology has been selected as one
~of a six-member Rotary dele.
tceive a stipend of $2700- plus KeKelis, Kenneth A. Lewis, working
d
. •t A tr Ii
t
ti'
for advanced degrees
h .
.
us a a an
ga on ? VIS!
deUniversity's
in one of the
registration and out-of-state p ys1cs.
th
Cary L. McConnell, · geolo- partments. These students are -, New Gumea for a two-mon
m.ition.
v_CANDIDATES FOR the gy; Lilliam M. Stark, botany; dedicated to hard work and . s ~ p~ogramStud E h
Y_ xc ange
e roup
Scholar Awards and their E. Walter Terrie, sociology; study but more important
lett April 5th from
major fields are David J. Richard B. Fason Jr., Lau- they are concerned with •what Team ~at
15 ~poruored by RotaSuda, humanities; Lois L. rence B. Leonard, Joyce B. they can contribute creatively Tampa
as _an ed~caIntern~~onal
f!
fields.
their
in
Stone,
'C orb in, instructional re- Patton, Jeanette R.
t1onal activity offermg umque
sour:c/s; Kristine A. Kay, and James Wold, and Robert
Competition is University- person-to-person opportunity
------------------------for the promotion of better unwide.
derstanding and friendly· rela.,,
ti0ns among the peoples of the
world.
THE PROGRAM provides
travel grants for the exchange
of teams of young business

.OSCAR
SIERRA
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32 oz. Steak for two

I

I

Dinner includes
Baked Potato - Large Salad & Beverage

•

$7.95
....................................................................... ............ .
;

Steaks
Seafood
finest in: Prime Ribs
Chicken

USF

I

I
I

D
FOWLER

...,.......
2 mi.

SLIGH

□
King High School
.

/

Lunch: Tq,es.-Fri. 11 :30-2 PM frcuri $1.00
Dinner: Tues.-Sun. 5:00 PM 'Til

I
I
I

I
I
I

I HQUS E OF OSCE OLA 1
I
- For Reservations Call j626-9949 I:
I

L

...

- - -8602 EASJ SLIGH
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By. JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Feature Editor
l

·Underground · news, trip
glasses, body paints, papers;
beads and pipes.
.
These are just a few of the
items that are sold at a local
"head" shop, the Gollinkambi
' Pottery II (which means
rooster that crows for dooms- day). The shop, which is located at 8231 Nebraska Avenue,
specializes in products·for students and is .owned and managed by a g1Vup of soon' - to be - returning students.

TWO HUSBAND and wife
teams, Sandy and "Chubby"
Martin along with Stephen
and Betsy :E'erguson, share

the responsibility of running
the shop wqich is open from
12 to 9 p.m.
·· Accor-ding ·to Mrs. Martin,
"Most ,of the /people that contribute are students _that come
into.the shop because they are
starving and ·self.supporting."
She I added ·that· 'the students
contribute everything from
leather clothing tp· jew~lry
an~ sajd that plans are underway for an art gallery within
the shopi
:
•
At. present · each family• 15
drawing $10 a week. However,
they said, "We are ju~t . ·getting. , on our . feet· ·since Steve
.
and Betsy Just got married.
We plan to · h~v~ the shop
well-stocked
w1thm
a few
·
. ·•
1

weeks. We hope · to eventually once the shop can support six
draw $40 to $50 dollars for · to · ejght people. It would 1be
ourselves. "
nice for students to have their
own business and not have
'. ·THE- AR
. · T ·GALLERY
· · ·
·
which
is the planning stages ·for the anyone interfere."
t
·shop will display· contribution
"Any students who make
paintings from ·usF students.
· The group of enfrE;preneurs things can bring them down.
feel they would rather pay We take things on a -consignment basis, but we will buy it
students · for paintings than
Qrdei: them . from . New York. outright for anyone that needs
The shopkeepers added that a it according to Mrs. Martin.
She continued, "We are here
· lot of high . school students
and now and we can do it
· co~tribute to the shop. One
now. That .is," she added, "we
· item sold is a high school uncan meet the ne~d of the stu·derground newspaper in addi-·
dents with 'in' products."
.tion to USF's Aquarian.
. .Some of the more mer· t
esi:ing items in the . shop are
I·· pipes. A certain selection is
kept and 1·t 1s
· mm1m12e
· · · d m
·
order not to _ have "plastic"
selections of goods in the
shop. There is also a small selection of clothing and wallto-wall po~ters. One high
school co-ed makes all her
clptlles -and contributes regularly to the shop. She not• only
to
embroiders t1te garment but
USF
puts the .entire garment together by hand and mails the . ,. ,~
Students
· clothes from Georgia.

FREE:

SOAP

THE MARTINS, who are
'livin·g in a Volkswagen bus be-' ·pind the shop, -plan to have
: other · student specialty shops
. within six to· · eight months.
The one · room, sha,ck iliat the
Martins are ,using for toilet
:facilities 'will later.be converted into a workshop for anyo~e
that needs to use . the workshop for painting or ~onstructing al)y of .their contributions to the shop . .
"I:he Martins and Fergusons
plan to run the head shop for
1
a year. According to Mrs.
Martin, "We're getting ready
to split We feel that we'll be
able to leave ' the business

- 'Ch ~hby' Shows A C:u'stomer :Some Sc..-ndals
1

/

.

Temple Terrace lounge
8448 56th Street

·

IT W~rks
On
.
You~g 'Go.als

------'---•--------

Temple-Terrace Cut Rate

.

Liquors ,
5326 Busch Blvd.
Next To Pantry Pride..._

I

At

KOIN-

KLEEN
, LAUNDROMAT
SHOPPING
. CENTER
.OPEN 5:30 A.M.~ 10:30 P.M.

'

,,,,

By FRANK FAINE
Staff Writ.er

COMPLIMENTARY MAKE-UP LESSON

· · Tues.-Wed.-Th~rs.

.

-

Their VW Is Home

\

.

SINGLE? -

MEET THE PERSON SCIENTIFICA1.LY SELECT°ED JUST
F9R YOU.JUST FILL iN AND RETURN FOR FREE INFORMATION AND CHARACTER ANALYSIS. ·

"Chubby" and Sandy Martin pose in front of their VolksThis is Ed_die.
. wagen home behind their "bead" shop. The Martins ·use the
He needs our help.
bus ~t night and spend most of the day in the shop. The nio_,= J\(ame .................. Age .... .' .. ·.......... .
The· Intensive Tutorial Proa complexion care program de~igned just for you. In private,
, torbike is their transp.(n1ation since the bus dotlsn't run.
gram (IT) ~s our oppqrtijnity
Addtess .•..•••..•........ Zip. ; .•..•...•.••.•.•
~ithout charge. Call _today.
.
.
· to help. Under the joint spori,
. Phone . . . . • . . . . . . . . Marital Status .., .. .. ..·.••••
. sorship of. the Department of
WE .ARE A PERSONALIZED SERVICE ON A LOCAL LEVEL.
the American Idea and the
MAKE ALL WEEKENDS SWINGING ONES, STUDENT RATES
TERRACE PLAZA
Rosa Valdez Community CenINTRODUCTIONS UNLIMITED
. SHOPPING CE TER
ter of the United Methodist
988-7394
424 So. MacDill Ave.
Church· of Ta°'inpa, the proTampa, Fla.
Call: 872-0949
NORTHGATE
I
.
gram is designed to work with
SHOPPING CENTER
black
·
stuaents
.ft'om
·the
eleMALL 932-2232
l
mentary schools on a oneUSF has been awarded a rience in such fields as car'- to-one basis.
$4/100 grant by the Tam pa pentry, painting, lighting, cos~ - - - - - - - - - . ; . . . ._ _ _ _ _ _...:..__
JIM I;OPE~, ·USF- COORDl,Economic Opportunity Council
tume· design, sewing, patterna
- £
to -plan the Southeast's first
,-..
. .NATOR OF tr, said· the pr-iTO
making,
set design, and many
theatre workshop designed for
~
.
p .
mary goal of the program, ''is
other
fields.
.
L, j
training unempl!)yed men and .
...
not to offer remedial help in
areas in which the pupil is
women.
'
4fter working in the USF
weak, alth<;>ugh such assisprogram, participants in the
The
workshop,
under
the
EDDIE
tance is given. Our main goal /
direction of Russell G. Whal- plan will be Elaced in onis -helping the · pupils raise
ey,
chairman of the ·Depart- the-joq training situations by
their aspiration level ·thro_ugh
ment
of Theatre Arts, is being the HWB. The end product o f
person ~ person relation- pupil, he may play baseball,
planned
in conjup.ction with the training hopefully will be
ships."
help him ,vith his reading or the on-the-job -t raming proJ- full-time employment f .o r
·Loper went on to1 say that
the pupils ar"e found to be un- draw pictures with him. ects sponsored by· .the ·Tampa ~those peop~e :in the program.,
Employment
'derac~ievers because they Whatever the ,tutor and The Concentrated
"WE · PLAN· to relate the
Pr.ogram
(TCEP)
and th~ ·project activities :to the labor
lack motivation and this is 1he pupil do, the sole purpose of .
result of negative -self- the program is to help the stu- H~?borough _county HPSI?ital . ma rket," explained'° Whaley,
arid Welfare Board, Welfare " by _ inv~ting · representatives
concepts.
·
dents build a better co~cept of Division.
,
"To . make. matters · worse,"
. from local clothing and carhe said, "many of the chil- himself.
TCEP, one of the 22 pro- pentry companies to speak to
dren come from homes in
One of the students in the grams in the United States the trainees about their work-/
w_hich educati~ri js not thought Pt:Ogram has said, "I find that sponsored by the Manpower sh9p training in relation to job
of as being -of great value.
availability.
the· program is one ·of the Administratio~ of .the U. S.
· Parents who 'have· little ambiDepartment of Labor, has
" The closest theatre ~worktion will see little need to en- most staisfying things ·that placed . some 250 people on
shop
of this type is in _N_ew - ·
courage their youngsters. · We I have done s,o flll' this ye8;f. jobs since its creation -last
York,"
· Whaley said, "and
hope that we will be able to The idea of being able to _do September.
we will visit tha:t workshop
.$100
With This Atf• .
get into the home and thus Qe my shar e to help ·the ; ituation
(limit 5) •
Another 350 . m en ·a n d - and ·.-others like ··it to help us
· , ab,e to _work· witli the ·parents .makes me feel real good."
•
I
~OII}err are currently enrolled plan our program."
and th~ school "in motivating
Another
student
said,
''The
· m _education and job training
and assisting in the education
: The planning stage of the
TAM PA'S ONLY Hi-Fidelity. TAPE SJORE ·
IT program is· a vital part__of programs in the Tampa area. theatre workshop .will' be cqmof their child'r en."
•
\
my education. With it r can
I
IN ADDITION TO HELPI
USF has been working pleted in. mid-summer and the
·ING THE CHILDREN build a gain a much better insight directly with TCEP by provid- workshop will begin in De4115 H.ender.son Blvd. Ph. 872-8444,
better self-image ' of them- into the problems not only ing orientation and baisc edu- cember.
facing the_people in the ghetto,
'
selves, Loper said that the IT
cation for the participants en.
but
in
the
field
of
education
as
is a valuable asset in helping
tering the program. to promote'. race relation in a whole."
' '-WHALEY IS innovator of
the community. "Wh.e n a
the theatre workshop prowhite person -goes _into the
gram.
ghetto school to help the child, .
y·
it goes a long way in showing
The men .and women particthe child that someone cares.
·
"
ipating in . the • threatte workFor many' of the kids the tutor .
shop '':'ill be given· work expeis one . of the first people to
~
really take an interest in the
_
.
':
child. And this is a lot."
. A. va1
· ·1a ble
- "Snake Eyes" will be· present- c· ·a. t.aIague
The program is carried out -ed again by the Sp_eech Depart
·'·.
' in the 'school durm
·
gul
On. Summe_r Sessio'ns ·.
·
·
g ~ ar ment at 2 p.m. -in tne E ngineer{
.
school hours or on Saturday. ing Auditorium. ·,
.
U~F's . firs t--~vi' Summet
Each tutor in the program is
· ·· s ess1ons
·
t
1
ca a ogue containing
(Jnd!!r the- direction of Ka}'l
expecte d to spend at least one
· . ~ .'
. ho_ur a week with his child, a l- . Kelley, a~sistant ·professor ,of a co1:n-prehens1ve_hst of course
·r.'
though the tutor niay spe~d as .speech, "Snake Eyes" include~ offenngs for. Quarter IV, as
much ti?1e with. the student as . hvo short st9ries by Damon well as other l?ertinent infor~he has. time. '
Runyon: "The.;. Id~ll~'of ..Miss matfon, · is now available at
· DURING THE,. TIME.TJl!T S~r!lh _ Brown," · an( "Butch t he University Cent; r Desk.
THE TUTOR is , with the Mi~ds the Baby." · ,..
·
.
.
Students ca11 also _get the '
.... •
.,..-,'
" ~ ,catalo_1;ues in' the Office of Ad•=❖:•:•:• ·
missions, AD:1Y.£ 264 . •,The Orade will carry a more up to
da te course listing later in the ·
month.
·
·
.
\
.You are cordially invited to Merle Norman Cosmetics' exclu. ~ive complimentary make up lesson. A complete new look and

f

•••

'
Theatre · Wot~shop

ffiERLE nbRmRn cosmETICS

/<~t/i fi~gfet

In $4,000 Grant

WIG COIFFURES

{k Lz"'n, ey'

.

TAPE TOWN

Off

.

'Snake·Ees!
TOday At .2

'

,TAPE TOWN

PPA .PH-I

RUSH
SMOKER
..
.

·AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO
BE(OME ACHARTER BROTHER.
_, Of USF'.S NEWEST FRATERNITY.

Sta-P-rest.

Lev.i's

\

I

FOLLOW THE 50.U ND:"'

lll TAPES

\

'

..

•

•

APRIL30

.,,, _

BOYS' CAMP HAS .
, -COUNSELOR OPENINGS

Th e lea.n, rugged Levi's look in~ dress- up, homespun fabri,c - a great selection of th e latest colors.
Never need ironing, never lose their crease they're Sta-Prest! Nobody makes · Sta-Prest but
Levi's. · ~
..

S~OP THE BELK LINDSEY NEAREST YOU 10 A.M. T.O 9 P.M.
TAMPA: ·
• BRITTON PLAZA
• ST: PETERSBURG • 5ARASOTA
• PUNTA GORDA
• HENDERSON IILVD. • OCALA
• LARGO .
• LAKELAND
• ARMENIA CEN-TER :
WINTER HAVEN • FT. MYERS

::iiEEs:~~~ •

FrankI Arnade ,Helps Sam

8-10 p.m. u~c. 255

Men · for swimm ing, sailing,
canoeing instru ction. Extensive ·
program on .la rge lake.
Red Cross WSI re quired (Camp pays tuition at Red
<;_ross Aquatic Sc ho ols.)
Other openings include nature
ri fle ry, arche ry, ceramics, l'lead
Waiter. 41 st year, in Berkshires, ,
Moss.
Send full d eta ils, phone to
Ca mp
Mah-Kee-Na~,
137
Thacher Lane, South Or~ nge,
N.J. 0 70 79

(The Fraternity W,ith a New Ideal
Of Brotherhood)
I

I

....

'Talisman Ill'
Wins ~2500

Last Weekend For
Dance, Theatre Show

Ernest Cox, USF professor
of sculpture won the purchase
award of $2500 at the Southeastern Sculpture Invitational,
April 12, in Atlanta, Georgia.
His entry was a nickelplated bronze casting with
wood fiber which combined
organic and minimal elements.
The work is entitled "Talisman III."

By DOUG KAYE
Correspondent
Experiment VI 's production of "Miss Julie," playing a
final weekend, is, if anything,
a bit off-beat. However, the
peculiarfties in this rendition
of August Strindberg,'s play
are somewhat questionable.

Theatre
To Become
'Void' Setting

l

This Friday's Experimental
Theatre will become the setting for a Void - or rather,
"The Void." Darryl the Inscrutable, director of the
'piece, says it presents the
,idea of a power struggle be: tween three distinct beings,
· the distinct beings distinctly
-being A. Joseph Argenio,
Nancy Barber, and Alvis
Sherouse.
. Darryl says he found tl4e
:anonymously conceived script
·°6eside a garbage can near the
library. " The Void" will be
,presented in the Centre Stage
;Friday at 2 pm.

DIRECTOR Raoul Peizer
has incorporated m a s k s,
slides, and film into the Swedish playwright's 1888 script,
achieving a forced, imposed
symbolism that overstates the
symbolism inherant in the
play itself.

Jeffrey Kronsnoble, USF Visual Arts Faculty member, re•
cently won first place in the annual Latin Quart-er Painting
Competition in Tampa, for the above painting "The Artist
And His Wife." The same piece won first. prize in the gra.phics
division of the Winter Park Art Festival in March. The painting has been purchased by the Addison Gallery of American
Art, Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts, to be part
of their collection. Kronsnoble also was awarded first prize
at the Festh1al of States First Annual Statewide Art C-0mpeti•
tion in St. Petersburg for his drawing "Betty and Ginny" with
each honor Kronsnoble was awarded $500.

I '.! Blacks . Protest;

The slides and film are a
good idea, which can be and
a re used quite effectively, but
this particular choice of play
does not allow a comfortable
working relationship.
THEY AND THE masks,
while at first appearing to
have no logical function, eventu ally fall into place - one
gets the idea sooner or later;
however, the director seems
to have made an effort to

make the symbolism as vague
as his original intention.
Each of the three performers has his outstandingly good
moments. Most consistent is
Greg Musselman, as Jean , the
lackey of Miss Julfe's father.
However, Musselman has an
odd vocal quality which at
times comes out too strong,
too soft, or too rapid to be intelligible.

AS .MISS JULIE, Barbara
Smith'~ good moments are revealed a bit belatedly, and
are too often interwoven with
bits of awkward business.
CAROL TSAVARIS' tendency to facially indicate and
comment marred a good performance as Christine, the
cook, Jean's fiancee, with the
exception of far too infrequent
segments whkh she delivered
with remarkably effective
simplicity.
This production emphasizes
the sado-masochistic relationship between master and
servant, with the servant in
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control. The valet elevates
himself by bringing the master's daughter down to his
level, as Miss Julie exalts in
self-imposed indignities and
ultimately traps herself in
tragedy.
A MAJOR FAULT in the entire program is that "Miss
Julie" and its co-feature, "An
Evening of Dance" presented
by the USF Dance Theatre,
are ~onfined in a theatre the
size of Experiment VI. There
are some things that cannot
be done, in order to allow for
'aesthetic distance" in Experiment VI as well as Theatre USF's Centre Stage, beca use the audience is too
close. Centre Stage has been
lucky - Experiment VI has
made an unfortunate oversight this time.
"Miss Julfe' and "An Evening of Dance" play Friday
and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. at
901 E Bird St., off Nebraska
in Sulpher Springs.

George Mills and Chris Dale perform in a.n Experiment VI
production which offers an evening of dance presented by
the USF Dance Theatre, iii addition to August Strindberg's
play "Miss Julie." Final performances will be Friday and Sat•
urday at 8:30 p.m. at Experiment VI,, 901 E. Birfd St.

'
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'.: Stage Walkout
(Continued from Page 1)

Gowen, who sympathizes
with the students concerning
the course, said he and
Bosserman took the course
only because a black instructor was ·not available.
PASSING AROUND a petition drawn up in advance,
Gowen asked the remaining
white students to support the
efforts to find a black professor willing to teach the
course. He told them, "At this
point you have to convince the
administrators that this is important."
In the petition, sent to Dr.
Harris Dean, vice president of
acedemic affairs, the signing
students expressed that the ...

"Two or three confrontations between the black· students and our instructors and
between black and white students have deeply disturbed
me and convinced me that the
communication problem between iblacks and whites on
this campus is acute and requires some immediate action.

"WE FEEL THAT it is urgent for the Black students to

By MAXINE KAMIN

"We feel that it is equally
urgent for white students to
take courses related to the
race problem . . . since our
personal e},.1)erience of these
past three weeks has dramatized the crying need for education of whites in this area.

"Andrades,' ' a children's
show complete with good guy,
bad guy, lion, and young lov•
ers, is in the making at US F
for showings May 11-14 in

"It is our conviction that
the black teachers and courses related to the black-white
crisis need to be on our campus as soon as possible and
certainly no later than the fall
of 1969."

Gowen said that a majority
of the white students signed
the petition, and that their endorsement should certainly
give the Administration something to think about.

Voice Recitals
Thursday Eve

$1 EACH

~
..........,...
.

,
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By BOB JEROME
Correspondent

Meet the man with the
College Senior Plan

Jack F. Newkirk
If you•re a college senior or graduate
student, Protective Life's College Senior

Plan is for you. This unique l ife insuranc~
sav in gs program offers specia l benefi ts at
prefer red rates. And your policy is com plete ly paid up by normal ret i rement age.
Remember, too, t ha t prem i um deposits
may be defer r ed un t i l you r earnings increase. Sound l ike a plan worth invest igating? It is. Get fu l l information from your
Protective L ife College Rep resentat ive.

JACK F. NEWKIRK
Su ite 206 Mariner B ld g.
5415 Mariner Street

·

DOUG KAYE, senior theatre major will direct the production for his senior project
and Alice O'Leary will design
sets, costumes, and take
charge of sound and props,

Superior Music Students
Featured Concert Soloists
The University-Community
Orchestra will present a concert Tuesday evening, in
which outstanding music students will be featured soloists.
The concert will begin at 8 :00
p.m. in the Theatre.
Edward Preodor, professor
of music, will conduct the orchestra in a .program varying
from Baroque to late Roman-

tic compositions.
The soloists will be Clifford
Tice, oboe, in the "Concerto
in D Minor" by Marcello;
Marianne F ranus and David
Suda, violins, in the " Double
Concerto in D Minor" by J. S.
Bach; Rodney Kiser, piano, in
the " Concerto No. 2" by
Rachmaninoff ; and Samuel
Trimble, trumpet, in the "Sinfonia con Tromba" by Torelli.

also for her senior project.
Kaye is trying to coordinate
a show that "can play to any
age level audience and still
establish rapport."
By working his players
through improvisations of the
play, they have a script for a
format but can "hopefully
still play to audience likes and
dislikes," he commented.

Tam pa , Fla. 3 3609
Tel : 877-8391

PRar~~;~.-~~~~c.
W...,ol.!'l,..hl t t1,l•I , l"n.:f< .~t

by

TIRED

THE MENTION of Kaye's
numerous doctor parts immediately elicited a response :
"I'm never playing another
do ctor role again ... unless a
really good one comes along

OF

COMMUTING?

.

Carl Williams, director of USF's production of "Royal Gambit," spea-ks to Jack Belt., theatre professor who plays Henry
VID in the play. "Gambit" is a modern version of the humorous, erotic life of Henry VIlI and his six wives. The production
will run Thursday, Friday and Saturday in Center Stage at
8:30 p.m.

Alice O'Leary was stage
manager for " Infernal Machine,'' and has worked on
many sound and prop crews
for USF productions.
She designed " Death of A
Salesman" for Sa r as o ta
Players (Community Theatre)
as well as the children's show
of "Alice in Wonderland," ar.d
has stage managed and
worked lights for other Sarasota productions.

expertly shaded performances
of Charlton Heston as an
aging cowpoke and Joan
Hackett as the woman who
tries to domesticate him, the
film attracted few viewers.
And an even crueler cut: the
major U.S. critics dismissed
it as a "formula" western.
GRIES, HOWEVER, has
profited from his admirable
failure by co-scripting and directing an awesomely bad hit.
Variety, the Hollywoo d tradepaper, dutifully describes in
its weekly box-office barometer the success of " 100 Rifles"
with words like "sockeroo"
and "solid."
Solid, or perhpas stolid, is
the right word for "100 Rifles ," which plunges its principal characters into the
midst of the 1912 battle between the :Mexican Army (the
bad guys) and the Yaqui Indians ( the good guys ).
PROBABLY SENSING that
genuine acting would only get
in the way of the simplistic
plot, Gries neither asked for
nor received such hindrances
from his trio of stars - best
described as a side of

beefcake (Jim Brown), a nice
slice of cheesecake (Raquel
Welch), and comic relief
(Burt Reynolds) waivering
between Sancho P anza buffoonery and Cisco Kid bravery.
The casting of Fernando
Lamas is another bit of inspiration. As the ruthless general
dedicated to hanging all the
Yaquis in Sonora, he adds immeasurably to the cardboard
flavor by looking grim, laughing mechanically and mouthing such evergreen treats as
"I want their heads!"
OF COURSE, Gries couldn't
bring himself to stamp out all
glimmers of taste and excellence. Thus Dan O'Herlihy as
a money-minded U.S. railroad
representative and Hans Gudegast as the German officer
who serves as Lamas' Greek
Chorus are both u.rtful reminders a little quality is apt
to creep in not entirely unnot iced .
There's a I s o a showstopping scene worth a quarter of the admission price.
This features . fiery Raquel
taking an outdoor shower

(fully clothed, Playboy fans)
which stops a Mexican troop
train dead in its tracks, and
pretty soon every sex-crazed
soldier is dead as the proYaqui forces, led by Brown.
mop up the resistance. And to
be perfectly fair, the final battle, with a train running
amuck through the enemy
lines, has a verve missing
from the other skirmishes.
BUT "100 RIFLES" re•
mains every bit as routine as
"Will Penny" was winning.
E ven the m u c h - publicized
Welch - Brown love scene is
so poorly motivated it adopts
the appearance of a shill's
"come-on." (Miss Welch, in
defense, told reporters that all
the scenes which logically
lead up to the bedroom bit
were left on the· cutting room
floor.)
"So " 100 Rifles" emerges
as wow at the wickets , a flop
with the critics, a restatement
of Miss Welch 's firm vow
never to expose herself for art
or cash, and Tom C ries revenges himself for the neglect
piled on "Will Penny." It's -a
pretty hollow victory, at best.

VAN HEUSEN

The doers, the shake rs-up, college
men proclaiming their"now"thinking,
demand the ultimate in "now" shirt
fash io n •.• Hampshire House by
· Van Heusen . Featuring the w i der
spread Bradley collar, perfect for the
"now" look of shaped cloth ing and
wider neckwear. And with Vanopress,
the last word in permanent press. All
in bold new stripes, exciting new
solid colors. Hampshire House by
Van Heusen ••• where "new" really
means "now I"
And now from Van Heusen ••• Pauper! 360 Men'• Toiletries.

"IT'S FUN AND broad
farce, " Kaye said of "Androcles."
Kaye has worked with children's theatre befo re and said
he is working with "Androcles" on impulse and feeling
he's gotten from working with
children.
AS FAR AS performance
credit at USF, Kaye has a list
of accomplishments, including
the parts of Einstein in "The
Physicists,' ' Oscar Madison in
"The Odd Couple," and Lyeus
in "A Funny Thing Happened
On the Way to the Forum."
'Tm developing the general
mood and comic technique for
'Androcles' from my experience with 'Forum' " Kaye
said.

Revenge For Tom Gries:
'Solid' Tag For '100 Rifles'
Tom Gries' revenge is
called "100 Rifles."
Last year · Gries, whose
major credit rested with the
creation of TV's " Rat Patrol "
series, wrote and directed an
unexpectedly moving western
drama entitled "Will Penny."
DESPITE (or maybe due
to) a literate script and the

AT Y:OUR BOOKSELLER

Fine Arts Editor

Centre Stage.

Deborah Carroll and Harry
Pickup will present their Senior Voice Recitals Thursday
at 8:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Auditorium. Both musicians
will be accompanied by
Norma Springer, piano.

Pickup, a baritone, will sing
compositions by Verdi, Wolf,
Massanet, Torelli, Secchi, and
Ireland.

OVER 175TITLES

Children's Show Is
Now In The Making

this campus to advise and
teach black studies courses.

Miss Carroll, a soprano, will
sing selections by Handel,
Purcell, Debussy, Strauss,
Brahms, G e r s h w i n, and
Rimsky-Korsakoff.

B~HINfi?

>.,.q

have young black teachers on [;

predominately white.

-UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFF'S NOTES!

f:~j
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RELAX
AT
LUXURIOUS
AND
SPACIOUS

FONTANA HALL

SEE US NOW FOR OUR
SPECIAL QUARTER IV
MEAL PLAN • • • • • • • • • • • $311
RATES: 20
15 MEAL PLAN • • • • • • • • • • • $289
ALSO INCLUDES
COED LIVING
SWIMMING POOL
LOUNGES WITH TV ON EACH FLOOR
AIR CONDITIONED THROUGHOUT

SEMIPRIVATE BATH

YOU DESERVE THE BEST!!
AND YOU GET THE BEST AT

FONTANA HALL
4200 FLETCHER AVENUE
ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE UNIVERSITY
PHONE 932-4391
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They're Off! Sigma Alpha Epsilon Leads In Chariot Race

Groups of 15· or more
with 10 % discount Starting at $70

.

•

All

.
.

•

'
s~.i.s

Bowen Travel Service
J614 Henderson Blvd.
Phone 877-5766

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER
~
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THURS.-FRI. & SAT. 7:30 P.M.
Greeks · Sing Out For Greek Week

The Winner

Greek Winners
! ~ •~q\~ll•d

♦,,.

♦,

♦

♦
♦
♦

Wed .-Th~n. AU ·color · :
Program

♦

♦
♦

~

FIRST OUTDOOR SHOWING

♦

"THE NIGHT
THEY RAIDED
MINSKYS"

♦

-ALSO-

♦

JASON ROBARDS

"SALT and
PEPPER"
SAMMY
DAVIS

♦
.

PETER ♦
LAWFORD

♦

♦

♦

rsttt:'&q

4

FRI.-SAT.· (ru
HORROR, SHOCK, ♦
TERROR,
GRUESOME
•
FEATURES

FIRST TAMPA
SHOWING

"LIVER EATERS"
FIRST TAMPA
SHOWING

Greek Week winners
were announced at the
All Greek dance . Saturday night.
The winners are: chariot race, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Lamda C h i.
Alpha and Phi Delta
Theta; chariot judging,
Phi Delta Theta, Tau Epsilon Phi and Sigma Nu;
Greek sing, fraternity
category, Alpha T a u

Taste
lhat
beats
the

others
coldl

♦
♦

♦ "DIABOLICAL DR. ♦

Z"

Honest-toPepsi taste!

PEPSI•

COLA
. Jll,lc 1p 111 extra cwa toujJ

Omega, Phi Delta Theta
and Sigma Nu; sorority
category, Delta Gamma,
Alpha Epsilon Phi and
Alpha Delta Pi and
Greek skits, fraternity
category, Phi De 1 ta

Theta and Sigma Nu; sorority category, , Delta
Gamma and Chi Omega.
The all Greek man of
the year is Bob Thompson, a member of Sigma

To come up with these and
other forecasts six USF graduate students in the College of
Business - Donald J . Anderson, Clarence· W. Lilley, Richard G. Jones, Robert N.
· McQueen, David R. Peeple,
and William Roach - spent
nine weeks researching, conferring with members of the
fa cu I t y an_d deliberating
among themselves.

THE ONLY COPY of the
final 31,page report was
sealed in a plastic box in the
dean's reception area in the
College of Business Administration. It will be opened in
the year 2000 by the marketing class of that year.

at USF, disclosed some of the
information of this report last
week. "But most of the report
will remain secret until the
year 2000 when the box is
opened," said Anderson.
The average work-week for
blue and while collar workers
will be 15 hours. Anderson
said that by. subtracting· eight
minutes cumulatively e a c h
week the 15 hour work week
will start on schedule. "I'm
sure the transition won't be
this simple," said Anderson.

TAMPA WILL become the
leisure capital of the Southeast. Anderson said that · the
proposed Veteran's Hospital,
the large number of retirees
in the area, the waiver of the
residency requirements for
welfare, and construction of
Disney World in Orlando are
some circumstances that will
make this possible. Tampa
will be a metropolis including
St. Petersburg, Clearwater,
and most of the other nearby
cities .
Focus will be on the individual. Subgroups or tribes will
carry on the basic economic

' £ ' ':·

GREEK: BEAT
Epsilon fraternity. All
Greek woman of the year
is Elesa Nelson, a member of Delta Delta Delta
sorority.
Outstanding Greek

Week committee chairman are Brian Allen, a
member of Sigmu Nu fraternity and Sandy Kay, a
member of Chi Omega
sorority.

22day

RANDfflUR
Of EUROPE

Dean Fisher
Gets 1-Year
Council Term

England, Belgium, Holland, Germany,
Austria, Italy, ·Switzerland, France
In Europe escorted throughout
No Service Charge
For Reservations

WORLD TRAVEL CENTER
2426 Hillsboro Plaza

Phone:
877-9566

Dean of Women Margaret
B. Fisher was named for a
one year term on the U.S.
Commissioner's of Education
20-member Advisory Council
on Graduate Education.
The panel will be concerned
with po-Jicies and issues related to programs administered
by the Bureau of Higher Edu,
cation, including the graduate
fellowship program, graduate
facilities program, training
programs for higher education personnel, and the improvement of g r a d u a t e
schools and education for the
public service programs.
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functions. The individual will
have complete mobility between tribes. "The tribe selected will be a function of the
individual's 'need mix' (specific needs)," said Anderson.
The family unit will remain
united. "Sanctity taboos will
be removed," said Anderson.
The family will serve to procreate children.

casts. The rest will remain a
secret until the year 2000.
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ADMISSION - 35c

Show us your Air Canada youth fare Stand By I.D. card. Or one from
ahy other airline, and if you're under 22 we'll fly you to Canadaand all over Canada-for only half the price of an economy
class ticket.
And you won 't have to take off at three in the mo ning to get the break. You can fly youth fare on any
Air Canada flight, anytime, any day on a stand
.
by basis.
How come -such a good deal? We'd rather see
a smile than an empty seat. Come on up to
Canada. We 'll smile back.
For what it's all about in Canada and
Air Canada's Swing-Air Club,
phone us at 223-1721 in
Tampa.
Or write to Air Canada,
P.O. Box 598, Montreal
101, Quebec, Canada.

AIR
CANADA

@

lected student naval aviators
•to earn a Master of Science in
Aeronautical Systems degree,
In effect, this unique program offers to qualified college graduates an O'.)!J:,tunity
to earn their naval aviator
wings, a commission, and a
master of science degree,
while meeting their military
obliga,tion.
The program consists of
four academic quarters of
graduate studies combined
with flight instruction.
Although final acceptance
into the degree program must
await completion of the solo
phase of naval flight training
candidates
Pensacola
at
should make their interest
known as soon as they have
been accepted for flight training.
The "Fly Navy" recruiting
team is scheduled to be on
USF's campus next Monday
to Friday.
/
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BUSINESS AUDITORIUM
-(BSA)

Canada:
Tuned-in cities and totem poles.
AShakes~are festival and
swinging discotheques.
Foreign flavor, friendly faces.
We'll fly you there for half fare.

IN ADDITION, the committee predicts:
Mental telepathy for the
majority of citizens. "This is
an inborn skill," said Anderson, "which has been bred out
of us by our culture. "
An international language.
"Full unemployment" rather than full employment.
Kimonos will replace the
mini-dress and the business
suit, due to an emphasis on
leisure.
"People will be more patriotic to themselves," said Anderson, "and this will result
in more humaness." All the
human's basic needs will be
taken care of.
This is only a sample of the
six-man committee's fore-

'
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Navy To Begin Co-Op
Studies 1't West Fla.
The Navy has announced a
cooperative program of studies with the University of West
Florida which will enable· se-

UNIVERSAL PRESENTS

; ., · Moean

Tampa Leisure Capital?
In 31 years a new century
will begin. It will be a century
marked by more leisure time,
vast social benefits, a world
banking system, disappearances of the small farmer ,
. subgroups, 'and Tampa
tnbal
as the ' leisure capital of the
Southeast.

"<).
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FOR SOUTHEAST U.S.

Anderson , research director
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ORACLE INTERV1£W . . . the Oracle talks with
Or. F~antz and relays_ his views on the student
professor relationship, freedom, communication,
· etc.

THE SUPREME SACRIFICE ... what happens when
the vice-president does more harm than . good?
What are the alternatives open to the President,
and how does he handle them?
6 . SIX ON EDUCATION . . . six prolific USF professors give their views on education .
4

TO FIND THINGS!
ADVERTISING IN THE
ORACLE • •• THE

Cheapest·way to reach
the 14,000 USF'ers
• Want to sell or buy items
• · Need full or part-time work
• Offer or need services

.. 9

ENVIROMENT II ••• an inside look at environmental art, and Robert Gelinas' ENVIRONMENT II.

13

BATHOOM BASH . • . a zany blast thrown in
Gamma Ones' bathroom.

17

THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME ... a look at
the problems of ·our increasing enrolln:ient and
shrinking campus, and what the future has in store.

Photography
Photography by Lorran . Mears appears on The
.Cover and on pages I 0, I I and 16.

Big Results

·s lines • .- ••••••• • • • • • • • • •
(27 spaces/line)
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He transferred to USF as a marine biology major
in 196 7. Since that time he has dropped that career
in favor of a concen+r.a tion in photography-cinematography within the visual arts curriculum..: He ~as been
working professionally for- USF for the past two years
as a photographer in Educational Resources. He specializes in creative glamour portraiture and fashion
illustration.

ALAN URBAN,
Editor
PHIL RUNNELS,
Assistant Editor

Y' Small Costs
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About The Magazine
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PROF. .WALTER GRISCTI,
General Manager
DR. ARTHUR M. SANDERSON,
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The Or~cle Magazine, supplemental to
the Oracle official campus newspaper, is
published by the Office of Campus Publications, University of South Florida,
University Center, Tampa, Florida 33620
through the facilities of The Times Publishing Company, St. Petersburg, Florida.
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About ·The Cover
The cover; photographed by Lorran
Mears, is the· result ·of some rather sophisticated· darkroom sorcery. By means of ·a
solarization process and the subsequent reduction of the image to pure line, the female
figure is reduced to the simplest aesthetic
form. And the enyiroment-female tensions
reach an ultimate unification.
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ORACLE INTERVIEW:

DR.FRANTZ

\..

Don Frantf is a student with a Ph_.O. teaching in the Humanities Department. He'll be leav~ng
.

~

for Syracuse University this summer to study the Ortental language and then on to India in the
summer of 1970 for a 12-week directed study under Indian scholars. But for now he's at USF and.
learning with the rest of the students.
(Don Frantz, through his
own admonition, ·is something
"with a bald head, slipped 1
chest and flat feet." He
claims he's had to greet ~n
eight o'clock class with a
cigar and a can of beer to _
prove to them he was real.
He's a student with a Ph.D.
And he's an associate professor of Humanities as USF.
To those students who have
come in contact with him, a
new concept is unconscious·1y coined for the term "education." It can't be defined, but
it holds no connotation of
''computer" or "puppet" or
"doctor·ate syndrome" or "8
tu 5."
To meet him on the street,
you could mistake him for a
' quiet, unassuming elevator
operator - the kind that turn
into werewolves when the
. moon is ripe. Or you could
sense that his Nehru jacket

and shaved head indicated
that somehow he is connected
with ·the East - the deep,
dark mystical piace· where
elephants fly and ropes are
the servant of anyone with a
turban.
Either guest could be right.
He does sort ·of transform into
another being at times. And
he is somehow connected with'
the East.
But he feels that the American campus is the true international scene of the times.
That is one of the reasons he
returned to the United States
after serving as Executive Di- ·
rector of the United States
Educational Commission in
Korea from 1966-67. (And
earlier as Lecturer in Humanities at Chulalonghorn University in Bangkok from 1962-64).
He received his Ph.D. from
the University of Southern
California in 1960 -and has

thing unrelated to the matter of
the opportunity to have Dr.
taught at Whitworth College,
teaching and learning. There
Frantz for four courses, ,and
Stanislaus State College and
should be no separation of the
feel it is an honor to bring
Bakersfield College among
two.
tp.is
interview
to
the
students,
others.
faculty and administration of
A Fulbright-Hays Grant en-:..
THE ORACLE: How does your
USF.
.
abled him to accept the Bangmethod of testing fit with this? I
kok post. H~ is listed in Who's . FRANTZ: Well, the most imknow you've said you wanted to
Who in Education, Who's Who
portant thing for me about get rid of all competitiveness in
in the West and the Directory
teaching is its pluralism. I think the classroom because there
of American Scholars as well .
any
gimmick, any i~ea, any ap- was too . much of it on the "outas being a member of the
proach,
any technique, any sub- side."
American Association of Uniject matter ought to · be used
versity 'Professors· and the
. . . and any orientation. There FRANTZ:
I am interested in
Center for Study of DemocratI
are at least four ways to get at self •, - competition, in the inner
ic Institutions.
the process of higher education: man. The idea about testing
He is a poet of merit with
people, subject matter, methoo. that I'm trying to work on now
publication dates r a n g i n g
and research. I prefer a com- . . . I guess it could be a con•
from 1953 to 1968.
bination of ·reaching out to the bination of modified sensitivity
But above all he is at USF
people through subject matter. training and task orientated
"To get on with the job" of
And to do this, you have to be projects. But what I mean by
· educating - himself and his
alert constantly to the nature of . sensitivity training doesn't have
students. For he feels he must
the classroom, to the students in anything to do with exposing
"learn the language necesthe classroom and to what you people's weaknesses or embarsary to bridge the generation
are saying or whittling away at rassing them • or getting at
gap" and "earn his place with
. . . Incidentally, ·1 think great things which are locked in their
students."
·
students make great teach~rs. I
(Please Sec Page 17):
I (Phil Runnels) have had
think reciprocity is not someI

I

"The classroom is a place to be free .•. I

.
"I always knotf whim I have_ ·a bad day; I

/'The thing that cripples me the most in aca-

come alive only-in the classroom~• , ,My office, slink-home, like ·a:tvhipped·d0g -witfits·tail be- demic life .is professional animosity. Or in (the,
my study at home, faculty m.eetings and other t:ween its legs, ..b~aten . by. rny inabiliti to get classroom, ·when Ir sense . student animosity." - .
phases of teaching or learning are not real to me." across or to be receptive to others."
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THE SUPREME SACRIFICE
. by
John Iorio

nose opening the door for a Bui- · pean·nations, his second in com- ·iiuge neon sign advertising the death: Just as the
death of solgarian official.
mand promised a Polish group city with· -the first five ,letters diers legitimizes a country); acthat within the year and start- broken off... As .if by providential. tions, so the death of the Vice. Before the convention · the · i,ng with Cuba, we would roll the design , the ·remaining· · letters President
would help _unify the
MORE THAN ONCE THE Vice-President had,. been pr.ac-· Russian armies back to ·. their flash~d on and off.
The thought country again. Yes! His llps
PRESID~NT WAS heard to ·. tically unknown. , Consequently;'· 1939 botindaries. Aiui' so it went ·; was ,_ blinding, so. appropriate
-moved without sound before the
compal~, "When I threw ~e. he .displeased no ·one :·ani:] was for two years.
· ....
that he re&.che_d new inspjration- .. sweep of the _idea. The Viceconvention Open I W - 11·ed 1·nto a chosen. But after the inamgura· hts_1·_n hi. s talk
·· "d_ent would h
The p'·resident tried·· to pla.: ,, fl1 he1g
stacked deck. · They n01:ninated tion he,seemed to have de.clared
✓ on peace. Pres~
!lVe t o m ake
·
th
if"
·H
an idiot. We had -hoped. for a \l\'.ar against the President if .· cate~ flatter, silence, c~j_ole, , · OF COURSE
HE· REALIZED , ,e suprem~. ~~er_ ice. e apperfect nonentity like a Vice- . the President was in La Paz convince, persuade; b r i b e, TilE H():RROR OF
IT. But if . _J)eared enth usiaStlc a~ut the
.
.
d
.
'·
th
':
"
b
President should be: Instead we . talking .about ,, ai4
. ,1 chore even . though this act,
, to ,. SQuth .. warn
, , · threaten, btit. nothing
.
not ,.
•. , at a omin"ation
. w~ich he considered a patriotic
got a little , pasty run who's •Ameri~a,. t_be. · Vice-~eside nt • worked . . Th.: bre~king p0mt (one-ofone!
~lS many euph~misms) ·.· a.c t · of the. first . magnitude
gumming up. the works."· The ' . '.Was kicking ~p a ~~o~ in Co- : ~ame..., \\'.hen _the V~ce-Pres1dent,.. would,~ : the country,
~nd ·w.e wo'uid have to Ounsun • ~ I
President ·was right;· lt seemed lombia about .the laziness of • told t_he J>resident that he }V<;>Uld
would lo~·." tile two wars m·. •. • ,, ··
. g
· g
that most people hated the South American ~:. While the ) baml>jlign for th_e .• ,oppositiOJ!,· ' whieh•.. we w.ere
involved. 'Al~ ' Easier rationalized than done.
Vice-President, most oil· all the .. :.President wa·s .signing . )he . :r;>arty. This was -wa,r and . he_· ready ,be .had divided
the nation ··· ·To ·be exposed would be to be
President. But then there were · Atoms for Peac~ . ~aty. with .. would .have to be stop~. But and the Presiaent
vowed that he · misundersto·od ·and would be a
those who loved him ·because he · the Russians, the Vice-President how? ·
was not about , to become · the • . calamity for the nation. Every
spoke his -mind, had courage, threatened them with to~al ~e- . It was while driving to Vassar first president to
lose two wars. detail would have' to be worked
and was ·a paranoid: Some even struction. An'd while the Pr.esi- College_to give a talk . on neace
The President speculated; · ·out. It would have to be a peridentified· with his clod-like na-' dent was · concluding· trade . that the idea came to him. Near Sometime~ ·. unity,
solidarity feet crime. But" soon he began
ture like the time -he ·busted his agreements with · Eastern Eufo- Peekskill, the President saw a could only be
achieved : .'by to ·'realize how difficult it was

' =
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-for a President to commit a
crime - at least the ordinary
ones.
When he arrived at a plan, he
knew it would be foolproof. The
idea was to smack the Vice•
President right in his assumptions. · The President decided to
launch his plan to coincide with
the funeral of a former official
to be held at Arlington Cemetery. .
On the day of the burial the
President and Vice-President
were scheduled to make an appearance at the cemetery. Th~y
flew in by separate helicopters
leaving behind them a cocktail
party which had launched big
business into the ghettos. The
Vice-President arrived first and
took his positi9n. The~ the President arrived during the final
minutes of the ceremony.
Feigning unusual seriousness,
the President took his position
riext to the Vice-President, and
began nudging him slowly away
from the group. Safely distant,
he whispered .to him, "It has
con:i,e."

'••WHAT HAS ()OME?" . the
Vice-President rasped . and
squinted his eyes.
"Let me speak. We have little
time," he said urge,ntly. ."I have
just spoken to the premier on _
the hot. line. We are now under
attack. and I have ordered ma:i.d- ·
mum retaliation." ·
The Vice-President wrinkled
his entire face in pain . .When he
looked at the Presideqt his eyes
were wild and incredulous.
"You must be kidding," he sai~.
"I'm afraid it's true. Washington is doomed. The missiles
should arrive in half an hourforty minutes at the most."
"What about the ABM?"
"ABM hell. No one in - his
. right mind ever thought the
damn . things would work. ABM
or not the cities are doomed." '
"We've got to ge~ out -of
here!"
"Of course. Of course. Now
here's the plan. The people have
not yet -been warned. No use ·
- causing panic and undue suffer•
ing."
"But some might · be abie to
save themselves/ ' . .
· "We've thought about that aspect and decided to announce _.
the attack during the last few
minutes. That will give . sufficient time to those who cari
save themselves without pro.
longing the agony of the others .. It was. the humane thing to .
do. But make no mistake about
it - the city is doomed - all of
them are.'.'
"Just when we were about to
move into the ghettos-. "
"I assure you that all of
sia is doomed."

nus-

to take -on everyone aboard.
That is he wanted the controls
.and became . a ·real bug on 'that'
·dispersal area. He struck the
pilot, accuseo the crew of being
a communist suicide pack,
yelled tlfat Washington would be
blown up in fifteen minutes well, sif - I'm afraid he had
to be brought here by force."

"Good. And China?"
"We threw in China· too.
Might as well. Any ~bjections?"
"No no. We should of done it
twenty years ago.''
"Now this is the plan. We
don't want to arouse suspicion.
We will leave in another minute
by separate helicopters to the
_dispersal areas. Ke!;!p yourself
safe - you will have to assume
full command .if anything happens to me; I will get in touch
with you when I arr Ive in my
area. Remember, be careful,"
he said speaking slowly so that
. each word would sink in. "The
·secret service has informed me
· that suicide communist groups
have infiltrated the helicopter
crews in the Washington area:."

"The burden of office," the
President tried to sound incredulous.
"I'm sorry sir
what was
, that?"
Nothing - just that the vicepresidency is too much for one
man. Now listen, put a lid on all
information. Do you under·· stand?"
"Absolutely."
"How is he·n9w?"
"Under sedation, sir. But still
in a bad way. He keeps raving
about the Russians, the conspir-

"HAVB: YOUR REPLACED
THEM?"

"We have . taken every
pn•caution, but ,we have no way

"It was the humane thing. to do. But
makr3 no mistake about {t--- the City
is doomed ~_.;..al-I .qf them are."
~
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of ~knowing. Just stay alert.
They are capable of anything."
The President retti~ned to
Washington and waited for his
_plan to work. Within the hour
the tel~phone rang. His secretary told him · it was the director
of the fuental hospital. He took
- the call.
\
,
The c'.iirector explained m a
shakey voice that -the ' VicePresident was being ·detained •·
and that tie wanted some guidelines on procedure.
"What in heaven's name
could be wrong?'' the President ,
said feigning profound concern.
-"I'm' afraid, Mr. P,resident
• . . I'm afraid he went berserk
aboard the helicopter. He start- 1"
ed by asking the · pilot why they
weren't heading for t!}e disper• .,
sal area. Well,. you c~n imagine
the pilot's reaction; sir.''
"I can imagine."
"The pilot reported that he
sensed something wa~ not quite
up to snuff · when the Vice:
President . climbed · aboard and
said. 'Let's save ourselves,
boys,' but he shrugged it off."
He paused.
"Go on. Don't spare ; me the
details."
"Well, sir, It seemed_he tried

acy in -Washington -and so on."
-'- "INCREDIBLE. DO EVERY•
TH~G YOU CAN FOR HIM.

Resurrect Freud if you have to.
I'm coming right down.''
The . Vice-President had
calmed down, but when he saw
the President he said, · "Go
ahead - tell me the missiles
missed Washington! You bastard,J.. .l 'll get you for this - the
facts will be known - I'll break
you ~. Traitgr, liar, fink, communist!" His · voice came to the
edge pf a s·ci;eam.
The President - was ushered
·out of the room. "Do you see
what I mean, sir. Undifferentiate·il hostility syndrome, I'm
afraid."
"Is that what it is?!•
"A classic case.''
"And to ·one- of our best
minds.'' The President sat
down. "I have nothiqg but compassfoq for him in this hour of
· desperate need. 'For' his sake
. an4 for the country's sake, say
nothing to anyone for the time
being.'' ·
One hour after the President
left, the Vice-President fell into
a coma and never recovered.
The President outdid himself

at the eulogy praising his pioneer qualities, dedication to
humanity, patriotism, and his
struggle for the ABM system
for the sake of the children. He
also announced a new award for
those who die in office. "For
make no mistakes about it;o' he
said. "Those in office are in the
direct line of fire from every
direction and the Vice-President
has made the supreme sacrifice.'' His eyes were luminous,
his cabinet members were in
tears, the nation mourned.
- A month later the secret service came to- the - President to
report its findings. "He died of
slow poisoning, sir," they reported'.
"You don't say? Are you
sure?" The President tried to
appear stunned, but succeeded
only in appearing stiff.
"Yes, definitely. We figured
he carried the poison about with
him and took it when he thought
we were doomed.''
"I will never be able to believe such a thing.''
"There is another theory,
sir.''
He eyed them suspiciously.
"There is?''
"Some feel that the poison
was administered to him at the
cocktail party
before you both
J
left for Arlington.''
"But that's incredible."
~ "Yes, sir. It is. The poison
could explain his s u d d e n
strange .behavior. But - if this
theory is right, it would . mean
that it was an inside job. We've
checked out everyone at the
party _and we have· no grounds
for suspecting anyone.
"I see.''
"Also if this theory were
right, the poison could very well
have been intended for you."
The President gave the impression of slumping back in his
chair and said nothing. '.
'-'We don't mean to alarm yo~,
sir.''
"Alarm? Oh no no. I was
thinking that the Vice-President
, might have died for me. I owe
him more than I can ever
repay."
WHEN THE · SECRET SERVICE. MEN LEFT, he felt an

enormous satisfaction and relief
sweep through him. The criine
of the century and he had pulled
it off. He had saved the country,
and saw himself as Lincoln•
esque. But who would ever
know. He took it stoically. After all, one of •the burdens of
the office was to walk around
with information that no one
-else would ever know, and
that was -the core of modern
tragedy.
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"SIX USF ~ROFESSORS LAY IT O'N THE LINE

AS To -wHAT THEIR FEELINGS ARE ON EDUCATION"
.
'

By RALPH GOLDEN
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(John i. Iorio, a ssociate professor, English. Appointed Sept. 1, 1963. Received his B .,A.. ·in 1950 from
Columbia University. Received his M.A. in 1951 from
Columbia University.)

(Dr. Joseph A. DellaGrotte, assistant professor
bf History, was graduated from Tufts Universi~y in
1958 and received his Ph.D. from Syracuse Umver•sity in 1965. He is a member of the Italian Hist,? rical
S9.?J?ty a_n d the American Hist~.r ical Association).

"The education system in many institutions is arctiaic, the aims are thwarted by non-educational ac- .
tivities and the busy work imposed by a bureaucracy. The university is an extension of- the society and
it becomes a smorgasbord.
' .
' ~On campuses where there are no demonstrations
and unrest the archaism i!? the st_rongest. The stu- ,
dents have become disconcerned and dormant.
/

"TO FORCE EDUCATION which is not needed

upon students is a great hinderance. It may even
impoverish it.
''In contradiction there is a concept of complete
and total academic freedom. This' of course is specU::
lation. Allow the student to take freely any ·course he
wants. If all he is interested in is literature, then let
him take only literature courses. It will only be a
matter of time' before he realizes that he 'needs to
know something-about other subjects. A good counseling program would be a· necessity in this conception. I think that you would find that he wquld en~
up taking a curriculum quite similar to the ohe now
in effect."
·
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· (C. Wesley Houk, a·ssociate professor, Art. Appointed· Sept. ·1, 1961. He received his B .A. in 1948
from Vanderbilt Untversity. He received his M.F.A. ·
in 1950 from ~ tate University· of fowa.)
0

. / {'A- pass-f~il system could ~e i~itiate~ into many

'

· courses, particularly art, drawmg and design. ·
- "Art's big hang-up is that many parents do not
consider art as a· very good endeavor by which to
make. a hving. To tnem the business world is the
only way to go. Parental influence is, not good in the
sense of 'not letting· the student do his thing. The in·stitution of parenthood is good but . many parents
have quit thinking. They figure what was good
enough for them is good· enough for their children.
There are' a few ·thinking parents but not enough
who are concerned about allowing students to choose
what they want to do.
,
"STUDENTS HAVE a legitimate concern for the
world around them but they only tend to be serious,
they·doo't really believe. They put on a sort of masquerade.
,
"We are fortunate to live in a part of the world
where there is some freedom of choice but the concern is with money and not with happiness.
"The university system is a medieval system.
.There were originally two conceptions. One was the
university for the fac;ulty and the other was the university for the student. In the student u~iversity the
students hired and fired faculty and administration ,
· if they felt they were not fulfilling their roles. Our
system -is based on the other system and the students do not have this right.

.,., \

. "I TRY TO SERVE the student- needs. I lead,
guide apd sometimes I 1wen have. to push a~little. I
am opinionated and there are certain things which I
will not permit. I don't perpetrate misconception but
sometimes I will allow a student to wallow in defeat
so that . he will perhaps come to a better understanding.
.
I
I
"I feel students should be required to attend
classes in the early phases of their education. This is
beneficial in that it provides the basics and guidelines which should be known before progressing into
the latter phases of independent study."

·· THE ·cRISIS OF EDUCA'£ION REVEALS a more
• fundamental confrontation of values and perspecti~es on reality, the reality of man in his relation to
himself, ·society, nature and the universe.
While its forms may differ, tlie philosophic underpinning of education throughout the-"history of
culture has been man's need and desire ' for consciousness choice, control of his life environment,
'and liberation from the deceptive habits of "reality"
conditioning. ·

IN BOURGEOISE INDUSTRIAt SOCIETY witti
its emphasis on unlimited expansion, the measurement of :in/in by per!ormance, produc;t,ivity and ~r~perty distorted · into narrow, life-negating materiahst
ends, repression of the aesthetic in favor of the functional and mechanical, equcatioh has come to be
perverted.
·
One might even call it "de-education" in its dis_couragement of the aesthetic dimensions of knowledge and its emphasis on learning for social perJ ormance, social ma.nipulation, status and success.
THE DISILLUSIONMENT AND · frus:tration
of students is,. in part, a reaction to a system of education based largely on mechanical learning and
rigid structural approaches to knowledge, scientis..
tic and unimaginatfve.
"Students in . America ·and · Europe as well are
crying out for a new meaning and a new approach
to education.
They are rejecting repressive, manipulative values
for sensuous and aesthetic ones - the heart of being
and life.·
· Their search for psychic self rediscovery often
expresses
· itself through sex and drugs.
,
·WHAT IS NEEDED IS A FUNDAMENTAL change
of perspective on education, one given to exploring
its deeper dimensions.
Its practical counterpart is a restructuring of the
university towards creating a human envwonn'lent
based on community, where students and faculty
will have a real voice in the shaping of their life
styles ; one in which administration and the computer
would become servants and not masters of man.
There must be a greater emphasis on being-in- itself as oppQsed to becoming-for-someone-else; on
relating and sharing as opposed to manipulating and
outdoing; on enjoyment of ' learning as discovery of
self and the wprld, not the instrumentalization and
fetishization of education for one-dimensional purposes - in short an education for life, not for dead
souls.
I
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(T. W. Graham Solomons, associate P!<>fesso!, .
Chemistry. Appointed Sept . . 1, 19~0. Re_ce1ved h~s
B.S. in 1955 from the Citadel. ~ece1ved his Ph.D. lfl:.
1959 from Duke University.)
·

(Hermann G. Stelzner, associate -p rofessor,
Speech. Appointed Sept. 1, 1961. Received his A.R
in 1953 from Emerson College. Received his M.A.
in' 1955 and his Ph.D. in 1957 from Uniyersity of Illinois.)
·
' · ·.

"What is right cir wrong with,. education to~ y?
Th~re is much that is right abouC education but to.··
spe!ld/ any time on that is much li~e selfcongratulation. I think we are more p~oductive when .
we think critically.
"The educatonal system from the grade school to
gr.a:duate -school is still highly authoritari<?-n, As a result child, who in the first grade is excited and en~
thuajastic about learning, comes to view, school as '
· ·· _
drudgery and toil_in the second. .

"Every ' teac~er is an 'actor' of sorts; every book
is · a 'script' of 'sorts; all students are 'players' of
sorts' and the whole effort is symbolic and thus capable' of analysis in these terms.
·
"Structure of the system is too tight. Too little
.room fol'- all to move around. One is· tied· to inadequate financial support and inability of tradition to
shift swiftly enough. At one time what went on in
the schools and colleges .'led' the culture; now too
often (except in the sciences , perhaps) the culture
moves more rapidly than schools. But . there, like
any generalization, this one is full of holes.
,

a

"TOO OFTEN WHEN he ·reaches college, his critical and c~eative faculties have been destroyed. · He.
is the typical creature of authoritarianism, either ~n
apath~tic automaton, or a destruetive re~eh · · ~
. ("By the way I do not include the typical s_tudent
·
activist in the latter category").
"In the universities we, have concerned ourselves
too much · with producing graduates who will fit the
system rather than those who can profoundly. alter .
it. ,We should view education as a process I of hbera~
tion rather than one of conditioning and training.
Our' students should be creative enough to see real
alter:natives ·and free enough to choose among them.

"l ffllNK WE could move toward putting a number of courses Oil the pass-fail system . .For example,
a student should be able to register for a course in
an area removed from his own -discipline and take
- tha~ on a pass-fail basis.
"I would suggest a seminar (much like· CBS 401)
for ·each student each quarter on a pass-fail system.
These courses could be organized in such a way to
accomplish some of ·what is now being don!;! in the
General Education courses. A student could then register for three four-hour courses and one three-hour
seminar each quarter. This would give him a schedule wl.th. much less pressure, one that offered more
freedom for independent work, and one that would
still be a full academic load.
· ''Ultimately, .I would like to see most courses on
a pass-fail syst~m, particularly those in the beginning two years. I think we have become enslaved to
the idea of evaluating to the extent that we don't
have the time to think creatively."

I

-

"COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE is an in•
sult to students, provided they have been clearly
told th~ iJ.ims and objectives _of the cQurse. Personally, I'd. do away with attendance rules and regulations (and all the people' who look after them) so far
as univ~rsity policy is concerned.
', "I suspect individual instructors would wqrk out
· with their students what the regulations for classes
· would be. I personally do not demand students attend class and I do not take roll nor keep records of
these matters."
I

•

•
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(Robert M. Stevenson, assistant professor, American Idea. Appointed Sept. 1, 1966. He received _his
B.A. from Yale in 1944 and his law degre~ - from
Harvard in 1948. He is a member of the bar 1n both
Connecticut and Massachusetts.)

"A credit-no credit system would be even better
than a pass-fail system. Under this system a student
could take ·a course and if he did not do well there
would · be no stigma placed upon his head. If he
again took the course and received credit .then he
would not have the no-credit mark" on his record.
"Too oft~ failure is used as a punishment under
the ABCDF system. It is much like wearing a scarlet 'A'. I would however settle for the pass-fail system over the ABCDF system. Of course this would .
make it ' necessary for graduate schqols to revamR
their standards but are they re·any attracting the '
creative thinkers now?
· ·

"THE

UNIVERISTY SYSTEM, that is the state

system, vieWs the university as a factory. They are
interested in mass production education. The schoo_ls
must operate at maximum efficiency like a factory.
This is disastrous. to education. The quarter system ·
is a.product bf this 'drive for mass production: It attempt:$ to cram as much into students in as short a
period of time, similar to -an assembly line. The
semester system takes away 1some of'the pressure
and allows impact of personality, more freedom for
leisure which is a big part of total education.
"On class attendance . . . if there is no stimuli
then don't , go, If there is more to be gained by
spending that hour with your· girlfriend then by all
means spend it with her."
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Environment
Two
"The shapes of the , figures, especially the cloud
forms, were very erotic,,.
said Gelinas. They had a
S'imilarity to organic forms,
such as hips, breasts and
fannies."

Robert Gelinas, the man and mind behind
Environment II.

By BARRIE MASSARSKY

Its colors are hot reds and
cool blues. Its figures are fiat,
yet erotically rounded. It is both
a child-like fantasy and an assemblag-e of ·paradoxes. It is a
surrealistic dream from which
emerge several tongue-in-cheek
observations. It is "Environment II," an intriguing example
of a relatively new form of artistic expression - environmental art.
Environmental art began in
the early 1940's with very large
paintings. By the early 1960':s,
the medium for environmental
art was no longer the comi:entio11al canvas. Instead, an entire
room was used.
ACCORDING t0 the · May
3, 1968 issue 0f Time, the aim of
,environmental art is ta "box the
spectator within a micn,universe and 09mba,r d bim
from all sides with wa~y
s i g h t s weirdo sounds and
-ather-woddly sensations ... "
The creator of "Environment
II" is R.obert W. Gelinas, assistant· professor of art. Four
years ago, he proouced "Envir@nment I,'' which expressed·
the heavy theme .af man's inhumanity ,to man. lt .took seven
manths to complete.
In contrast, "Envi,r-arunent II"
was completed in c;me month.
Five students in Geliaas' painting class helped produce this
environment. They wer.e·: Diane

A large op.en eye stared
out fr.om another wall.
From the center of the eye
protruded a cone-shaped
forni. "The ,e ye," said Gelinas, "is a sym'fio1 for seeing.
UNLIKE HIS first environment, "Environment II,'' GelEnv.ir:onment is a way of
"The eye," said Gelinas, "is a .symbo-l for ·
inas said, "doesn't propose any
seeing. 'T he cone may be
great, ponderous theme. It will seeing. Environment is a way of :seeing. The
interpreted as a projection
reach a lot ,of people even in its
of seeing. The eye is the
cone may be interpreted as a pro;ection ,o f
lightness." This light fi:ieme
epitome of intellectualiza. seeing. The eye is the epitome of .intellecwas childlike fantasy.
tion. •' A bage teardrop
"Most of the time our en- t.uaUzation."
hung under the corner of
vinmment .controls us,".· Gelinas
the .e ye. It spfattered into a
said. "Environmental art allows
Shallow puddle' on the floor
the artist to eontiiol light, :s pace
Several tongue-in-cheek, · - ''blop" - and that was
and :sound.'" Gelinas -created .a burg Times .art reviewer
criticized
the
exhibit tfor paradoxical ideas were ex- the end of it. What did this
controlled space wiith farge ctrt,oot figures m.ad.e of masanit-e being too .s imple. 4 '~kat is pressed through. the com- mearl'?
.and plywood covered with tluro- the very point I tried to _lbination ,of forms, .s ound
It is iJ.ar,gely up to the
rescent paper. Black lights illu- make/' said Gelinas. "I words and li:ghting .. N:ext to
spectafor to find out. All
minate<i these fi,gures at various trie.d to ta.Ike the spectaou- fu-e f.ipre . :of . .a billowy
.aFtists
pnt .somet~g of
intervals, _c a.using a rltythmic larity oµt of it. Art .c an he mtlShroom doiild was ftle
fuemsclwes into , t-:h e i r
changing of sl:lape and p11event- fun."
.soWld word '·',b oom·'" ·(i)-J;int- wor~s. The
.spectator must
mg ,evecy,thmg im ftte rooo:i- nm
'fhe envirc:>nment stayed , · ed ift. small, w1assmrumg do !the same thing. In order
:being seet:t at ,the same · time.
This provided a ;SUrrealistic ·away frcom the machine in- !etters. 'T he pw:~p<l>se -o'f iflmsf itG .e xperience the work, the
fhience. ''Th.e sh.apes of ·the Geiin_as .said, was ito ·Smow observer must become
dream-like effect.
infi.gm-es,
especia}ly t 1m e that Hthe bomb i~ no !~ ig voived in Jit. This is preciseOn ,openfag day, a recording
of children at play accompanied cloud forms, w:ere very ero- fthimg. It~s· au a big game!'. ly what .emvmonmentai art
the visual aspects ·of the en- .tic,!' said Gelinas. '"J1hey
tries to ,a,-ooomplish. With
A.GUNST lllE ·WALL, .a the hetp, of .an enftar:ged vavir.anment. 1<n:ganic S 10 U n rd had a similarity· to organic
Words, such as "'.argh," "psst,'' forms, Sl!leb as k i _p ·s, muiti-eoil.<>r-ed wave curled
riety of sensory stimuli, the
".a ah, " ·" ,b lip," "zat., " .and. 'breasts and· fannies." The _.silently, · :accomparued iby
onlooker can become ac''' frip" :s eemed to 'han-g in the :f(!)rms of tbe·eye., the thmat the sotmd woro , -~slosh."'
tiv:e'J.y inv:otv:ed in the
-air near tbe figures. Some emittil\g tme sotmd
word Red lights :p alsated bemnd mysteries -of the environwalrls wete· written ,on the floor
•·•.aah, ''' the tangled bodies . Jt. producing an illusion of ment.
with soap.
-'littering the sound word movement. Afthoagh the
(Please turn the page for
THE CARTOON .s tyle "argh:/' and the figure of a wave .a:Ppeared to be mov...
ts
144'- '
th.
,
,,,
cu,1 .001· . werie a :1.un , mg,. • 'W'Oman with .red, open. Ups
ing, it was actually frozen t -o t a l environmental insaid Gelinas. A St. PeteJS- were an organic forms.
in~pace.
volv.ement)
Lea, 4EDA; Jim Oliver, 4ART;
Lois Pearson, 3EDA;
Urban, 3ART; and Jeffery Weild,
4CBS. The exhibit was sh0wn in
the Teaching Gallery Feb. 7-28.
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What. Gamma ,.I West really . special dips, ~nd _two cases of
wanted to have was a Wessori · canned .. drinks. (One of our
Oil party. A slippery, sliamg, trusty shoppers thought t11ere
gushy, skin, hair and. sweat were only 15 drinks in • a case,
party. But then there's the . so we ended up a :little short)
minor matter of adhering' to the Bag-boy's nightma,l'I:? ! especially
·"commonly accepted moral with the canned drinks not in
·code'' that invades as the unin- boxes. "Why did you shop at
vite<l_ chaperone· at any dorm Publix?'' he cried as three cans
party.
rolled onto his' foot. "
'
The_next best thing has got to
AN .AFTERNOON OF DIP
be a Bathroom Bash. A stay"'
dry, don't throw . people in the MIXING AND, oh yes, forgot
showers, flush loud, non-slip · about the tuna sandwiches. Ran
bathroom party. Lots of bright out of mayonnaise so discovered
crepe paper streamers, hearts peanut . butter and tuna wasn't
·
(left . over from Valentine's too bad.
7
_
We
were
all
set
for the 9 p.m.
Day), a donkey poster for the
invasion,
e
X
h
a
u s t e d and
inevitable pin-the-t a i 1-on-thedonkey and ·a sigQ. {ldmonishing, - questionably beautiful.
The · bash didn't get rolling
"Did You E(rer Realize How
Much of Your Life You Spend until about 9 :15. (This addition_ In A Bathroom?" Yeah, a real al -15 minutes is recommended
due to the _lack of booze availtransformation,
able in the dorms. It gives evJAZZING -UP THE HALL- eryone a chance to tank up ~
WAY WAS A long . stretch of · one more prior to attendance).
brown wrapping paper festooned
again witli crepe paper stream- . THE CROWD CROWDED
ers and bows, in preparation for AROUND THE eats table and
· the graffiti contest. (Writing on wandered into the bathroom
the' bathroom wall not allowed and bathtub stall to obtain the
- reserved for those ponderous drin_ks on ·ice. When it became
sufficiently crammed, someone
moments on the john.)
brought out pin-the-tail-on-the
Onward to the grocery to se- . donkey. Weeeeee!
lect a gourmet party spread.
Innocent enough in itself: but
Bugles, Pizza Spins,- other un- the . labyrinth of shower and·
namables, potato chips, Fritos,
cookies, s~ur · cream to mix our
(Please See Page H)
J •

"Me Thinks The Bathroom ·Is In Use"
\
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"Did She Really Write That?"
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testants didn't want to be untan- Runnels. He received a crummy
gled ••. in fact they weren't kite as a · prize and commented
even moving), and again when on his success: "Must have
one participant found he had a been...my successful potty train·
ing."
stale mate. . _
i...
Then the ·highlight of - any
"WBE1'E'S THE ICE CREAM
-The Graffiti contest wound up
AND CAKE," and was immedi- Bathroom Bash: The Toilet the evening. As Graffiti contests
ately recognized as a · narc. Flushing Contest. Back into the go . . • it was a success.
bth
S0000:..
a room and choose cheerlead- 1 (Suggestions: ·n would probably
. ht
The part y move d rig a1ong
d
t· ·· k ·
•d
have been more fun -to storm the
rme ,eepers an
• ter, ,, the ers,r JU
. e ha11 and "Tw1s
to th
t
. ges)
johns in the UC and just read
Milton-Bradley game for Indian F par icipan s.
them).
RULES: Begin in front of .the
. aesthetics studying the Kuma
first john ·stall.
Satra,.begail. . ·
1
SOME OF THE MORE PURAll doors must be open. The · IENT' ENTRIES WERE: "BC
Perhaps "Getting to Know
1
You" would be t}:le most appr_o- runner must flush each of the Pills are the greatest invention
priate theme for the game. The five toilets (going down and re- since the wheel;" "Eat . • • : A
object is to push your partner turning) · ~ ~ shortest time million flies can't be wrong;"
off t h e mat via squirming possible. Accuracy and qualifi- "The true wrath of God •is that
under, around, into, between, . cation is determined only by a he doesn't exist"· "Incest' is
over ·apd beside them . . • gurgling so~nd heard ten times. relative"; "There is
' no gravity
(HINT: MAKE SURE NONE -the Earth sucks" ; and "Belief
quickly. (And being_ carefu~ not
to get caught coppmg a bit of OF THE STALI.S ARE IN USE: in God is based on the hqpe that
This . obstacle' is unfair in this somebody,· somewhere isn't stut>ressy-bod).
THE . CONTEST BECAME garp.e. Use in Bawdy Bathroom pid."
Somebody yelled, "Hey, I
_
STALEMATED TWICE: once Bash if desired). ·
The winner, in an amazing don't get the BC Pills and the
ending in a deadlock that took ·
four people 13 minute$ to untan- 14-secqnds flat, using the Two wheel thing." It was the narc
gle (due to the !act that the con- Step-Flush method, . was Phil again.
john stalls on I the way to the
mark can lead to the wrong ·ass
being stuck.
. S O ME O N E y E LL E D,

I

Who's Doing What To ·whom?
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It woultl have_ taken perhap$ fifteen minutes .to
trap the animal.
- The machine 's insane mechanic al smile gleamed
· across its front, all the Hershey bar bicuspids and
canines of Life Savers, a gaping metal lower lip
hanging down.
·
TRAPPED BY ITS OWN ENTERPRISE, the little animal clung behind. the plastic orifice of the machine, tiny eyes bright with panic, prehensile fingers
clutching for a hold in the steel innards of the vendor.
I saw him running, tail a bottle-brush banner and
white under-side flashing, up the wide stairs of the
Chemistr y Building. I saw him perched, full of impudent chattered comment, on the railing of the second
floor, his unbounded animal vitality somehow out of
t ~lace in the stone and steel corridors.
l~THE ORACLE MAGAZIN E-April 30, 1969, U. of South Florida

An Epitath For J. P. Priestly
I saw him on the morning-wet grass, all motion
frozen, every quivering grey hair alert, lips and
whiskers and nose twitching in a quick spasmod ic
sampling of the air. I saw him in unaccust omed
closeness, as he crept by timid inches toward me to
take raisins from my hands.
I SAW HIM AT HIS PETTY BURGLARY of the
vending machines , boldly snatching paper-wr apped
fruits from that stranges t of all inetal trees. I saw ·
him living in Man's world, by Nature's laws, with an
Animal's innocence.
I saw him dead, the light frame of his body
snapped in two. The neck .broken with such surgical
neatness. No blood, no torn skin, no mangled coat
- none of the proud crimson medals Nature gives to
her dead ones. Broken neck, so neat, so clean - so_~
mechanic al.

And ·the new machine smiled, its belly cleared of
the nuisance of the intruder, free of the disturbin g
heartbea t, free of the scratchin g strugglin g claws,
free of the moving warmth that is life, free . . •
AND THE SQUffiREL LAY THERE white fur rippling in the breeze, at the feet of the conqueri ng machine.
And the man turned angrily away, ministeri ng
tenderly to the machine, binding its wounds, restoring its cleanliness, wiping away the despoiling traces
of life from its steel mouth.
The machine cooed back to the man, · gleaming
forth its insane medianic al smile, with the Hershey
bar bicuspids and the canines of Life Savers.
It would have taken perhaps fifteen minutes to
trap the animal.
By Maureen Patrick

ORACLE INTERVIEW:
·,,L
' .

(Continued from Page 3)

happen, th~p nothing else will :
happen. Right?

se~ret ca6inets ·some place. And
task ··oriented projects aren't
anything fancy. I can give you
an example of what we hope to
do this quarter: · I've given one
Social Science class an assignment on Hinduism and a Humanities ciass one on Buddhism.
These assignments simulate the
format employed by sensitivity
training' monitors but the ques•
tions and games involved I
have taken from the subject
matter ·of Hinduism and Bud~
dism. In additi~n, I want to
show the relationship of social
' science and humanities materials, that the two together constitute an imaginative reconstruction of the past. That takes
us to the testing part. I try to
catch people at the deepest
point of their research with the
subject matter and the artistic
means they use to test that research. I want to test how deeply involved and intimate we get
with great questions that never
go out of style. This is why the
Hwnanities provide so many op•
tions, so many opportunities to
test ideas, by molding them,
composing them, acting them
out.

FRANTZ: That's right To- -put ;
it another way: our fates ·are' interrelated; interlocked. A 11
bound up with each other. And · ·
to have someone fail in the
classroom is for me to fail also.
And for me. to fail a student is_
to fail everyone else in the
classroom ·
·
·
THE ORACLE: What is the re~
lationship between the classroom, as far as _being totally
free, and the university?
·

FRANTZ: Well, I think the
same freedom exists in the University ...

I

THE ORACLE: Where does this
put the "classroom," theQ,?
FRANTZ: The classroom is a
place to be free. It seems to me
that I come alive only in the
classroom. The office, my study
at home, faculty meetings and
other phases of teaching or
learning are not r~al to me. The
only "~al place I find myself is
in the classroom. When you get
over the emotional barriers
• • .• when people are--11ot wor.._
ried ·at that moment if they're
going to do -well or not • • ..
when the classroom is not seen
as something separate from life , .
.•. when .it is a life :process itself . . . and where . you .can
say things and do things without ·
feru: of recrimination . . • then
that's when I really get turned
on. When I b~come alive.
THE ORACLE:. This pµts . a big
commitment on the- students in
- a sense, doesn't it? ·
.

ORACLE: If this doesn't

,.

,.,. ;

should

FRANTZ: Or should exist. But
you have to work at it like everything else. In our society
NOTHING can be taken for
granted. And we are NOT born
free •. •. in my opinion. We '
have to work for our freedoms.
- The mental life of the university, and the primary reason for
the universityis existence, is in
danger of dying . for the lack of
, caring for each other • . • for
what we think and feel. What an
irony it is. -We have finally
reached the drawing board
. stage of life. We come to the .
university with good intent to
use something other than the
physical, the political, the economic. We try to use our minds
and our feelings. And these may
look idealistic and unrealistic.
But from my point of view, that
is the most "real" we can be.

-

· THE ORACLE: Is it the stu. dent's responsibility to take it
off· the drawing board and put it
in practice?
FRANTZ: No. It's everybody's
responsibility. Nobody is exempt. This is where you need
some terms • • • like paradox
• • . and ironies . I• • and why
.
you need the poet, bec~use he
knows how to make two' points
at the same time. He uses com-parison; correspondences, metaphors. I need now to say ·two
· things at once .•. • One part of _
me says student that comes to .•
· t'he university shouldyave the
option to fail or succeed. But
another -part of me says that if I
see anybody that is failing • . •
indifferent .. ; I can't afford to

a

FRANTZ: Well, it puts a big
commitment on reciprocity. On
~haring something.
~

Or

THE ORACLE:
exist?

loS'e him or her. In other words,
the- most horrible thing in th~ .
world is that · any two of us
should go ·through the motions
· of academic life and never have
any conversation or confronta- tion : . . that we should part
. and go to our death not having ·
seen a!ly of the talent the other
person possesses.
THE OR,4.CLE: ·But the big
issue today has become the lack
of communication , . . and · yet
·, it's so true. I almost think
· some people are scared to talk
to one another. ·
FRANTZ~ No, I don't think
they're afraid to talk. I think
they're afraid of being_found out
that they don't have much to say. The point of dialogue, however, brings us to the Buddhist
law of psychodynamics: that we
all have different abilities ... different tempos. Some of us
learn very slowly, some quickly,
some need repetition, some
catch it the first time . . . -some
people's genius is in terms of
their eyes, some their fingers,
some are very articulate, and
some are not . • •

THE ORACLE: And no criteria
could be set up to cover all of
them?
FRANTZ: Right. And so it really does come down to • . • ancl
everybody ·has said this since·
Socrates ••. is what we need is
a one-to-one relationship.

THE ORACLE: Doing your own
. thing?
FRANTZ: Right. But doing it in
front of someone who will not
ridicule or -_ judge what you're
doing. And who likes you • • •
· who loves you. I would say,
rather than being afraid of talking, peopie are ~fraid Of loving.
. - I think we often misinterpret
what we mean Qy loving another person.
THE ORACLE: . What bothers
you the most in teaching?
FRANTZ: woUld say. the thing
that cripples me the -most • . •
in academic life . .' . is professional · animosity. Or · in . the
classroom; 'Yhen I -sense student .
animosity.
.

r

THE ~RACLE: Is it. usually
pseudo?_FRANTZ: Yes and no. I used to
think- it was a simple case of

jealousy, of resenting someone
having more tb;m :me •.. being .
better than me.' Now r think ·the '
hurt is of a deeper sort than
professional jealousy - which
is a manifestation of this "outside competition" we mentioned
earlier. This takes us back to
the inner man. If you ever fall
in love with learning, if you
can't "'.ait to get to class, to talk
about , Shakespeare, Frank
Lloyd Wright, Krishna-, yo.u
know inside that· what you really want is to be clear and sound
and effective, for yourself, for
others . . . but, and I do not
know why we human beings are
so perverse, bad things begin to
bubble out, which are not really
bad things but ineffectual, and
that makes you distraught. And
then you get angry, not with
others but with yourself for having ten thumbs · and a thick
tongue. I always know when I .
have bad day; I slink home,
like a whipped dog wjth its tail
between its legs, beaten by my
inability to get across or to be
receptive to. others. We wish to
understand .and to love, but if
neither is forthcoming, we are
upset, even hostile. If we have
too many baq days we back off
from ever opening ourselves up.
It is just too much torment and_
pain. Hence, the easiest route is
the computerized route, to deal
with the subject matter without
any relationship to people •••
no contact . . . "Here are the
things you have to do to get
your degree - to get through."
But · if .you never fall in love or
. if yoll never hate anyone, or
any of the other things I think
.,are par for the academic
course.••

a

THE ORACLE: You never become a human . . . "being."
FRANTZ: Exactly.
THE .ORACLE: Your prime
goal, or ultimatwn, in teaching
is exposing someone to a particular . topic and exciting him
enough that he'll want to continue to research and learn in
this 'particular area for the rest
of his life. Correct?

FRANTZ. Right. To me, the
most important thing is the
emancipation of the mind .••
the development of a free and
easy relationship with peers,
with colleagues and with subject matter.
·
,,

'
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The Shape Of Things To Come
By MYLES ROSS

The rapid growth of Florida has brought about
many problems in the education of the thousands of
students that · are · now
reaching the age that they
will enter into the state university system. USF is no
exception to this problem
and, like the other major
universities, is preparing to
meet the needs of an ever
increasing enrollment.
The question is how are
the administrative officials
responsible for the planning of facilities at USF
preparing to handle the
projected needs · of a student body that will double
in five years and nearly triple in a decade?
INTERVIEWS WITH T.
WAYNE KEENE, director
of planning and analysis,
Clyde Hill, assistant dean
of planning and operations
and Raymond King, director of housing and food services have answered many
questions. But also the
vagueness in which many of
-- t h e overall projections
were presented left a sense
of uncertainty about these
future plans.
At the original conception
of the University, the

er number of students. Just large audience capacity.
to the east of this nonON THE FAR western
science area and to the
boundary
of the campus,
south of the Physical Edunorth of the lake, the USF
cation Building is one of School of Med~cine and
the proposed sites for fu- Nursing w i 1 1 be built
ture dormitory facilities. along with the State Mental
Current plans show the de- Hospital and the Veteran's
TWS LIST INCLUDES at velopment of commuter
Hospital.
the present time, and no't parking lots on this site Administration
necessarily in this order, a · until the new dorms are These facilities are not proLanguage-Literature Com- needed and the funds are vided for in the overall
building budget and are
plex, an Upper Level Li- available to build them.
subject to separate legislabrary, a new University
EXPANSION of the sci- tive approval.
Center and a 3,000-seat auditorium, just to name a ence facilities is still in
To the south of the lake is
few. Exact locations and the very early stages of one of the proposed sites
FIGURES _BASED _ON specific plans are not avail- planning, but on the list of for fraternity and sorority
T HE SE PROJECTIONS able but the sites for these priority buildings is a Bio- houses. There has been no
show that for the Educa- facilities are in the early Chemistry Building a n d definite decision as to the
tional and .General Operat- planning stages. One long expansion of the existing site of these facilities.,
ing Budget the funds need- . range plan shows the Lan- Chemistry Building. · Also but this location and one in
ed will be $47-million in guage - Literature Complex on this list there is a plan the far northeast corner of
1975 and $64-million for the located just south of the for expanding classroom the campus near 56th
same fund in 1980. This Ed- present Business Adminis- areas not sufficiently pro- Street ar e being considucational and General Op- tration Building. This area vided for by the newly ered.
erating F u n d provides will be developed complete- opened Science Building.
As the enrollment of USF
monies necessary for f ac- ly of non-science facilities. As this Science Complex increases at the rate of a
ulty, staff and maintenance
Also located in this gen- grows it is likely that an- small college every year,
of existing buildings.
eral area will be the Upper other University Center proper and careful planning
The Building Fund is Level Library and the New would be added to provide of facilities and service
separate from this and de- University Center. The rea- services for these students. must be exercised . For in
North of the present Life 10 years the 1700 acre
pends greatly on budget ap- son given by Clyde Hill for
Science
Building the 3,000- campus, which now seems
propriations from the State locating the new Center in
seat
University
Auditorium overwhelmingly large, may
this
complex
is
that
the
Legislature. The current
will
be
located.
This new be breaking at its seams to
budget request for facilities core of educational facilithat will go before the 1969 ties is moving further facility will be used for provide for those who have
session of the legislature is toward the south and a cen- concerts, meetings, lec- an ever increasing need for
for' $37.4-million. T h i s ter in this .area can better tures and other events that a college education is immoney is to be used for the provide services for a larg- require a structure with a portant.

Board of Regents limited
its total enrollment to 18,000. Little more was said
about this limitation and
newly projected figures on
enrollment have placed it
at 27,000 students in 1975
and at 37,000 in 1980. This is
not to say that all students
would be located on the
Tampa car..~Jus, but the figures •include the Bay Campus in St. Petersburg and ·
perhaps a third campus at
a location not yet determined.

construction of facilities determined by a list of priorities. This priority list is
variable and provides for
changes to handle the current needs of the University.
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